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Where dost thou seek Me?
Lol I am beside thee I

I am not tn outer ntes and ceremonies

I am by thee, with thee, within thee.**

[ Kabir ]
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PREFACE
The stones in this book were related dunng the course

cf mar^ discourses given by one of the most widely-known

Masters^ Saints or Mahatmas of recent times in India. This

was Huzur Makaraj Baba Sawan Singh Ji^ who lived and

taught near the small village ofBeas in the Punjab from 1903
until his death in 1948.

Each story was told by him to explain or illustrate some

point of interest or importance regarding the conduct of disciples

or seekersfor the Truth

A few of the terms used in the book require a word of
explanation for readers in the Western countries who are not

familiar with the age-old Eastern wisdom, the spiritual truths

that have been taught for many thousands of years in the

Orient

Frequent mention is made in the stones of Saints, who

often are thepnncipalfigures in the narrative. The Saints of the

East are highly advanced souls who have actually attained

union with the Supreme Being and possess spintual powers

that are beyond the range of human comprehension These

great souls come to the earthfrom the higher regions solely for
the purpose of teaching and guiding humanity to the higher life

of the spirit that exists above and beyond the physical world.

It is not generally realised in the West that there have been

many such Saints in India, Persia, Arabia and some of the

other eastern countries For, it is asserted, one or more of these

Elder Brothers of the race has always been present in the world

to help those who have wished for their aid. In the eastern

oountrus the names ofscores of these great Spintual Guides are

household words to millions. In the West, however, their names
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and their teachings^ the unchanged and unchanging Ancient

Wisdom of the East^ are virtually unknown.

Another term frequently used in the stories is Nam This

means the Name of God^ and is identical with the Logos, Word,

or Word of God of the Bible. Mary equivalent terms such as

Kalma {Inner Sound), Ism-i-Azam {the Greatest Name),

Nad {Sound, Word, or Inner Music), Dhun {Inner Sound),

SRabd {Spiritual Word or Sound), and jo forth, are used in

the Mohammedan, Z^roastrian and other scriptures, and the

Vedas, the sacred books of ancient India. In short, the Name
or Word of God is common to all religions

The important thing, however, is the meaningof the Word.

In the East it has always been known and taught by the

enlightened ones that it is not a written or spoken word, but a

Power—the Infinite Power behind all other Powers This

Power IS the Life and Love of the Supreme Being, which

emanates continuously from Him, and abides in every human
being. The Word, moreover, is the supreme Purifier of human
minds and souls.

At the time of Initiation, the Saint, Master or Satguru

puts hts disciple in contact with the Word. Thereafter, it purifies

and uplifts the disciple, intensifies his spiritual development,

and in due time draws him up to the highest heavenly region and
the highest state of spiritual consciousness. This is wly, in

story after story, such great emphasis is placed on the

importance of Nam, the Name or Word.
**One man spends seventyyears in learning andfails to

find the Light. Another, all his life learns nothing,

but hears one Word, and finds Truth through that

Word:^

In some ofthe stories the Word is referred to as music or the

Divine Melody. This is because it has been known and taught

in the Eastfor maty thousands ofyears that the Word of God
can be heard in the form of enrapturing inmr music. The
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ability to hear these sublime harmonies is given by Saints to

their disciples at the time ofInitiation.
Knowledge of the Word doth the Perfect Guru give us.

Power and Truth is hef says Guru Nanak^ one of the great

Saints of sixteenth century India

The term ‘‘karma!'* is mentioned in some of the stones

y

and may be unfamiliar. Karma is a Sansknt word that means
“doing” or “actions” y and the law ofkarma is simply the law

of action and reaction or, as the Bible puts “As ye sow, so

shall ye also reap.” In the East, however, it has been

asserted that the reaping is not always done in the same lifetime

as the sowing. Instead, it is held that the soul reincarnates time

after timo in different bodies, and most of the reaping takes

place in subsequent lives.

These are theprincipal terms and concepts mentioned in the

book, which should he understood in order to get the full point

of many of the stories. While th^ are known to hundreds of
millions in the Orient, they are still relatively little known in

the West.

Parables, allegories, and stories of the kind contained in

these pages have always been used by mankind's guides and
teachers, and always for the same purpose. This has been to

give their hearers in simple, interesting, and often amusing

form, stories that can be enjoyed and easily remembered long

after the words of the discourse itself have been forgotten.

Simple though these stories may appear to be on the sur-

face, they nevertheless can,for the discerning reader, throw muck
light on many aspects of the basic teaching ofthe great Masters,

Saints and Mahatmas of all times. In simple form th^ gyve

some glimpses of the pathway of discipleship that thousands

have trodden, and that leads ever upwards and onwards to the

Everlasting Realm of Light.
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^*Lead itsfrom the unreal to the Realy

Lead us from darkness to the Light,

Lead us from death to Immortality

[ Upanishads ]

This book. It may be mentioned, is the result ofan arduous

task earned out by our Satsangi Brothers, Joseph Leeming of

l^ashington, D.C., and K.L. Khanna of Radha Soami Colony

Beas in collecting material, including appropnate couplets

and quotationsfrom the writings ofa number ofdifferent Eastern

Saints to illustrate the different points made in the stones,

from the Dera Archives and the Sawan Library. Their work

also included rendering a free translation of the stones into

English. The book was, of course, wntten and completed

under the inspiring guidance and direction of Adaharaj

Charan Singh Ji.

We are indebted to themfor their labour of love.

R.D. Ahluwalia,

Radha Soami Satsang Beas, Secretary

Ristnet Amntsar {India) 1961.



FOREWORD
Throughout all the many centuries of recorded

history, those amongst the mass of humankind who
have been athirst for spiritual Truth have turned in-

stinctively to the wise men of the East. For, the age-old

countries of India, Arabia, Persia and other nearby
lands, have ever been the fountainhead and wellspnng
of the highest spiritual wisdom.

Here if anywhere on this small planet earth, men
have always beheved that the Truth might be known,
the mists veiling the ultimate, infinite secrets of life

might be dispelled, and the Radiant Reality revealed.

Here if anywhere, it was believed, there were advanced
and spiritual sages, august and lofty beings, who might
be able to give the seeker definite knowledge concerning

the Light that is still to come, the Truth that is

still veiled, and the Love that has yet to reign on
earth

The stories in this book are related here as they

were told to seekers and disciples in India by one of the

many great Spiritual Teachers and Guides who have
hved and taught since time immemorial in the East.

Many other Eastern Masters have used many of these

same stories, as well as others, to illustrate the basic

principles of what m India has for thousands of years

been called Sant Mat, the Teachings of the Saints.

These teachings have always expounded the same
unchanging truths about the method of approach to

the higher and happier spiritual life, and its attainment

while still living on this earth
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**Lead tisfrom the unreal to the Real^

Lead usfrom darkness to the Light,

Lead us from death to Immortality
”

[ Upanishads }

This book. It may be mentioned, is the result ofan arduous

task earned out by our Satsangi Brothers, Joseph Leeming of
Washington, D.C., and K.L. Khanna of Radha Soami Colony

Beas in collecting matenal, including appropnate couplets

and quotationsfrom the wntings ofa number ofdifferent Eastern

Saints to illustrate the different points made in the stones,

from the Dera Archives and the Sawan Library. Their work

also included rendering a free translation of the stories into

English. The book was, of course, wntten and completed

under the inspiring guidance and direction of Maharaj
Charan Singh Ji.

We are indebted to themfor their labour of love.

R.D. Ahluwalia,

Radha Soami Satsang Beas, Secretary

District Amntsar {India) 1961.
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Spirit IS both eternal and universal, and have illustrated

from the teachings of other great Masters that they all

are speaking ofthe same imperishable Truth. All of them
have been as rejoiced to have a seeker learn the Truth
from some other spiritual teachei, as from themselves

In one of the Upanishads, the spiritual scriptures

of the ancient Hindu Vedas, there is a verse that refers

to the One Truth that has been taught by all Perfect

Masters, and of the many different ways in which they

have expressed it and sought to explain it The
Upamshad says

“Cows are of many different colours, but the milk

of all IS of one colour, white so the great Teachers who
proclaim the Truth use many varying forms to put it in,

yet the Truth enclosed in all is one ”

The stories contained in this book express different

aspects of the Truth and of the approach to it, as ex-

pressed by one of the greatest of the recent Masters who
have taught in India

Some call the Eastern Masters mystics, and this

term, though it is still widely misinterpreted in the West,
is an accurate description ofthe great Spiritual Teachers
who have “nursed the drop of self into a Pearl”—the
Pearl of Great Price. The many mystics that the world
has seen have not been dreamers or mere visionaries,

but devoted men of God who, by outer and inner dis-

ciplines, have learned how to “go inside”, rise to states

ofhigher spiritual consciousness, and to God-Reahzation,
the true redemption and salvation, and the goal of all

religions.

In reality, of course, each of the great world reli-

gions has developed many mystics, advanced souls

who have been honoured and revered by countless

millions in the West as in the East. This is true of the
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Christian religion as well as of the great Oriental

religions. For the spiritual attainments of such great

Christian devotees as St. John of the Cross, St. Francis

Xavier, St. Theresa of Avila and many others, coin-

cide exactly, so far as they go, with the inner experiences

of the Eastern Saints and Masters and their disciples

oftoday, as well as of the Saints and Sages of the ancient

Oriental world.

A fact that many may not realize is the basic and
incontrovertible unity ofall the world’s religions through
their mystics, all of whom have had, and today have,

identical inner spiritual experiences. All of them, of
whatever religion, have shown that the path to the One
God is the same for all religions. It is the universal and
unchanging highway of the Saints, described by them
since the dawn of time to all who wished to listen.

Outwardly, the world’s religions are united in

teaching closely similar ethical principles for human
conduct. Inwardly, they arc united by the similar

spiritual experiences of their God-men of all ages and
climes. These so-called mystics are the light-bearers

who lead and guide the human race towards its ultimate
destiny. They are the ones who have gone ahead of
and beyond the rest ofus, have risen above the cramped
confines of this world, unravelled the mystery of life,

and found the Truth for which all the world is seeking!

“O my heart f to what land wouldyou go?
The Boundless Infinite is within your"*

Joseph Leeming

1961



THE VALUE OF A DIAMOND

Mirabai, a princess of Merta, was a disciple of

Ravi Das, the famous fifteenth-century Indian Saint

who was a cobbler. Because of her Guru’s low status,

many of Mirabai’s fidends, and many others as well,

spoke of him with contempt and compared his poverty

with her great wealth, saying such things as

:

“Saint Ravi Das is scarcely able to make a living

by mending shoes; while Mirabai, who claims to be
his disciple, lives in luxury in her palace”.

It was not long before Mirabai was told of

what people were saying and, devoted as she was
to her Master, she was touched to the quick. Wonder-
ing what to do, she finally decided to take a valuable

diamond from her jewel casket and give it to her Sat-

guru, so that he could sell it and obtain a large amount
of money. Going to Ravi Das with the diamond, she

bowed low before him with folded hands and said

:

“Revered Master, it pains me to see you living in

such poverty and want, and at the same time everyone

is ridiculing me for being the disciple of a pauper Saint.

It would please me beyond anything that I could

possibly say if you would take this diamond and sell it,

and build a comfortable home with the proceeds, so

that you could live in ease and comfort.”

Ravi Das, still bending over his work of mending
a pair of shoes, replied :

*‘Dear princess Mirabai, please try to see that what-

ever I have attained has been achieved through the

mending of shoes. If you feel that it is beneath your
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dignity to come to me, and that people speak ill of you
for doing so, you are free to stay away. As regards

the diamond, dear Mirabai, I need nothing of this

world and am most happy in my seeming poverty.”

Mirabai, however, was determined to give the

diamond to Ravi Das, and she begged and pleaded

with him for a long time But the Saint remained ada-

mant m his refusal. In the end, Mirabai, disappointed

and in great distress, told her Master

:

“Sir, I am putting the diamond here, in the

thatched roof of your hut. Please do as I have begged
you, and sell it so you will be well-to-do and comfortable.

Ifyou do not need it now, let it stay hidden in the thatch.

In case of need at any time, it will be there for you
to use ”

Mirabai then returned to her palace, and many
months passed by before she was again able to visit her
Satguru. When she did go to see Ravi Das, she was
surprised to find that he was still working as a cobbler
and was still as poor as ever. Bowing before him in
reverence, she asked

:

“My beloved Master, why are you still in such
poverty in spite of the diamond that I left with you?
Why haven’t you used the gift that I gave you in all

love and sincerity?”

“Ah, dear Mirabai, I thank you, but I have no
need for your diamond,” said Ravi Das. “I already
have wealth so great that it could not possibly be calcu-
lated. Please take the diamond away with you when
you leave here today.”

Searchmg in the thatch of the roof, Mirabai
quickly found the diamond, to which Ravi Das had not
given even a single thought. Humbled, and with her
iimer understanding immeasurably increased by this
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demonstration of the vastness of the spiritual treasures

within, Mirabai fell at the feet of her beloved
Satguru.

Without the wealth of Nam, all else is futile.

Attachment, ego, pride, they burn you all

True wealth through Guru's grace alone is gained.

Coming and going, worldly wealth is like the shade of a

tree

The wealth of the world leads to untold misery.

Neither can it be accumulated, nor can it accompany you
beyond."

[Guru Nanak]

“ With a loin cloth made ofa hundred rags knotted together,

A Sadhu feels no shame.

Enraptured is he with the bliss of higher realms.

Lord Indra he regards as a pauper"

[Bhartari Hari]

**If a Saint or a Seer goes a-begging.

Go not near Him, nor fall at his feet'.

The one who earns his own living.

And part thereof offers as chanty.

He alone knows the secret of the Path."

[Guru Nanak]

**It behoves a disciple to offer his all.

At the feet of the Guru,

It behoves a Master

To accept not a pennyfrom his disciples".

[K abir]
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**The Saints seek no salvation^

Nor even the gift fourfold^

The four gifts want not they*
^

{For liberation is their slave )

Miraculous powers they disdain

And heaven do not crave.

Fasts and pilgrimages they scorn

Naught IS there th^ desire.

Merit, glory or power, or nothing of this th^ require.

Paradise tempts them not, nor transmigration frightens.

They seek the Lord*s devotion. O Paltu, this I hold.

The Saints seek no salvation, nor even thegiftfourfolrP*.

[Paltu]

*The fotirfold gift consists of;
Duty, Wealthy Fulfilment of Dcsiresi and Idbctation*



THE GIFT OF THE COBBLER SAINT

Raja Pipa, a wealthy Rajput monarch, became
filled with spiritual longing after he had been a ruler

for some years and had begun to sense the emptiness

of ordinary human hfe. At the time, the great Saint,

Kabir Sahib, had left this earth; but his close friend,

the cobbler Saint Ravi Das, was living in a small hut
not far from Raja Pipa*s palace.

One day there was a great fair outside Raja
Pipa’s capital city. Men, women and children, all left

their homes to visit the fair, and Raja Pipa thought
that here was his opportunity to visit the great

Saint without being seen by his subjects. Accordingly,

he went to Ravi Das’s hut, where he found the Saint

occupied in soaking leather in a vessel filled with water.

Wasting no time, the Raja said :

“Revered Saint, please bestow Initiation on me.”
Ravi Das replied by pointing to the vessel and

saying

:

“Please, O Raja, drink this water as a gift from
me.”

Raja Pipa had difficulty in concealing his dislike

of this proposal. He said nothing, but thought rapidly,

and his mind soon concocted a plan to deceive the Saint.

He was wearing a long shirt with very wide sleeves

fastened tightly at the wrists. So, instead of drinking the

leather-water, he poured it a little at a time down the

sleeves of his shirt, allowing time for the cloth to absorb

the moisture.

As he did this he thought to himself:
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“This is a very strange affair. From the appearance

of things, this Saint had nearly polluted me ”

Nothing ofwhat was going on was hidden from the

inner eye of Saint Ravi Das, for the Raja’s mind and
thoughts were to him as an open book. Accordingly,

when Raja Pipa had finished pretending to dnnk the

water, Ravi Das told him

:

“That is enough for now, brother. You may go
away, and I will do the rest of the Initiation later on.”

The Raja bowed in silence. Then, stepping out

the door of the hut, he looked to the right and left to

see if there was anyone in sight who might see him and
spread the word that he had been visiting the cobbler’s

house But everybody was still at the fair and the streets

were empty, so the Raja left the Saint’s hut and made
his way quickly to the palace

When he reached his private apartment in the

palace, he sent for his washerman and asked him to take

away his shirt and wash it without delay The washer-^

man took the shirt to his home and, since he was busy
doing something else at the moment, he asked his

daughter to chew the stained parts of the shirt in order
to remove the stains.

The daughter began to chew the shirt, but instead

of spitting out the leather-water that came out of the

cloth, she swallowed it The effect of swallowing the
water was miraculous, for her inner vision was instan-

taneously opened and in a very short time everyone
who lived in the neighbourhoodknew that she had been
transformed from an ordinary girl into a very great
Saint.

As word of what had happened spread slowly
throughout the city, the story in course of time was
repeated to Raja Pipa. Always eager to be in the
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presence of Saints and other enlightened persons, the

Raja went to the humble home of his washerman and
stood before his daughter. Rising, the daughter made
obeisance to her monarch, bowing low before him as

his humble subject. But Raja Pipa said :

“My daughter, I have not come to you as a ruler

but as a beggar. I have come to beg for alms in the form
of inner vision and spiritual enlightenment.**

“My lord, whatever I mayh ave received, has been
through your grace,” the girl told him.

The Raja was very surprised at this reply, and
asked her what she meant.

“O Raja,” she said, “whatever the secret was, it

was in your shirt.*’

An inkhng of the truth entered the Raja’s mind
and he exclaimed

:

“What is the good of my kingdom, or of being a

great Rajput^ What is the worth of the praise of
the world? All of these things are valueless.”

He then went immediately to the hut of Ravi Das,

where he bowed before the cobbler and said with great

fervour

:

“O gracious and merciful Saint’ Please give me
again what you gave me the first time I came to visit you.

“When you first came to me,” said Ravi Das, “I

thought that here was a great ruler coming to the house
of a poor cobbler. My wish was, accordingly, to give the

ruler something that he would remember with great

pleasure throughout all the rest of his life.”

After pausing for a moment, Ravi Das went on

:

“The water that I offered you was not the water

with which I was washing my leather. It was the

ambrosial nectar from Sach Khand. But due to your ill

fortune you did not drink it, and it was the washerman’s
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daughter who received the gift. But do not worry.

Brother. I will now initiate you into the secrets of Nam,
and through devotion to it you will gain everything.**

whom the Name doth smite findeth salvation.

It awakens the sleepers!**

[Dadu]

^^All look on the outward appearance^ and see not what is

zmthtn;

The outside is what is shown to the world\ hut God
reveals Himself within*'

[Dadu]



I WANT YOU ALONE

Bhai Manjh was a man who was not only wealthy,
but also a landlord who owned a village He was
a worshipper ofthe tomb ofthe holy man, Sakhi Sarwar.
But one day he happened to attend a discourse given
by Guru Arjan, and the words of the Guru made such
a profound impression on him that he begged him to

grant him the boon of Imtiation.
“Whom do you follow at present^” asked Guru

Arjan.

“Sir, I am a devotee of Sakhi Sarwar,” Manjh
replied humbly.

“I will grant you Initiation after you have gone
back to your home and have razed the room in it that
is set apart for holy worship,” the Guru said.

Manjh ran to his house as fast as he could and tore

down every brick of the room. A number ofpeople who
had gathered to watch him solemnly warned him

:

“Bhai Manjh, you will have to pay very heavily
for the desecration of this holy room. We would not
hke to be in your shoes.”

“I have done it,” said Manjh boldly, “and am
prepared to suffer any and all consequences.”

When he returned to Guru Arjan, the Master,
considering him fit, bestowed Initiation on him.

But it was destined that he be put to still further

tests. Soon lus horse died; then some of his bullocks

Thieves took some of his other possessions. Then people
began to taunt him, saying

:

“This is the result of the disrespect shown to Sakhi
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Sarwar. You should go and rebuild the temple in your

home.*’

But none of this bothered Bhai Manjh in the least.

To one and all he said :

“I do not care what happens My Guru is all-

knowing, and he knows what is best. Of that, nothing

can shake my belief.”

But one misfortune then followed another, and
before very long Manjh was not only destitute but
owed money to many people And all ofthem demanded
immediate repayment, saying

:

“Either pay us at once or leave the village.”

At the same time, many of his old friends pleaded
with him

:

“If you would only rebuild the temple, things

would be sure to take a turn for the better.”

But no; Bhai Manjh remained adamant and
preferred to leave the village. So he and his wife and
daughter packed up their few remaining belongings

and found shelter in another village. As he had been a
rich landlord, Manjh had never had to learn a trade.

But it was now necessary for him to earn some money,
so he began to make his livelihood by cutting and
selling grass.

Several months went by in this way, when one day
Guru Arjan sent Bhai Manjh a letter which was
deUvered by one of his disciples. To the disciple, the
Guru had said

:

“Please be sure to demand twenty rupees as an
offering before you give Bhai Manjh the letter. If he
does not pay you, brmg back the letter.”

Bhai Manjh was delighted to see the letter, but
had no money with which to pay the twenty rupees.
He asked his wife for her advice and she said :
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*‘I will take my ornaments and those of our
daughter to the goldsmith, and see how much he will

give me for them ”

The goldsmith’s offer was exactly twenty rupees.

So Manjh gave the twenty rupees offering, received the

letter, kissed it, lifted it to his forehead and eyes, and
pressed it against his heart. As he completed these

devotions, he went into ecstacy.

Two years went by, and the Guru then sent Manjh
a second letter, for which he was to make an offering of
twenty-five rupees. Once again, Bhai Manjh had no
money But he remembered that the headman of the

village had once asked if his son could marry Bhai
Manjh’s daughter. Accordingly, he sent his wife to see

the wife of the headman, telling her to offer their

daughter in marriage, even though the headman was
of a lower status, and to demand twenty-five rupees as

a marriage payment.
The headman gladly paid the money and Bhai

Manjh received the letter.

But the Guru wished to test Bhai Manjh stiU

further, so he told a disciple

:

*‘Please go to Bhai Manjh and ask him to come to

my court.”

Manjh went quickly and gladly to the court of his

beloved Guru. There he and his wife and daughter
went to work in the kitchen, cleaning the utensils and
cutting firewood.

After a few days the Guru asked

:

‘‘Where does Bhai Manjh take his food?”
“He eats with all the rest of us, getting his food

from the free community kitchen,” the disciples said.

“It seems to me,” said the Guru, “that Bhzu Manjh
is not doing real service, for, then he would expect
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nothing in return for his work. He is charging us for

his wages, which he takes in the form of food ”

When Manjh heard of this from his wife, he told

her

:

“I want nothing in return for service to the beloved

Guru, who has given me the priceless gift of Nam. We
will get our food by some other means.”

So from that day on, Bhai Manjh went to the forest

each night to cut wood. He then sold the wood in the

bazaar and used the proceeds to buy food. During the

day time, he and his family worked in the kitchen as

before.

A few weeks later, after Manjh had gone to the

forest to cut wood one night, there was a great wind
storm. Bhai Manjh valiantly struggled against the

wind, with his bundle of wood on his head. But the

wind was so fierce that it blew Bhai Manjh headlong
into a well, together with his precious bundle of wood.

Everything that had taken place was already

known to the Guru. So when Manjh was blown into the

well, he gathered some of the disciples and told them

:

“Be quick now! Get a wooden board and some
rope! Then follow me at once to the forest.”

When they reached the well in the forest, the Guru
told one of his disciples :

“Bhai Manjh is at the bottom of this well. Shout
down to him and tell him that we will lower a board
tied to a rope. Tell him to cling to the board and we will

pull him out.”

The disciple did this, but he also added some words
told to him in private by the Guru.

“Brother, see the wretched condition you are in.

And it is all due to the way the Guru has treated you.
Why don’t you forget a Guru who does such things?”
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“What?” shouted Manjh. “Forget the beloved
Guru? Never! And as for you, ungrateful one, please

never again speak so disrespectfully of the Guru in my
presence. It makes me suffer agonies to hear such
shameful words.”

Bhai Manjh then asked that his bundle ofwood be
taken out of the well first.

“Take the wood,” he said, “because it is for the

Guru’s kitchen. I do not want it to get wet, for then
it would not bum.”

The wood was drawn up, and then Bhai Manjh
himself was pulled up out of the well.

When he came face to face with the beloved
Satguru, the Guru said

:

“Brother, you have gone through many trials and
have met all of them with courage, faith and devotion
for the Satguru. As a reward, I would be glad, if you
would wish it, to give you the kingdom of the Three
Worlds.”

But Bhai Manjh said :

“O Guru, my Beloved, this is Kal Yuga, the Iron

Age, and in it there is no one who has the strength to

stand up to the tests of Satguru. Therefore, my only

request is that henceforth disciples should not be put to

such tests
”

This pleased Guru Arjan very much, but he still

wished to give a tangible reward of some kind to Bhai
Manjh.

,

“Please ask me for some gift or boon,” he said.

*‘You have earned it, and it would make me very happy
to give it to you.”

At this, Bhai Manjh fell on his knees before the

beloved Guru, and with tears streaming down his cheeks,

exclaimed

:
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“What boon could I wish for, my Guru, but you
alone? I want you alone. Nothing else could ever be of

any interest to me ’*

Upon hearing these words, spoken from the heart,

the Guru embraced Bhai Manjh and said :

“Manjh is the darling of his Guru.

And Guru is Manjh’s only love

:

Manjh now, like Guru, is a ship.

That carries people safely across

The ocean of phenomena

*‘Gtve me the gift of devotioriy 0 my Guru : nothing else

do I desire except Thy service day and night.**

[Kabir]

**Ifye love me and keep my commandmentSy then areye
my disciples indeed**

[Christ]



THE PALACE OF GOD

When Guru Nanak was at Mecca, the famous
Muslim Qazi Ruknuddin said to Him

:

“Tell me, O Nanak, can you describe to me the

Palace of God? How many towers does it have; how
many doors; and how many turrets?”

Guru Sahib smiled and told the Qazi

:

“Know thou, O Ruknuddin, that the Palace and
Temple of God is the human body. Of towers, it has

twelve—three on the right arm, three on the left (the

hands, forearms and upper arms)
; and similarly three

each on the right and left legs (feet, legs and thighs).

“The palace has mne doors, and these, O
Ruknuddin, are the two eyes, two ears, two nostrils,

the mouth, and the two lower apertures. It has fifty-

two turrets—thirty-two teeth in the mouth, and twenty
nails on the hands and feet

”

Guru Nanak paused for a moment, and then
continued

:

“But God’s Palace of Light (the Spiritual Realm)
is beyond the fifty-two turrets, the nine doors, and the

twelve towers. For it is there that an everlasting

Fountain of Nectar flows; and it is there that you will

find Ismet—the everlasting lotus. From this palace of
Light, God is constantly calling to us from above. But
we are asleep and hear Him not.

“But the way to the Palace ofLight is through the

human body, the Palace or Temple of the Living God.
The Satguru awakens the disciple, and teaches him how
to go inside the human body, and through it find the
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Path to God’s great Palace ”

^^The human body is a city; the rarest ofgems and rubies

there await thee.

Acquire them by devotion and service to the Satguru^'

[Guru Ram Das]

“/n thy body is everything.

Higher realms and nether world

In thy body residetk the Almighty Lord Himself,

Who sustaineth all.

In thy body are gems, rubies, and store-houses ofdevotion.

In this body is the treasure ofNam {the Word of God),

Which by the grace ofthe Guru is obtained.^*

[Guru Amar Das]

who pervades the universe also dwells in the body.

Who seeks shall find Him there,

Saith Pipa ; God is the Primal Being;

The True Guru shall reveal Him.''

[Pipa]

**For behold, the Kingdom of God is withinyou."

[Christ]



TRUE DEVOTION

In a small village in Saharanpur District, not far

from Delhi, there formerly hved a Saint by the name of
Bhikh. It happened that one day one of his disciples

was walking along the street constantly repeating his

Satguru’s name, saying “Bhikh, Bhikh, Bhikh,” over
and over again.

A qazi passing by asked him

:

“Who are you, my good man^”
“I am Bhikh,” the disciple answered.

The qazi then asked him

:

“Who is your Master^”
“Bhikh,” was the reply.

The qazi’s next question was

:

“Who is your god?”
“Bhikh,” was again the reply

Both the qazi and a crowd that had gathered were
very displeased by the disciple’s answers, so they dragged
him offto the mosque to make him recant what he had
said He was asked the same questions again. His replies

remained the same. Greatly annoyed, the qazi told the

crowd that this disciple of Bhikh was very evidently

a non-believer, and as such he should be hanged.
The qazi then arranged to have the disciple taken

to King Akbar at Delhi, who would sit in judgement on
him Akbar The Great asked the same three questions,

and in reply the disciple said :

“O King, whatever I have belongs entirely to

Bhikh. Without him, I am nothing and have nothing.”

Akbar, a very perceptive ruler, realised at once
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that the disciple was steeped in the love of his Master.

At this time, India was suffering from a great

drought, so the king asked the disciple

:

“Gould your Master help the countryside by
making it ram?’’

“Sir, I will go and ask,*’ the disciple answered.

Being very hopeful that a Master who could

inspire such love could make it rain, Akbar said

:

“Please go at once. Find out and then come
back immediately.”

On the second day after the disciple had left, there

was a heavy downpour of rain, which gladdened the

hearts of everyone. On the third day the disciple re-

turned to the court of the King and asked his monarch

:

“Sir, were you satisfied by the rain?”

Akbar, filled with gratitude, told him

:

“By all means, yes, good man. It has revived the

crops in every district. No amount of thanks would be
sufficient.”

Akbar paused for a moment. Then, filled with
curiosity, he asked

:

“Please tell me now, who is this Bhikh of whom
you speak so often?”

“He ismy Satguru,”the disciple answered humbly.
The king then handed the disciple a document,

and told him

:

“Here is a grant to your Satguru of twenty-one
villages. Will you kmdly take it to him, together with
my thanks and gratitude?”

To everyone’s surprise, the disciple immediately
handed the document back to the king, at the same
time telling him

:

“Sir, these villages would have no value in my
Satgur *s eyes, for they are merely temporal things of
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this world. Pardon me, your Majesty, but I would
really find it impossible to take this document to him.”

Akbar was well enough acquainted with the ways
of holy men to understand. But nevertheless, he sent

some members of his court to deliver the grant to the

Satguru.

A few days later, when the disciple met his

Master, the Satguru told him

:

“My son, you asked only for rain. But that was the

time when you could have asked for anything and you
would have received it. For you were in communion
with me, and I was in communion with the Supreme
Lord.”

The disciple replied humbly

:

**What would I have done with all ofthat? I want
you alone.”

“OA Lord, I desire Thee and Thee only**

[Abu Yazid Bistami]

** Tlu Supreme Selfabideth near to thee.

Awake! Awake! O my hearty awake.**
[Kabir]

**/ live ordy to do Thy will^

My lips move only in praise of Thee^

O Lordy whoever becometh aware of Thee

Casteth out all else other than Thee**

[Ansari of Herat]



THE GURU’S THIEF

Bhai Gur Das was the uncle of Guru Arjan, and at

the same time his devoted disciple and a highly spiritual

person. At one time he composed the following couplets

and read them to the Guru Sahib :

*^Ifa mother is impious
y
it is notfor her son to punish her;

Ifa cow swallows a diamond, her stomach should not be

cut open;

If a husband is not faithful, the wife should never copy

him or lose her chastity;

Ifaking issues leather money, his subjects should not wony;

If a high caste lady takes to wine, people should not take

it ill,

If the Guru tests his disciple, the disciple*sfaith should

not waver**

Guru Arjan listened attentively as Bhai Gur Das
read. When he had fimshed, the Guru thought to him-
self :

“All these things are easier said than done. Let me
test his faith.”

Turmng to Bhai Gur Das, he said :

“Uncle, I have to buy some horses at Kabul. Will
you be able to do this for me?”

“Why, certainly,” Bhai Gur Das replied.

At that time there was no paper or small silver

money. Only gold sovereigns were legal tender. Accord-
ingly,Guru Aijan Dev filled several bags with sovereigns.

Bhai Gur Das counted them, and then sealed the bags
and put them in strong wooden boxes. These were loaded
on mules, and Bhai Gur Das, with a number of other
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disciples, started out on the long and arduous journey
to Kabul from Lahore, where Guru Arjan was then
residing.

BhaiGur Das was a very learned scholar and quite
familiar with the Sikh scriptures, and because of this

he gave religious discourses in many of the villages

through which their little caravan passed. In due time,

after passing through the awe-inspiring defiles of the

Khyber Pass, they reached Kabul, high amidst the

snow-capped Hindu Kush, and pitched their tents on
the outskirts of the city.

In the great horse market of this ancient city Bhai
Gur Das bargained with the Pathan horse traders and
finally purchased the best animals he could find. These
were taken in charge by a group of the disciples, who
were to take the horses by easy stages to Guru
Arjan at Lahore. Meanwhile, Bhai Gur Das asked the

Pathan merchants to come to his tent to be paid. Leaving
the dealers outside, Bhai Gur Das entered the tent to

get the needed number of bags filled with gold

sovereigns.

Opening a few ofthe boxes, he took out the needed
bags. But something was wrong. Filled with foreboding,

he opened all the bags. Each and every one of them
was filled with pebbles and stones instead of gold.

Bhai Gur Das was beside himself with horror, for

he knew the savage nature of the Pathans.

‘‘There they are, waiting for me outside the tent,

and I have nothing with which topay them,*’ he thought.

“And if I don’t pay them, they will tear me to pieces.”

His brain worked like lightning, as he tried to

devise a plan to save himself. So great was his fright

that he even forgot to ask his Satguru for help. He
then decided that the only possible way to save
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himselfwas to tear the back of the tent, escape through

the hole, and run away as fast as he could. This

he did, and by great good fortune was not caught.

Ashamed to face Guru Arjan, he passed quickly

through Lahore, left Amntsar behind, and made his

way to Kashi, hundreds of miles to the east.

Meanwhile, the members of his party who were in

Kabul entered his tent to discover why did he delay

in paying the Pathan horse dealers. They found all of

the wooden boxes open and filled with gold, but there

was not a sign of Bhai Gur Das. They noticed, however,

that there was a hole in the back of the tent.

To stop the clamouring ofthe Pathans, the disciples

paid them and then made their way back to Lahore,

where they told Guru Aqan all that had happened.
Now, a holy person like Bhai Gur Das, no matter

where he may be, will always be interested only in

spiritual matters and in giving spintual discourses.

Accordingly, when Bhai Gur Das had settled down in

Kashi, he began to expound the great spiritual truths

known to all the Saints and perfect Masters. Hundreds,
and then thousands ofpeople came to hear him, and in
the end the Governor of Kashi also came to hear and
admire Bhair Gur Das’s brilliant and beautiful

discourses on the spiritual life.

After a few months had passed by. Guru Arjan
sent a letter to the Governor ofKashi in which he wrote

:

**There is a thiefofmine in Kashi and I am writing
to ask you kindly to take him prisoner, tie his hands
and send him to me. You will not have to search
hard for this thief. The mere reading of this letter

in places of public assembly and religious discourses
will find him, for the thief will himself speak out upon
hearing the letter read.”
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In due course, the letter was read where Bhai Gur
Das was giving a discourse to a very large crowd of
people. But the moment Bhai Gur Das heard the
contents of the letter, he stood up and said

:

“I am the Guru’s thief.”

His listeners were stunned

“You could never be a thief, for you are a holy
man,” they said. “The thief must be someone else.”

But Bhai Sahib told them again

:

“It is I who am the thief There is no doubt of it.

Please tie my hands so that I do not escape.”

No one came forward to do so, for it was unthink-
able to tie up a holy man like a common robber. Accor-
dingly, Bhai Gur Das unwound his own turban, cut it

in two, and tied his hands. In this condition, he set

out for Amritsar and Lahore to find his beloved Satguru.

Borne forward by his intense love, he travelled the

distance of hundreds of miles in an ecstacy ofjoy and
happiness.

When he finally completed his journey and stood

before Guru Arjan, the Guru said :

“Bhai Sahib, please repeat those couplets you read
to me just before I asked you to go to Kabul.”

But Bhai Gur Das, having been tested and put
through some bitter experiences to try his love and faith,

fell at the Guru’s feet and exclaimed

:

“7/*a mother gives poison to her son, who is it that will

save him"^

If the watchman breaks into the house, who can

protect iP

Ifa guide misleads the traveller, who can set him on the

right path?

Ifthefence starts to eat the crop, who can save it?
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Even so, if Guru tests the disciples, who can help them to

remain steadfast.**

It is only the Satguru alone who by his spiritual

power and grace, can keep the disciple steadfast and
filled with devotion under circumstances such as these.

**Guru, who is God, do thou worship with all thy heart

and soul;for giveth He life and faith, and sustaineth

He all.

[Guru Nanak]



GOD’S WILL OR MAN’S ?

Jalhan, who was a great Mahatma, had a daughter
of marriageable age, and accordingly, his wife asked
him to consult a priest to find a suitable husband
and obtain from him an auspicious date for her
marriage.

This was not an agreeable task at all for Jalhan,
for his interests lay in a different direction altogether.

Always steeped in the love of the Lord, he was at all

times happy in the will of the Lord and made it a
practice to leave his affairs entirely in the hands of
the Beloved. For by so doing, he knew from long
experience that things would always turn out for

the best.

Urged on by his wife, however, the holy man went
to the house of a well-known pundit to talk with him
about his daughter’s marriage-date and the finding of
a good husband. As he entered the house he met the

pundit’s daughter, a young woman who had become
a widow very soon after her marriage.

“This is something to think about,” said Jalhan to

himself. “Everybody goes to the pundits to find the

most fortunate dates for their daughters’ marriages.

But here is the pundit’s own daughter, already a
widow. Did her father choose an auspicious hour for

her marriage?”
He decided to postpone his visit to the pundit and

walked down the street. Before long he passed the

house of a physician, inside which a great number of

people were weeping and wailing, and making the very
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heavens resound with the noise of their lamentations.

Jalhan asked a servant who was standing outside the

house

:

“What is the cause of this grieP Has there been a

terrible calamity?”

“No”, replied the servant. “But the physician’s

only son has just died.”

Again Jalhan pondered on the manner in which
things happen in the world.

“Here is a physician who exerts himself to the

utmost to save his only son,” he said. “And yet, despite

his most expert treatment, the son expires. Why was it

that this doctor could not save his son'^”

As he revolved this question in his mind, a Voice
from heaven said

:

“Who can ever thwart the Will of God? Which
prevails, think you, Jalhan? The Will of God or the

efforts and ideas of man?”
As he walked on along the dusty street, smiling

quietly to himself, Jalhan said :

“The houses of physicians are in mourning,
Those of the pundits are filled with widows.
Return to thy home, O Jalhan,

Seek not the auspicious moment or com-
panion.”

“ The End Supreme is gained^

Wh^n the two streams

Of Love and renunciation

Mingle, flowing together into the sea**

[Jaga]

**Let not your hearts he troubled, for nothing happens
without the Will of the Lord. Not a leaf stirs, not a
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hand movesy not an eye blinksy not a tongue speaks, not

an ear hears, save by the Will of God.^*

[Parasi]

a moment the Doer transforms the insect into an
elephant. From the elephant He forms an insect. None
can undo His work.**

[Dadu]



THE PUNISHMENT FOR EMPTY PROMISES

BuUeh Shah during the early years ofhis life was an

enthusiastic scholar, and as time went on became one

ofthe most learned and erudite men in all ofthe Punjab.

For forty years he searched indefatigably for Truth,

reading coundess holy books and scriptures, and con-

versing with innumerable pious and holy men. But

not once during all of this time did he discover any
tearhing that convinced him it was the True Teaching.

One day he met a firiend who had advanced a long

way on the spiritual path. This man, seeing Bulleh Shah’s

plight, said to him

:

“Brother, why do you break your head over all

these books? For you, it is all a waste of time. Go to

visit Shah Inayat. It is possible that he may be able

to help you in your search.**

When Bulleh Shah went to the Master, Inayat
Shah initiated him into the Truth, which up to that

time had been hidden from him. He was carried

away with love for the Lord, and in his ecstacy and bliss

said things which the orthodox clergy and the pundits

did not approve of or endorse. For to die priests and
pundits religion was a matter of rites and rituals, all

outward ceremonies of which they had never known the
inner meaning. After discussing Bulleh Shah’s faults

at great length, the priests went to him and said

:

“Bulleh Shah, you arc guilty of being irreligious,

for you say and do things that are not in agreement
with our faith. Have you anything at all to say in your
defence?**
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“Please listen carefully to what I have to say,”

Bulleh Shah told them. “Then you may decide the case

in any way you wish.”

“Very well,” said the priests. “Speak out and we
shall listen,”

After pausing for a moment while he studied the

faces of his accusers, Bulleh Shah asked

:

• “What punishment would you recommended for a
person who keeps on promising that he will give you
something today, then tomorrow, and then the day
after, but who even after forty years has given you
nothing^”

After they had discussed the question and given it

careful thought, the priests replied .

“Such a person should be burnt alive.”

“Then, my friends,” said Bulleh Shah, “all ofyou
should without doubt be burnt alive. For you and your
doctrines and dogmas promised me the Truth for forty

years, yet n,ever once were you able to give me even the

smallest glimpse of it
”

Struck speechless, the priests walked quietly away.
Bulleh Shah, filled with the great joy of all who

know the Truth, then said

:

“O friend • Now quit thy learning,

Only A IS all that thou dost need.

By learning thou hast loaded thy mind.
With books thou hast filled thy room
But the true knowledge was lost by pursuing the false;

So stop now, O ftiend, the pursmt ofthy learning.”

there are who seek to exalt themselves by

displaying their great knowledge: but the blessed one is

he who makes his mind barren for the love of God.**

[St. Francis]



A SUDDEN CHANGE OF MIND

There was once an old lady who had a young
daughter of whom she was very fond. One day the

daughter fell ill and, though no pains were spared in

treating her, nothing was of any avail. Much distressed,

the old lady prayed to the Lord, saying

:

“O Lord, it would be much better if I were to die

instead ofmy daughter. For I am already old and have
had enough of the world. But my daughter is young and
has seen nothing of the world.’*

She constantly kept this prayer on her lips.

One day, while the daughter was still very ill, the

door of the house was accidentally left open, and a
stray cow wandered into the courtyard. Seeing a large

earthen pot, the cow put her mouth in it to eat

whatever food it might contain. But her head got stuck

in the pot and, confused and bewildered, she started

running here and there with the big pot covering her
head and eyes, lowing in terror, and bumping into every-

thing in the courtyard. The pot, as it happened, was
coloured black.

HeariA.g the noise, the old lady came out to see what
was happening. As she stepped into the courtyard the
cow started running towards her, and she was panic-
stricken, thinking that this queer and outlandish looking
creature was the angel of death. She at once cried out
to the cow

:

“Please, please, I am only an old woman! Don’t
take me! My .young daughter lies in there. Please take
her instead!”
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Within the mind illusion arises; within the mind
illusion departs. Within the mind is one intoxicated

with God, within the mind is one immersed in Him**
[Dadu]

**Thy restless mind continually goes astray; how can it

ever be brought to keel? Only by giving the heart and
soul to the Word or J>fame of God; no other way has

ever been found or ever will be found.**

[SWAMI Ji]



ALEXANDER THE GREAT’S LAST WISH

When, after conquering most of the then-known
world and leading his army deep into northwestern

India, Alexander the Great was about to return to his

homeland, he consulted the astrologers and asked if

they could tell him how and when he was going to die.

After careful study, the chief astrologer told the

great conqueror

:

“O mighty king! Our calculations show that you
will not die until the earth turns into iron and the sky

is transformed into gold.’*

*‘Aha,” thought Alexander to himself, “miracles

such as this will take ages to come to pass. There is no
doubt about it. I will live for many years to come,”

But as he rode westward towards Persia, he
suffered a severe attack ofmalaria while passing through

the Seistan Desert, now in southwestern Afghanistan.

To his chief minister, riding by his side, Alexander
said

:

“A fever has come over me. My strength has

gone and I can ride no farther.”

At this, the minister, filled with anxiety, said:

“O Sire, I beg of you, ride just a few miles more.
We may then find a tree under whose shade you can
lie down and rest.”

On they rode across the barren desert under a
scorching sun. But after a further two or three miles,

Alexander was so weak that he could ride no more.
Alighting from his horse, he lay down on the hot
ground, gasping for breath.
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The worried minister had but one thought—how
to give comfort to his master and protect him fix>m the

blazing sun. To make a soft couch for the great king to

lie upon, he removed his coat of iron chain-mail which,
as was then the custom, was lined with forty layers of
silk to ward off sword strokes. He spread it on the

ground, and Alexander rested on the soft couch of silk.

The minister then held his shield over the king’s face

to shade him from the sun.

Exhausted by the fever and tossing restlessly from
side to side, Alexander chanced to look upwards and see

the official’s shield It was, he saw, richly decorated with
strips of gold. Then he was reminded of the astrologers*

prediction.

“Oh, what a fool I was to rejoice over what the

astrologer told me,” he groaned. “For here and now,
his prediction has come true. The earth on which I

am lying is made of iron, and the sky above me is of
gold.”

It was at that moment that the royal physicians

arrived and examined the world conqueror.

“Your Majesty,” they told him, **there is no use in

trying to deceive you. At this very moment you are

lying at death’s door.”

“Is there no remedy whatever?” gasped Alexander.
“No, Sire, the fever is too severe. There is no

medicine that could possibly help you now.”
The mighty king was in despair when he heard

these words. But despite his exhaustion, he still refused

to beheve that death could be so close at hand.
‘*0 faithful friend,” he gasped, to his chiefminister,

“announce at once that I will give half my kingdom to

any man who will enable me to live long enough to have

a last glimpe of my mother. What do you say, O
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physicians? Could not such a thing be possible?”

“Nay, Sire,” the physicians were obliged to tell

him, “you have but a minute or two more to Uve.**

Panic-stricken, Alexander cried out in a loud voice :

“To whoever will take me alive to my mother, I

will give all my conquests, holding nothing back. As
for myself, I will live on alms.”

“Your Majesty,” the physicians told him in grave
tones, “not a single breath remains for you; and there is

no one who can prevent your dying now.”
At this, the mighty Terror of Nations burst into

tears and wept hke a child.

A wandering Saint, who happened to pass by and
who had stopped to gaze in silence at the dying king,

now approached the chief minister.

“O Excellency,” he said, “What a pity that your
great master threw away his hfe for nothmg. For, the

conquest of all the world is as nothing when compared
to the great Gift ofthe Saints—^The Nam, or Holy Name,
that can free you forever from this world and take you
to the higher Realms of Bliss, where thoughts of blo^y
conquests are unknown.”

*^With the beat of drums do I proclaim, thy breaths

are going by unused; these self-same breaths could biy

the realms within’^

[Kabir]

**When one has lost what was one*s own, and abandoned

aU pnde of birth, when vainglory has dropped away,

then is one, face to face with the Creator.^*

[Dadu]

**Emperors before whom strong armed kings did meekly

bow their heads in countless numbers;

Who possessed great elephants with golden trappings.
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proud and painted with brilliant colours;

Millions of horses swifter than the wind, which hounded

o'er the world.

What mattered it how mighty were these emperors ?

All at the last went hence with nothings bare offoot,"

[Guru Gobind Singh]



THE NATURE OF THE FIRE

Suthra was an enlightened fakir who was excep-

tionally resolute and bold. One day a fnend came to

him and said

:

*‘A famous holy man has come, who is very much
revered by everybody in this neighbourhood. Let us go
to see him ”

Suthra agreed, and they walked to the holy man’s
hut, greeting him upon their arrival by bowing low and
saying

:

“Praise be to the merciful Lord.”

The holy man returned their greeting, and invited

them to be seated near him.

After remaining silent for a few minutes, Suthra
asked the holy man:

*‘Have you any fire? I need some.”
“No, I have no fire herejust at present,” replied the

holy man.
Again there was silence. But a few minutes later

Suthra asked again

:

“O Sadhu, have you any fire?”

“I have already told you that I have none,” said

the holy man, slightly annoyed.
But this reply did not seem to suit Suthra at all,

for he immediately asked for the third time

:

“Sadhu, I have great need of fire. So kindly let me
have some.”

At this, the holy man became really irritated and
replied with great heat:

“O foolish man ! Please stop addi^ me Ibr fire

!
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Can’t you understand what I say? I have told you
three times that I do not have any fire. Isn’t that enough?

Or will you go on repeating the same stupid question

over and over again?”

Suthra remained silent and entirely unperturbed.

But as soon as the holy man had stopped his harangue,

he said:

“Brother, I really do need some fire Are you sure

you do not have any fire?”

Now thoroughly enraged, the holy man picked up
a stick, advanced toward Suthra, and beat him until

the stick broke. Suthra then smiled and said

:

“Peace, brother. My question is now answered.

I saw and smelled some smoke when I first entered your

presence, so I knew that there was a fire here. And now,
as anyone can see, the fire has blazed up and is burning

with angry flames. Yet, strangely enough, you still

maintain thalt you have none of it.”

Understanding now what had all the time been
in Suthra’s mind, the holy man’s anger left him.
Hanging his head in shame, he said in a humble voice

:

“Thank you, brother, for your lesson. I will take it

to heart and try to mend my ways.”

world has gone astray^ absorbed in lust andwrath;

Sayeth Kahir, forsake not the Supreme God of gods,

who is the highest of all the high**

[Kabir]

**Man washeth kis body with water, but in his heart there

is evil of every description**

[Ravi Das]



THE ARMY OFFICER’S KARMA

An army officer was once sent to Kabul to quell an
uprising. When he reached the city, he found that

bullets were being fired from both sides of the road and
no matter how hard he tried to stop his mare from
going towards the enemy lines, he could not stop her.

Despite the deadly fire of the guns, the mare took him
straight into the midst of the enemy’s bullets, and both
the horse and the rider were killed.

In those days there were merchants who were
given contracts to supply rations to the troops. The
officer who had been killed had no family of his own,
and had kept his money in trust with one of these mer-
chants, who then lived in Rawalpindi. When he was
killed, the government asked the officer’s next of kin
to take all of his money and belongings. His relatives

came, collected the officer’s belongings firom the
government, and returned to their homes. But they
knew nothing about the two thousand rupees that the
officer had kept with the merchant; and the merchant
kept this money as his own, believing that no one would
ever find out that it did not actually belong to him.

When the merchant’s contract expired, he return-
ed to his home in Saharanpur and opened a sinall

shop. Some twenty years later one of his old Mends
went to Hardwar with a group of companions arifl on
the way met the merchant at Saharanpur. The merchant
recognized him immediately, and asked bim and his
Mends to spend the night with him, since it would
afibrd rest to the party for the night; and secondly, to
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show them around the city. The fhend and his party

agreed to stay.

That evening the merchant prepared a very

sumptuous dinner, which everyone enjoyed very much.
But during the meal the guests heard piteous cries and
weeping coming from the next room.

*‘Who is weeping in there the friend from
Rawalpindi asked.

“Oh, that is nothing, so please enjoy your dinner

and don*t worry about the crying,” was the merchant’s

reply.

“But we would much rather know the cause of this

weeping and wailing, before we go on with our dinner,”

said another of the guests.

At that, the merchant sighed deeply.

“Very well,” he said. “The weeping woman is my
daughter-in-law. Only a few days have passed since

her husband, who was my son, expired. So it is only
natural that she should be mourning his death.”

The guests immediately offered their condolences

on the loss of the merchant’s son. But at the same time
they wondered why, when he had only recently lost his

son, he himself was not in mourning, but instead was
lavishly entertaining them as though nothing at all had
happened. Then the merchant offered to relate the whole
story.

‘‘Twenty years ago, when I returned from Rawal-
pindi after completing my army contract, I got married,”

he said. “Two years later a son was bom to us.We reared

him, educated him and only recently arranged a marri-

age for him. But immediately after the marriage he fell

ill and no matter how much care was given to him, and
the number of doctors we called to attend him, he
showed no signs whatever of recovering his health.
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“Ultimately, when the doctors had given up all

hope of his recovery, I brought in one of the Muslim
clergymen to see if he could heal him. The clergyman

recited some words, and after he had finished I gave

him two and one-half rupees, which was all that I had
in my pocket at the time.

“As I did this, my son began to laugh aloud. Seeing

this, the Muslim clergyman was very pleased, pointed

out that his treatment was already giving good results,

and said that he was sure he would succeed in bringing

about a complete cure.

“When the clergyman had gone, I asked my son

how he felt. He told me that he was perfectly all right.

I asked him what he meant by this. My son then

replied

:

“Twenty years ago I left two thousand rupees m
your safe-keeping, and meanwhile I was killed in the

Kabul uprising. You kept that money with you, and I

came as your son to reahze that amount.
“The two and one-half rupees which you had in

your pocket just now, and gave to the clergyman, were
all that was left over out of the total of two thousand
rupees. When you passed them on in payment for ser-

vices rendered to me, our account was squared.

“This wife ofmine was the mare that I rode the day
I went to quell the uprising, and however hard 1 tried

to stop her from going into the enemy lines, she did not

obey and ultimately we were both riddled with bullets.

For the way that she made me die, she will have to

suffer when 1 pass on, and that will square my account
with her,”

The merchant went on

:

**Now gmtlemen, the officer is dead and the mare
is crying. For whom should I mourn—the mare or the
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officer? Therefore, please be good enough to eat your

food.”

When all had resumed eating, the merchant said

:

“It is as the Guru teaches. Family, friends,

relatives, all meet merely as the result of their Karmas,
and as soon as the accounts are settled they go on their

way.

“This world is like an mn, where people come from
all directions to spend the mght But with the coming
of the dawn, each one goes his own way.”

‘‘At sunset the birds gather in the branches

^

Some chirp shrillyy some sing sweetly

y

At sunrise again they fly away.^^

[Guru Arjan]

“Birth and death is the law of life;

“0 Brothery we come and go according to Dwine

Command'^ [Guru Nanak}

“As ye sowy so shall ye also reap**

[Christ]



ORDERS ARE ORDERS

A number of villagers once came to Sheikh Farid,
the great Muslim Saint and told him •

“Revered Sir, the river by our village has changed
its course and is now cutting away our fields and the
ground on which our homes are built. Please intercede
for us with the Lord, and have the river stop destroying
our land and our homes ”

Sheikh Farid immediately went with the villagers

to the river bank and spoke to the river, saying

:

“What harm have these villagers done to you that
you are taking away their fields and homes? Do you
forget, perhaps, that one day you will be called upon
to pay heavily for misdeeds of this kind?”

As the holy man finished speaking there came a
powerful but musical voice from the river saying

:

“O Fand, this is not my own doing. I am doing
this under the orders of the Supreme Being and have no
choice in the matter. What he commands, I must
obey. I am His humble servant only.*’

On hearing this explanation of what was taking
place, Sheikh Farid thought quietly for a moment or
two, pondering his best course of action. 'Ihen, asking
the villagers for a spade, he started to help the river in
its work by cutting away as much as he could of the
village land by the river bank. To the villagers he said :

“Brothers, I, like the river, have no choice when
the Lord issues a command. I must acquiesce in the
Will of the Lord, and help the nver in carrying out
His orders.”
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“ZXe true Saint of God
Knows Him nigh^ all the hours of day and night!

And sweet to him is the will of God
And all that the Lord ordains^*

(Guru Nanak)



5HEIKH SHIBLI AND THE TWO APPLICANTS

Two men once came to Sheikh Shibli to ask for

Initiation, and Shibli, whose inner vision had been

opened, saw at once that one was deserving and the

other was not. He therefore told them to come to him
separately, since each would have to be dealt with

differently.

When the first one came, Shibli asked him to recite

the Kalma. The man said

;

“Please tell me exactly what you would like me to

say.”

Shibli told him

:

“Crod IS one, there is none except Him; Shibli is

His prophet.”

When the man heard this, he exclaimed :

“O God, save me from this !”

Even as he was speaking, Shibli repeated exactly

the same words. At that, the man, who was both shocked

and puzzled, cried out

:

“Why do you speak like this? What do you
mean? Are you out of your mind?”

“Please, friend,” said Shibli, “let it be you who
first say why you spoke as you did, crying, ‘O God, save

me from this I’
”

Rudely and without hesitation, the man said

:

“Why, it is perfectly plam to see. I said those

words because you are a cheat and a fraud. What are

you? Nothing but a common fakir, like hundreds of
othors who have no special merit. Yet you claim to be
the holy Prophet of God Himself,**
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The man stopped to regain his breath. Then he
asked

:

“And now, O humbug, what is your explanation

of why you uttered the words you did?**

“I uttered them because I was almost on the point

of giving a priceless gift to an undeserving person,*’

Shibh said quietly and with great kindness in his voice.

Continuing, he added

:

“My fiiend, I do not believe you should have
come to me It will be much better for you to go to a
Mulla in some mosque.”

When the second man came, Shibli again
repeated

:

“God is one, there is none except Him : Shibli is

His prophet ”

“Oh, what a great pity that is,” said the man,
heaving a deep sigh of disappointment. “I am a good
Mushm and have the Koran in my house, and the

Koran tells of Mohammed and other great prophets

of God If you are only a prophet, then I have no need
of you, for I am already a follower of the Prophet.”

“What was it then, that you were seeking.

Brother?” Shibli asked.

“Why, what else but a True Fakir, one who is

One with God Himself,” exclaimed the man. “I have
always been told that there were such God-men and that

they can teach their disciples also to become One with the

supreme, beloved Lord. Many people told me that you
were such a one, that you and God were one, and now it

turns out that you are nothing more than a prophet.”

Sadly, he turned to go. But Shibli, throwing his

arms about him, embraced him warmly, and told him

:

^‘Brother of brothers, you are the deserving one.

You are the real lover ofthe Lord. Have no more doubts
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or fears, for, it wiil be with great joy that I will give

you the gift of Initiation into Nam, the Word that is

with God and is God.”

Guru caused the supreme treasure of the knowledge

ofGod to enter into my heart; it entered into my heart that

He and the Guru are one,**

[Dhanna]

**By churning the ocean of the body, a marvel have I

beheld: Guru ts God and God is Guru, betwixt them is

no difference, 0 Narudc**

[Guru Nanak]
“/ and the Father are one'*

[Christ]



SUKH DEV AND KING JANAK

Sukh Dev was the son of Rishi Ved Vyas, and due
to his previous sanskaras (impressions from past lives)

he had True Knowledge, even in his mother’s womb.
He was reluctant to be born, because he feared that

he would be carried away by Maya (illusion).

Ultimately, for his sake, the Lord had to suspend the

operations of Maya for an hour to enable Sukh Dev
to be born into this world.

Shortly after his birth, Sukh Dev started to go into

the forest every day to continue his devotions, and
rigorously carried out his spiritual practice. One day
as he was meditatmg, it occurred to him that he should

go to the temple of Vishnupuri and see face to face the

One whom he remembered every day. But when he
reached the temple, he was refused admittance. The
gatekeepers reported this to Lord Vishnu, and Vishnu
said

:

“Sukh Dev, I am extremely sorry. You have no
Guru, and no one can ever gam entrance here without

a Guru.”
Sukh Dev returned to his father and told him what

had happened that morning. He was a vain boy and
thought that since he was the son of a great Rishi who
had himself earned out the spiritual practice for a long

time, there was no need for him to have a Guru. But
after hearing the reply from Lord Vishnu himself he
sought his father’s advice as to the Guru he should

select. His father told him

:

“There is only one Guru whom I can suggest, and
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that is King Janak ”

“Father, I do hope that you have not lost your

senses,*’ Sukh Dev rephcd. “What is there in common
between a king, a Kshatriya and a Brahmin? He is an
emperor and I am a Sanyasi. How can I take him
as a Guru?”

“There is nobody else who could be your Guru,”
his father told him.

Twelve times Sukh Dev’s father sent him to King
Janak, but always, due to doubt or misgivings, the son

returned before reaching the king. Once he had even

reached the palace of the king, but on seeing the richness

of the palace and the great assemblage of worldly

people, he thought that the king was given to sensual

pleasures, and so he was not prepared to accept him as

his Master.

The rule is that you harm yourself by losing your

merits, if you suspect or slander a realized soul. The
more the doubts and suspicions that Sukh Dev
entertained, the greater was the loss that he suffered.

When he was sent back to the king by his father for the

thirteenth time, the Sage Narad took great pity on
him and thought:

“This soul is losing all his merits and should be
saved

”

There was a small river on the way to Sukh Dev’s
home. Narad disguised himself as an old Brahmin,
started carrying earth m a basket and throwing the earth

in the water. But as he did so, the fast-flowing current
would carry it away. He would then bring another
basketful of earth, and that would also be carried away
by the swift current. When Sukh Dev saw this, he
thought to himself:

“This poor old man is trying to dam the river.
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But with great difficulty he fills his basket with earth

and then loses it in the water.” So he said to him :

“Look here, old man, listen to me. Please first

collect a few pieces of wood, place them in position,

then bring large pieces of earth and later on bring the
earth by basketfuls. Then alone will you be able to make
a small dam across the stream. Otherwise, you can go
on throwing the earth into the river as you are now
doing, for the rest of your life, and still it would be a
wasted effort.”

“I am only losing my day’s effort,” said Narad.
“But there is a young man who is a bigger fool than I

am, and he is Sukh Dev, son of Ved Vyas. For he has
already lost twelve of the fourteen merits that he
possessed. He has only two left

”

When Sukh Dev heard this, he fell down in a faint.

Meanwhile, Narad left the scene.

When Sukh Dev regained consciousness, he found
himself alone and no old man in sight. But remembering
the old man’s words, he hastened to return to the palace
of King Janak. Having still a certain amount of pride

because he was the son of a great Rishi, he thought
that the king would probably come part of the way to

receive him. But no one came to meet him.
When he reached the Durbar and sent in a message

that Sukh Dev, son of Rishi Vyas, had arrived to meet
King Janak, the orders given by the king were

:

“Let him remain standing where he is.”

Sukh Dev happened to be standing where the
sweepings from the palace were thrown over the wall,

and as a result he was before long almost buried in

refuse and rubbish.

Four days went by, and then King Janak asked

;

“What has happened to Sukh Dev, son of Ved
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Vyas, who came to seek an interview with me?”
A courtier replied

:

“He is still standing outside
”

By this time Sukh Dev could neither move forward
nor backward, because he was stuck in the pile of refuse.

The king ordered

:

“Let him be extricated, bathed and dressed, and
then presented to me”.

King Janak, knowing that Sukh Dev was proud of
his renunciation, and that he considered King Janak as

a man of sensual pleasures, created a miracle for him.
When Sukh Dev entered the king’s room, he saw that

the king was having one leg massaged by a beautiful

woman, while his other leg was placed on a hot oven.

Seeing this, Sukh Dev realized what a great mistake

he had been making all the time, by regarding King
Janak as a person given to sensual pleasures, while

he was actually a great Mahatma.
Meanwhile, King Janak created another miracle.

A servant came running to report to him that the whole
town was on fire. The king said :

“God’s will.”

“In a short time another report came that the

whole of his kingdom was on fire. The king repeated

:

“God’s wiU”.
A further report came that all of the king’s courts

were reduced to ashes. He again said serenely

:

“It is God’s wiU.”
Then the news came that his own palace was on

fire. Still the king was content to resign himself to Grod’s

will-

Sukh Dev thought to himself that the king was a
great fool, because he kept on repeating that it was God’s
will but did nothing to prevent the fire from doing
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more damage. The king was aware of what was
passing in Sukh Dev’s mind. Sukh Dev then grabbed
his bundle and wanted to run away. But the king

caught him by the arm and said :

“Look, all ofmy wealth and possessions have been
burnt to ashes, and I haven’t bothered about them.
Now, when the fire has reached the palace, you have
taken hold of this small bundle of your possessions,

with the intention of running away. The cost of all you
have here would not be more than a pittance. Just
realize, who exactly is the greater renouncer—you or I?”

Sukh Dev remained quiet, and realized that the

real renouncer was the king. He sought Nam initiation

from the king, but the king replied :

“You do not deserve it.”

The truth was that Sukh Dev, despite the tests

given to him, was not yet entirely ready for Initiation.

KingJanak now ordered his officials to arrange for

a gala day throughout the city. Festivities, dances, plays

and spectacles ofall kinds were to be prepared in honour
of Sukh Dev and to serve as entertainment for him.

When everything Was ready. King Janak asked

Sukh Dev to go through the city and enjoy all the

brilliance and gaiety that had been made ready in his

honour.
“But,” said the king, “please carry a cup full of

milk with you, wherever you may go.”

King Janak then bade the officer who was to

command Sukh Dev’s escort of soldiers to step forward.

To him he said

:

“Take Sukh Dev through every part of the city.

Let him see everything and miss nothing. We must do
all possible honour to our guest. But if Sukh Dev should
spill a single drop of milk from his cup, my orders are
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that you should behead him on the spot.”

Accompanied by his guard of honour, dressed in

magnificent uniforms, Sukh Dev went through the city

and late that night returned to King Janak’s palace.

“I am glad that you have seen our celebration

in your honour,” the king told him “How did you enjoy

the entertainments^ Did you find fault with anything

that was done^”
“O King, as matters turned out, I saw nothing of

all the show,” Sukh Dev replied. “For at every moment
all my thoughts were concentrated on this cup, lest I

should spill a drop and lose my life
”

King Janak smiled.

“Sukh Dev,” he said, “that is how I live in the

midst of all this luxury and grandeur. I see nothing.

For at every moment my thoughts are centered on the

Lord lest I too should lose my hfe.”

“Imagine,” the king went on, “that the cup is

death, the milk within it is your mind, and the festivities

are the ephemeral pleasures and splendours of the

world. I pass through this world with great caution,

so that the milk of the mind is not spilled, or agitated,

and all attention is concentrated every moment on Him.
For even a moment spent in not thinking ofHim would
be death for me.”

King Janak was able to see that Sukh Dev*s mind
had now been cleansed ofpnde and that he was ready,

so he was pleased to give him Initiation into the secrets

of the Word.
When Sukh Dev returned to his home after having

been initiated, his father asked him whether he had
found a Guru. Sukh Dev said that he had. The father

asked what the Guru was like, Sukh Dev remained
silent. The father said

:
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“Was the Guru like the sun?’*

“The Guru’s refulgence is like the sun; but it has
no heat,” Sukh Dev replied.

Then the father asked

:

“Is the Guru like anything else?”

Sukh Dev made no reply. Then the father asked

:

“Is the Guru like the moon?”
“He is cool like the moon; but there is no stain,”

Sukh Dev replied.

The father again asked :

“What is he like, then?”
“The Guru is like a Guru,” Sukh Dev said.

Then the father said

:

“My dear son, you have now overcome your
doubts of the Guru, and your overweening pride. These
are two of the greatest obstacles in the way of finding

a Guru and True Enlightenment. You can now go to

Vishnupuri as many times a day as you like, and no one
will stop you from entering. All the Saints and Sages

have given a unique place to one devoted to the Satguru;

for without the Satguru there is no Salvation.”

With deep humility, Sukh Dev told his father, “I

thank you, father. It took me a long time to learn the

lesson.”

“Think now of this for a moment,” his father told

him. “If a Guru is needed to enter the lower regions

ruled by Vishnu, how much more is a Satguru, like

King Janak, needed to gain admittance to the higher

realms of Pure Spirit*
”

**The light ofdawn breaksforth^ when the ego dies\ then

the tide of goodimll for all fills the heart**.

[Guru Nanak]
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'*Ifby giving thy head {pnde and egotism) canst thou have

the Guru, even then, know that it is cheap.'*

[Kabir]
** Those who have destroyed self-will and live in humility’,

th^, the meek, are happy. The haughty great are consumed,

0 Pfanak, as in afurnace, by thefire oftheir own pnde."

[Guru]

**Lord, take away my misgivings, destroy my doubts’,

dispel the error, the suspense, the dreadfulpain. Make
me truly one with Thee."

[Dadu]

**First make thou the mindfirm in devotion to the Guru’,

for without such devotion Ut the Guru, never can thy

worldly attachments be ended."

[SwAMiJi]

**Bu^ tity hands andfeet in work, but give thou tfy mind

to God, sayeth Pfamdev"
[Namdev]



HOW SAINTS CHANGE LIVES

As a rule, K.abir Sahib devoted all of his evenings
when in Benaras to feeding and serving holy men, and
in enjoying their company and their exalted thoughts.
But it happened that on one evening a group of holy
men visited him and there was not a scrap of bread in
the house, nor did Kabir have even one spare anna in
his pocket.

Kabir went to his devoted wife, Mai Loi, and
asked her ifshe knew ofany way by which they could
get some food.

Mai Loi said

:

“That man who owns the food stall in the bazaar
just down the street might give us some food on
credit. Do you believe that I should go and ask

him?*’

Kabir agreed to this, and Mai Loi hurried off

down the street. When she had asked the stall keeper
for credit, he smiled slyly and said

:

“Mai Loi, it would be a great pleasure to give you
whatever food you need. There is only one condition.

That is that you will come to me in the ni^ht.*’

Mai Loi remained silent while the stall

keeper selected the food she wanted and gave it to

her.

Returning quickly to her home, she told Kabir of
all that had happened, while she was preparing dinner

for their guests.

That night, when it had been dark for several

hours, Kabir reminded her that the time had come for
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her to repay the stall keeper. At the same time he

said

:

“Do not worry, for everything will be quite in

order. These things are taking place, because I wish to

bring this man to the right path in this particular

manner.”
When she was ready, he told her

:

“It is raimng now and I see that the street is full of

mud. So get on my back and I will carry you to your

appointment ”

The house was soon reached and Mai Loi went
inside, while Kabir waited for her outside the door.

Delighted to see her and unable to believe in his great

good fortune, the stall keeper nevertheless noticed that

Mai Loi’s slippers, despite the reiin, had no mud on
them and neither were they wet.

“How is it that you walked through the muddy
street,” he asked, “and yet there is not a trace of mud
on your slippers?”

“There is nothing to wonder at, my fnend. My
husband Kabir carried me here on his back, and is now
waiting for me outside the door.”

On hearing the name of the great Saint spoken,

the stall keeper was suddenly overcome with shame.
Going to the door, he begged Kabir to come inside and
dry himself. Then, falling to his knees, he begged
both Kabir Sahib and Mai Loi to grant Um
pardon.

“Rise up, my good fellow,” said Kabir. “It is a
rare man indeed who does not stray from thf*

path.”

Kabir and his wife took thar leave, and the stall

keeper sat in his comer far into the night, pondering
on what had happened. In the end^ he came to the
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conclusion that there was only one good path to follow

in this world, the path of discipleship. In the morning

he sought out Kabir and became one ofhis most devoted

disciples.

“From sttiy He is the Redeemer^ of the lost^ He is the

Guide*'

[Guru Teg Bahadur]



O GOD ! SET FIRE TO PARADISE

Rabia Basri, the Saint ofBasra, was one day weep-
ing as though her heart would break. Neighbours,

hearing her anguished sobbing, came near and heard

her saying

:

“O God! Set fire to Paradise, and pour water on the
fires of hell, I beg Thee. Then people might pray to Gk)d

for the sake of His love alone, and not for hope of a
reward or for fear of punishment.”

In the same way Sheikh Abu Bakr Shibli was one
day overcome by a similar feeling when he was at Mecca.
Rising irom his devotions, he took a live coal in his hand
and hastened toward the sacred Kaaba, the huge black

stone at Mecca which was and still is an object of

veneration and worship ibr all Muslims.
**What are you doing? Where are you going?”

people asked the holy man as he passed them on his

way. Shibli told them:
*T am going to the Kaaba and am going to bum

it to ashes, then people can renounce that House and
think only of the Master of the House.”

On the following day, Shibli was seen again going
through the streets ofMecca. His eyes were shining with
devotion and in each hand he carried a piece of burning
wood.

“Ho* Shibli* Where are you going? What are you
going to set on filre today?” the people asked.

Shibli answered

:

“I am going to set on fire both Heaven and Hell.

Then the hope of one or the fear of the other will not
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hold everyone*s attention, and they will love God for

His own sake alone.”

Mankind runs c^ter salvation^ heavens and paradises

y

Ceaseless is its yearmng\
But lovers of the Lord ask not evenfor salvation\

Th^ are satisfied with His Presence only^*

[Guru R-am Das}



THOSE FORWHOM EYES ARE AS NOTHING

A Persian Dervish, a true lover of the Lord, who
was young and exceptionally handsome, came one day
in his wanderings to the house of a lady in a small

village. As he was begging for alms, the lady gave him
some food and, as she gazed at his beautiful face, fell

deeply in love with his eyes.

For several days after that the Dervish went to the

lady’s house. Each day she gave him food, and each day
she fell more deeply in love with the young man’s

luminous eyes. One day the Dervish went to the next

village to beg for food When, on the following day, he

returned and went once again to the lady’s house, she

ran to the door and cried

:

“Where have you been? I thought you might have
left our village forever. I was nearly out of my mind.”

“But why was that?” asked the gmleless Dervish.

“Have you had a death in your family?”

“Oh no, no!” said the lady. “It was your eyes. I

cannot live without them. Oh, what shall I do when you
do leave us and go away, never again to return?”

The poor Dervish, very much surprised, went
quiedy away. But the next day he went once more to

the lady’s house. A bandage was over his eyes, and he
felt his way along with the aid of a stick. In his hand he
earned a small bag.

When he reached the lady’s house, she saw his

bandaged eyes, and asked in a voice filled with sympathy:
“Have you hurt your eyes, poor man? Is there any

ointment I could give you, to ease the pain? Ask for
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anything at all, and I will get it for you.”
The Dervish handed over to her the little bag,

saying as he did so

:

“Mother, here are the eyes with which you fell in

love. Pray keep them, for I no longer have any use for

them. Do not be distressed, for I could not do anything
else. On the path of the devotee, eveiy attachment is

forbidden, except the attachment of love for the Lord.**

**Give me the boon of Devotion^ O my Guru, O God of
Gods', nothing more do I desire save Thy service day and
nights*

[Kabir]



WHAT MOSES LEARNED FROM THE FAKIR

Moses was one of the great prophets, of that there

is no doubt. But during one period of his hfe, he was
very vain and puffed up with pnde, believing that there

was no other prophet on earth who could possibly

compare with him. In various ways the Lord told him
that there were many holy men who were not only as

good as himself, but even better. Moses could not believe

anything of this kind at the dme, and as a consequence

insisted that he should be shown a few of these other

gfreat souls. In the end, the Lord told him

:

“Moses, cross over the river that flows past your
dwelhng place, and meet the fakir whom you will find

on the other side. Then go with him and do whatever
he wishes you to do.*’

Moses thanked the Lord for His kindness, crossed

the river, and soon found the fakir ofwhom he had been
told. He was known as the Prophet Khizr.

“The Lord told me to come to you and to obey
your commands, whatever they might be,” said Moses.

“That is all very well,” replied the fakir. “But
frankly, I am not at all certain that you are worthy
enough to receive the teaching the Lord wishes me to

give you.”

Moses felt that this was not only untrue but also

an insult. Nevertheless, he did not reply angrily.

Controlling his irritation, he said:

“The Lord has ordered me to obey you, Khizr.
Whatever you command, that I will do. Whatever you
do, I will not raise any objection.”
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“Very’ well,** said Khizr. “Please do not object,

dien, to whatever I may do.**

Khizr then started to walk along the bank of the

liver, followed by Moses, and before long they came to

a place where some small boats were moored. Khizr
pointed at one of the boats and asked those who stood

nearby

:

“Who owns this boat ?**

“A very rich man who lives in the city yonder,**

was the reply.

Khizr pointed to another boat and asked the same
question.

“Please do not touch that boat,*’ he was told. “It

belongs to one of the most important men in our city.”

Once again Khizr pointed to a boat and asked

:

“Who is the owner?”
“You can use that boat ifyou wish to,” the people

said. “It belongs to a group of poor orphans who are of

no importance.”

On hearing this, Khizr turned the boat upside

down and stamped on it, with the result that many of
its wooden planks were broken.

This seemed like outrageous conduct to Moses and
in spite of himself he burst out

:

**You must be mad and heartless! You should

have broken one of the rich men’s boats, for they have
money enough to pay for the repairs. But to break a
boat diat belongs to poor orphan children, O Khizr, that

is a cruel act. You should never have done such a thing.”

“Do you remember your promise, Moses?” Kliizr

asked. “I believe you told me that you would not object

to anything I might do.”

Moses then recollected the orders of the Lord and
said humbly:
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“Please give me your pardon, Khizr. You are right.

I should have said nothing.**

The two holy men then contmued their walk along
the river bank and after a mile or so came to a village

in which there was a deserted and half-ruined house.

One wall was little more than rubble, and Khizr
said

:

“We must repair this wall, Moses. I will go and get
some water, and we can then mix it with earth and build

up the wall.**

This was done, and when the wall was finished it

was evening and both of the holy men were tired and
hungry. Since the house they had repaired was deserted,

no one came to offer them anything to eat or drink and
as a consequence they lay down to rest and sleep with
empty stomachs. At this time Moses, great prophet

though he was, could not resist the temptation of
saying

:

“ELhizr, it was very foolish to repair the wall of a
deserted house. If it was necessary for some reason for us

to repair a wall, we should have chosen a house in which
people were living. Then we would have been offered

both food and drink. But look at us now. We are tired

out and hungry, and there is no one here who will give

us anything.’*

Khizr once s^ain reminded his companion of his

promise to do as he wsis told without questioning any-
thing.

And once again Moses said

:

“Khizr, please give me your forgiveness. I have
disobeyed the Lord.**

Early the next morning, as the two holy men con-
tinued their walk, they came to a village in which a
number of boys were playing happily in an open space.
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Pointing his finger at one of the boys, Khizr asked a
bystander

:

“Who is that boy*s father ?**

Sir, he is one of tlie wealthiest men in our village,*’

was the reply.

When KLhizr pointed at another boy he was told

:

“That boy’s father is the headman of the
village.”

After looking carefully at the boys for a few
moments, Khizr pointed at another one and was
told

:

“Sir, that boy is the only son of a well-known
local fakir.”

In those days nearly every man carried a sword or
dagger, and the Prophet Khizr was no exception. From
his belt there hung a finely-wrought sword made of
Damascus steel. Taking it into his hand, Khizr, without
uttering a single word, swung the sharp-bladed weapon
and at one stroke seriously cut the son of the fakir.

Shocked and startled at this, Moses cried out

:

“Everything you do is wrong! You could have
hurt the son of someone who had three or four
children. But you have hurt the only son of a holy and
pious fakir.”

For several minutes more Moses continued to

revile his fellow Prophet, Khizr. When at length he
came to an end, Khizr told him

:

“Moses ! leave me and go away. It seems qmte
evident that you are not fit to be in my company or to

receive my teachings.”

This was quite agreeable to Moses, for he had seen
no purpose whatever in the things that Khizr had done,
and had learned no lessons from them. Accordingly
he said

;
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“I am quite prepared to leave you, Khizr. But
before I do so, please tell me why you did these

strange things.’*

“Listen,” said Khizr- “Here are my reasons for

each and every act.

“I broke the boat that belonged to the poor orphans
because a king with a large army will soon pass through
this region. He and his soldiers will take all the boats

except the broken one. This will be left for the orphans,

who can easily repair it and then make a great deal of
money ferrying the soldiers across the river.

“The wall that we repaired was part of a house

that belongs to other orphaned children, and inside the

wall there is hidden a treasure ofjewels and gold. When
the children come of age, they will have the house and
will find the treasure. 1 was commanded by the Supreme
Lord to repair the wall, so it would not fall to pieces and
expose the treasure, thereby enabling other people to

take it away. Accordingly, it was the command of the

Supreme Creator that I carried out.

“The injury to the boy was also done under
His orders. This boy, otherwise would have be-

come a notorious dacoit or robber, and would have
caused untold suffering and distress to his father, who is

a very holy and pious man. The boy was cut so that

his father would be able to continue his great devo-
tion to the Lord without disturbance. In due time, the

Lord will give him a better son.”

As Khizr completed his explanation, Moses
bowed before him in humihty, saying with deep
earnestness

:

“I thank you, Khizr; and once again I beg for your
forgiveness.”

With that he went his way.
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**Among all men that man isforemost^ who in the compos^

ofthe Scants destroys his self-attachment. He who deemeth

himself the lowliest of the low^ shall be deemed the

htghest.^^ [ Guru Arjam ]

**He that ts least amongyou ally the seme is grecU**

[ Christ]



WHERE THE LORD ABIDES

A Saintly fakir once lived in the outskirts of a
village in northern Indian and it was to him that the

village people always went for advice. Once, when there

was an epidemic that killed all the roosters, hens and
chickens in the village, the villagers went to the fakir

and told him

:

*‘0 Fakir, we have lost all our hens and roosters,

and even the little chickens. What shall we do?”
“There must be some good in it,” was the fakir’s

reply, and nothing could induce him to say more.
A few days later a sickness of some kind struck

down all of the villagers* many dogs , Once again they
went to the fakir and told him

:

“Now, O Fakir, every single dog in the village has
died. We are without watchdogs, and at the mercy of
thieves. What shall we do?”

“God must have seen some good in this, also,” the
fakir told them.

In those days, before there were any matchsticks in
the world, everyone in India would cover their cooking
fires with ashes to keep them alive. But a few days after

all the dogs had died, every single cooking fire in the
village mysteriously went out, all at the same moment.
At this, the villagers were more distressed than ever.

When they told the fakir what had happened, however,
he said with all the serenity in the world

:

“This is another sign of the grace of God.”
*‘What grace can there be, when we have no fire

left with which to cook our food?” the villagers
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demanded of him.
“Wait and see. Wait and see,** said the fakir.

“Have patience. It is not always a simple matter to

discern the plans of God.**

Scarcely a day had gone by when a cruel and war-
like king, accompanied by a huge army, passed through
the countryside surrounding the village. Wherever he
went, his soldiers killed, looted, burnt and destroyed

with a savage and terrifying ferocity. When the king
came near to the village of the fakir, he looked at it

to see whether he should order it to be burnt and
robbed. But when he saw that there was not a single

dog barking, not a single cock crowing, and not a single

fire smoking, he told his leading general

:

“That isa deserted village. It is not worth botheiing
about. Order the army forward to the next village.*’

It was only then that the villagers came to under-

stand the meaning of all that had happened. Going to

the hikir, they offered him their heartfelt thanks.

“Ah Brothers, all is now well with you,** said the

fakir. “For where the Lord is pleased to abide, nothing

can go wrong.”

“JEfe snatched mefrom the jaws of deaths drawing near

in kindness and compassion;

“/ have found a Guru whose glories cannot be told**

[ Dadu]



THE TORN SHIRT

Hazrat Yusuf was extremely handsome and
mtelligent, and his older brothers were very envious of
him. Actually, they hated him for they saw that, while
Yusuf was still only a boy, he excelled them in every
way. Accordingly, they plotted to sell him to a slave

dealer, and this was done. The slave dealer took his new
captive to the king of Egypt and sold him for a very
large sum.

A few days after Yusuf had been purchased he
was seen by Queen Zuleikha, who instantly fisll in love

with him and began to plot how she could get him to

come to her apartment in the palace. Although Yusuf
paid no attention to her, she finally succeeded in
making him come to her private chamber on a pretext.

Once there, she told him of her great love for him.
Yusuf was horrified, and thought

;

“This is against my faith. If I should do as she
wishes, I would have no place in heaven and would
have to suffer heavily in atonement for such a sin. But,
if I do not do as she wishes, she will no doubt accuse me
fidsely and have me put to death.**

Just then he saw that Zuleikhawas covering a stone
idol in one comer of the room with a piece of cloth.

“What are you doing?’* he asked.

“This is the deity that I worship,** said the queen.
“I am covering it so it will not see us.”

“But my God is very difierent fix>m that,”
exclaimed Yusuf. “He is omnipresent and sees every-
thing, It is impossible to keep Him firom seeing us.”
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As he finished speaking, Yusuf started to run fi-om

the room. But Zuleikha caught hold of his shirt. As
Yusuf did not stop, the cloth gave way and the shirt

was badly tom. While Yusuf made good his escape and
was very thankful. Queen Zuleikha was furious. Going
to the King, she said

:

“Sire, Yusuf has outraged my modesty. He is a
villain and must be put to death at once.’*

Yusuf was brought before the king, and having
nothing to fear in telling the truth, he explained every-

thing tihat had happened. But the king did not know
whether to believe his queen, Zuleikha, or the handsome
slave.

“What should we do to discoverwhich one is telling

the tmth?” he asked his courtiers.

After discussing the matter for some time, they
advised the king:

**Let us examine the shirt. If it is tom in front, it

will be Yusufwho is deceiving us. But if its back is torn,

the queen must be held guilty.**

When the shirt was brought, it was found that it

was tom in the back. Zuleikha was put to shame, and
Yusuf was set free.

He knoweth all our good and evily

Nothing is hidden from him.

He knovueth which is the needed medicine to cure the

sicknessy and to rescue the sinners.

Be humhUy Jar He raises up the humbled*

[ Ansari of Herat ]



THE LORD IS THE DOER

When Kabir Sahib settled down in Kashi and
began to give spiritual discourses, the fanatical Hindu
and Muslim priests soon turned against him, for his

teachings were different from theirs. Kabir said always

that men should discover God within themselves, rather

than engage in rites and rituals and the worship of idols

in the temples.

But the priests* hostility to Kabir had little or no
effect. He continued to teach any and all of the seekers

after Truth who came to him, and the number of his

followers grew greater*and greater.

The priests, finding that all their efforts were ofno
avail, finally devised a cruel but clever plan. Throughout
Kashi and even beyond its limits they sent invitations,

saying that Kabir Sahib was a millionaire and was giving

a great Yajna, or religious feast, on a certain date.

Everyone who wished to come to it would be welcome.
When the day for the supposed feast arrived,

thousands of people of all classes and conditions flocked

to Kabir*s humble dwelling. Being a poor weaver,

Kabir had no money or food with which to feed this

multitude, and to avoid impleasant happenings he went
to the outskirts of the town and remained there, sitting

quietly beneath a shady tree.

But as soon as he had left Im house, the Lord
Himself came in the guise ofKabir Sahib, arranged a
magnificent feast, and fed every one of the thousands.

Every one who was there went back to his home,
repeating

:
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“Praise to Kabir. Praise to Kabir.”
Late in the evening as the daylight was departing

Kabir Sahib returned to his house and was told of what
had happened. Filled with elation, he exclaimed

:

“Kabir hath not done it, nor will he, nor has he
the capacity to do it; O, know ye that the Lord hath
done it, but the praise hath gone to Kabir.*’

** Without Thee^ O Lord, I am valueless.

But with Thee at my back, O Lord! I am priceless'*

[Kabir]

'*’My own effort can countfor nothing.

It is the Lord who is the Doer;

Gives He ami takes He Himself,

And yet Paltu gams the fame'*
[Padtu]



THE WEAPONS THAT KILLED THEIR
OWNERS

Hazrat Bazid Bustami, who was an earnest devotee

of the Lord, once forgot himself so completely while in

meditation, that when he looked at his body he saw
nothing but Gk)d. In great ecstasy, he cried out

:

“I am God ! I am God !”

When his disciples who were sitting nearby heard

this, they were astomshed, and when Bazid returned to

his ordinary state, they asked him

;

*‘0 revered Hazrat, what did you mean just now?
You have always taught us that the body is not God.
Yet a few minutes ago you said that you were Grod

Himself.**

“I do not believe I could have said that,** replied

Bazid. **Some one else must have done so. But if I should

ever say such a thing, please punish me according to the

Moslem law.**

Only four days passed by when Bazid again

repeated the same words, crying aloud in ecstasy:

“I am God I I am God!*’
As soon as the disciples heard this, they ran and got

swords, daggers and other weapons, in order to punish
their Master as he had ordered them to do. Some
struck at his head, but their swords turned against

them and cut off their own heads. Others aimed at

his arms and legs, and had their own arms and legs

severed. Not a single weapon touched Bazid who, like

a rogue elephant, kept shouting;
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**I am God ! I am the very God.”
The disciples who had not tried to kill their Master

were greatly mystified, and as soon as they had an
opportunity they asked him

:

“How was it that everyone who struck at you with

a weapon was killed, but no harm came to you?”
Bazid smiled and said:

“Those who love and remember God truly become
God. Such people cannot be killed by any sword.”

“JVo one can injure

The one God wills to spare;

Not a hair can be harmed^

Even t/* the whole world be against him*'

[Kabir]



THE KING LOST IN THE JUNGLE

A king who left his palace one morning for a horse-

back tide around the surrounding countryside, went
farther afield than usual and after nding fiar several

hours became lost in a deep and almost impenetrable

jungle. Reining his horse, he looked about him and
was terror-stricken as he saw a tiger coming towards
him. He leapt from his horse, quickly climbed a nearby
tree, and sat on one of its branches.

The tiger came to the same tree and sat on his

haunches, waiting to devour the king whenever he came
down. Seeing this, the king began to test the branch on
which he was sitting, to make certain it was strong

enough to bear his weight. But as he looked along its

leng^ he was filled with fear, fi^r he saw that two mice,

one white and the other black, were gnawing away the

inner end of the branch where it joined the tree.

“What can I do?’* the king exclaimed, almost
beside himself with terror. “I am trapped, and there is

no way of escape.”

He looked down at the ground to see where he
would fall when the branch gave way, and whether the

earth below was hard or soft. But here another terrify-

ing sight met his gaze. Beside the tiger, there was a huge
python with its jaws wide open, waiting fiar him to fall-

The king trembled with fright because his situation was
so desperate.

As he clung to the branch wondering what he
might do to save himself^ he suddenly saw that honey was
dripping firom a branch above his head. He began to
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lick it and as he did so the honey had an amazing effect.

The king, absorbed in its sweetness, soon became com-
pletely oblivious of his danger. The tiger, the mice and
the python, were all forgotten as he became more and
more enchanted with the taste of the marvellous honey.

In a short time, of course, the mice gnawed
through the branch. It fell to the ground, and the king,

with a happy smile on his lips, was killed.

The tree up which the king climbed in his search

for safety symbolizes this world, the dense and dark
material umverse. The tiger represents death, which
eats every hvmg creature born into this world. The
python is the grave.

The branch on which the king sat represents the

span of our life, whether it be ten, twenty or fifty years

or more. And the two mice are day and mght, which
mevitably shorten the span of hfe. The honey
symbohzes this world and its ephemeral pleasures, in

which we become so completely absorbed that we fijrget

even death.

The result of becoming absorbed in the worldly

pleasures is that, like the king, we die without discovering

the true purpose of our life. This is to find the Satguru,

obtain firom him the gift of Nam, rise to the higher

Spiritual Realms, gain liberation from the wheel of

births and deaths that keeps us chained to this low
material world, and become one with the Supreme
Creator.

swan of the soul takes flighty life passes^ and thou

hast not known the indwelling God”
PDadu]

‘*0 many wl^ hast thou gone into thejungle ofevilpassions?

**Saith Mamdeo: Seek God's protection” [Namdev]



BEG NOT OF THE BEGGARS

When King Akbar was once riding his horse in the

countryside surrounding Agra, he became hungry and
asked a peasant for some food. The peasant, believing

him to be an ordinary traveller, brought some food

and cold water and did his best to make him com-
fortable.

When Akbar, much refreshed, was ready to leave

he told the peasant r

“Good man, I am the king of Hindustan. If you
ever have need of any assistance, please come to me
without any hesitation. I will be glad to help you if I

can.”

After some time the peasant did have a problem,

which he thought the king might help him to solve.

So he trudged into Agra and asked for an interview

with the Great Moghul, King Akbar.

In due course he was ushered into the King’s

private chamber, where at the moment Akbar was
engaged in prayer. When he finished his prayer, he
raised his hands and begged for a number of gifts

from the Almighty Lord.

When King Akbar rose from his knees and saw
the peasant, he greeted him warmly and asked if there

was something he could do for him.
“Sir,” said the peasant very humbly, “will you tell

me what you were doing just now?”
“Why certainly,” said Akbar, “I was asking for

God’s help in solving the many difficulties that I face,

and for His aid in keeping my kingdom at peace.”
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“Thank you very much. Sir,** said the peasant.

“May I now have your permission to go?**

“Why ! What is the matter?** exclaimed the king.

“Did you not come here to ask for my help?**

Humbly but resolutely the peasant answered :

“Sire, I will beg at the same door as the one before

which you are begging For, my Lord, though you are

the greatest of kings, I find that you are also a poor
beggar. And for me to beg of a beggar would indeed be
a disgrace

**

*^Dawn breaks, day comes, awakens the whole world.

He fills the needs of all, from the ant to the enormous

elephant.

[Kabir]

O Lord, prayer and beseeching at tfy doorway.

Are nothing but formalities'.

Thou knowest what Tfy devotees reguireJ*

[Ansari of Hj£rat]



IN AT ONE EAR AND OUT AT THE OTHER

There was once a shopkeeper in Delhi who was
very fond of attending the Satsangs or discourses of the
Saints and Masters. Every day, off he would go to

Satsang, leaving his son to look after the shop. But one
day his son said :

“Father, you go to attend Satsang every day with-

out fail. It must give you a very great deal of pleasure.

Would you give me permission to go to today’s Satsang,

instead of yourself? I would hke very much to sec what
it is like.”

“Why certainly, go by all means,” said the father.

“Perhaps it will be of very great interest to you.”
The subject of the Satsang that day was, “Never

do harm to any living creature, and never hurt another’s

feelings. Even if it means a small loss to you, always
avoid giving ofience to others.” The young man listened

very attentively, and thoroughly enjoyed everything

that was said.

When he got back to the shop, it happened that a
cow came along and started to eat some of the wheat
flour that was in a big sack near the front of the shop.

Since the words of the discourse were fresh in his

memory, he said to himself:

“Certainly, I should drive that cow away. But
what great harm will she do? How much will she cat?

No more than a pound or two at the most. I will leave

alone, for she too is one of the Lord’s creatures.”

But unknown to the son, his flither was watching
him, and he now came forward angrily and said in a
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voice filled with contempt:
“O, blindest of the blind • Why don’t you drive

away that cow? Can’t you see that she is eating up
our flour?”

“But father, we are so fortunate, why should we
worry about a little flour?” the son replied. “We receive

rent from many houses, and earn a large amount in

interest each year from money we have loaned out.

What does it matter if the cow does eat a httle flour^”

The father was amazed at this reply. In a sharp

voice he asked

:

“Where did you pick up this way ofthinking about

things? It doesn’t sound very practical to me, I must
say.”

“This is the way ofthinking that was recommended
in today’s Satsang,” said the son. “It seemed to me that

it was very good advice.”

At this the father flew into a rage.

“Never again go to a Satsang !” he shouted. “Why,
I have been listening to these discourses for the last

thirty years, but have never remembered a single word
that was said. So why should you? I make it a point to

wipe my mind clean before I leave the Satsang. I hear

with one ear, but let what I hear pass out at the other.”

The worldly people are like the shopkeeper.

Though the priceless gift ofliberation and salvation may
be ofiered to them every day, they do not recognize

it and even make every effort to forget that it exists.

“Af(fa see not and hoar not.

They turn, alas ! a deaf ear

To the Message ofthe Heart**.

[Rajab]



THE SHEPHERD’S OFFERINGS

A shepherd was once grazing his flocks when, seized

with a great longing for the Lord, he commenced to

pray:

“O God, ifyou would but letme meet you, I would
give you milk to dnnk. More, I would make the milk

into the finest butter for your pleasure. If you would
come to me, O Lord, I would weave you a blanket of

the softest wool from the youngest lambs.**

Just as he was finishing his prayer, Hazrat Moses
happened to pass by, walking along the road.

“What nonsense are you talking?’* he demanded
ofthe poor shepherd. “This is foolish talk, and you have
committed a great sin.**

“What? A sin?** exclaimed the shepherd, very

much taken aback, “Why, Sir, my simple prayer was
surely not a sin.**

“Think carefully of what you said,** Moses told

him. “Why actually, you have slandered God. He does

not wish for milk or butter, nor does He have any need
of your blanket. He is fitr, far above all such things.**

The poor shepherd, hurt to the quick by what
Moses had told him, began to weep bitterly.

“I am a sinner,** he lamented, “and a guilty

person. 1 have shown such a great disrespect to God,
how can I ever win His Love?**

When he cried his heart out and humbly begged
Grod for His forgiveness over and over again, suddenly
Gk>d stood before him, bathed in effulgent light. In a
voice filled with divine love and compassion. He said

:
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“Have no worry, my son. I heard your praycrsi

and they rejoiced Me, for they came from a humble
and a loving heart. And whenever you wish it to be,

how happy it will make Me to drink your milk, eat your
good butter, and wrap myself in your warm blanket.’*

But Moses, on the other hand, incurred the Lord’s

displeasure, and there came a command from heaven
saying

:

“You have hurt the feehngs and bruised the heart

ofMy beloved. Gk> now and humbly beg for his forgive-

ness, or else you will be thrown out of My Court.”
In great mortification Moses hurried to the shep-

herd and begged for his forgiveness, saying:

“I did not know the intensity of your love for the

Lord.”
The shepherd smiled and told him:
“Go now, O Moses, for He who long since came to

you, has now come to me also.”

**Love is the magnet that draws His Heart',

By love may He be gotten and beheld, but by thought-

never,^*

^^When I sing of God, then I behold Him\
Then i. His humble slave, obtaincontentment**

[Namdev]

*^With the eye of love do thou behold the face of the

Beloved; for from pole to pole spreadeth the lustre oj

His ^es**

[Khwaja Hafiz]

''With open ^es, ala^l are many blind, beholding nought

until they see the Love ofGod in the Heart within**

[Lai.eshwar.1 of Kashmir]



THE STUBBORN PIG

Udho, the devoted disciple of Lord Krishna, once
asked his Satguru

:

“Sir, you are all-powerful and can do anything
you wish, as I look about me, I see that all the people
of this world are undergoing pain and misery of every
imaginable kind. Many are sunk in despair. Why
do you not be merciful and take the entire creation
to your heavenly abode, where there is everlasting

bHss?”

Lord Krishna smiled. He said

:

“Udho, my faithful friend, they do not wish to go.”
“How can that be possible?” Udho asked. “It is

hard for me to believe. How can I be convinced that
you are right?”

“Why not go and ask the people themselves?”
Lord Krishna suggested.

Believing that this would be the only way to

discover the truth, Udho started out, and as it happened,
the first living creature he came across was a pig. Udho
stood in front of the pig and told him

:

‘Pig, my friend, there is a beautiful heavenly
world above this earth. Ifyou will come with me, I will

take you there. We can start right now, if you wish.”
“Does one have children in heaven?” the pig asked,

looking at Udho with a suspicious eye.

“No. People do not have children in heaven,”
Udho replied.

“Well, will I get the delicious refiise and swill in
heaven that I get to eat here?” asked the pig.
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“No,” said Udho. “But there is other food in

heaven that I believe you would like very much.”
“I rather doubt it,” said the pig. “For what food

could taste better than the garbage I eat here? So run
along with you. I don’t want to go to that heaven you
are talking about at all.”

“O soul, thou hast been led astray by the pleasures of
this deceitful world'.

If thou should^St see the Supreme God, thou would*st

hive no other desire*'

[Namdev]



QUEEN DRAUPADI AND THE HERMIT SAGE

When the Great War of ancient India, known as

Mahabharat, had come to an end, Lord Krishna advised

the Pandavas, the five brothers who had started the war,
to hold a great sacrificial feast, known as Ashvamedh
Yag, with a view to offering penance for the killing.

Lord Knshna also told them that their Yag should be
considered successful only if they heard the divine bell

sound firom the sky at the end of it.

The Pandavas invited all the holy men—^rishis,

munis and brahmins—^ffom every part of the coimtry.

But at the end of the feast, the bell sound was not heard.
They became very dejected when, even after Lord
Krishna’s partaking of the food, the bell was not heard.

Then they asked Lord Krishna to find out, through
his inner vision, who had been left out.

“Pandavas, there is a low caste holy man named
Supach, who lives in yonder forest and remains there

year afiier year in meditation, eating only leaves as his

food when he is hui^ry,” Lord Krishna told them.
“Supach should be invited to your Yag, because it will

be only after he has eaten here that the Yag will be
successful.”

As the Pandavas were still full ofkingly pride, they
thought that perhaps the poor holy man did not know
that free fi::>od was being offered by them. Too proud
to go themselves to invite him, they sent for him through
an officer, thinking that when told about the sacrificial

feast, he would come running, just as flies swarm round
a lump of sugar. But the Sage did not come.
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Then all the Pandavas themselves went to invite

him. Still he refused, saying

:

*T will not partake ofyour food unless I am given

the merit of performing one hundred and one Ashva-
medh Yagyas.”

The Pandavas returned in utter despair because,

when they had not been successful in performing one
single Ashvamedh Yagya, how could they give Supach
the merits of t>ne hundred and one such Yagyas?

On seeing the Pandavas so downcast. Queen
Draupadi prepared a number of delicious dishes with
her own hands. She then went barefooted to the hermit-

age of Supach and appealed to him with great humility

and meekness to visit her home. He laid the same
conditions before her as he had given to the Pandavas.
Draupadi replied:

*T have learned from Sages like you that when a
person who has love and faith goes to see a Sage,

such a one obtains the merit of an Ashvamedh Yag^
at every step that one takes towards the Sage. **So,

she continued, “out of the merit that I have earned by
walking to this place, you may keep the merits of one
hundred and one Ashvamedh Yagyas for yourself,

leaving the rest to me.”
When he heard this, the Sage had no alternative

but to accompany Draupadi.

When the food was served to Supach, he mixed it

all together and began to eat. When Drauptadi saw
him doing this, she thought to herself:

“Wdl, after all, Supach is a low caste person and
cannot appreciate the delicacy of the delicious food I

took such pains to prepare for him.”

But even when Supach had finished eating, the bell

did not rii^; and everybody wats again perplexed and



dgected with disappointment. The Pandavas begged
Lord Krishna:

‘‘Please, what is the trouble now? What is standing
in the way?”

“Ask Queen Draupadi,” said Lord Krishna. “It
is her mind and its egotistical thoughts that are

responsible ibr the failure of the bell to ring.”

Continuing, Lord Krishna told them:
“The primary reason for Supach mixing together

the different dishes was not either lack of appreciation

or an attempt to improve on what Draupadi had pre-

pared. Saints either mixup the different kinds of dishes

or, b^re eating, they draw their attention upwards.
The result is that no matter whether the food is good
or bad, whether it is sweet or sour, or whether it has
salt or not, they do not have to relish the taste of it.**

The moment that Draupadi realized her mistake,

she humbled her mind and prayed for forgiveness for

her pride and egotism. At that moment the bell sound
was heard.

Crying aloud in her joy, Draupadi exclaimed

:

“O, Lord Krishna, I thank thee for this lesson!

Always hereafter will I be humble, for as you have just

taught us, humility is the pathway to the Lord.**

**Hermits and sages grace the Tag of the king, but

without the presence of Supach, the bell sound is not

heard.

**0f his high caste or rank, O Faltu! let none be proud.

Love alone counts in the Court of the Lmrd**
[Paiot]

“/n the court of God, nobody enquires about caste or creed.

He who loves God, becomes His.**

[Kabir]
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**Tour actions shall decideyourfate andyour caste shall

not county
[Bui,i.eii Shah]

**Where reckoning takes place^ one^s bod^ and its caste

do not goy
[Guru Nanak]

**By taking refuge in the Saint*s feet, maiiy of low caste

have swum across',

Mary of high caste, however, in their pride have sunk
{yn the ocean of phenomena).**

[Tulsi]



THE PRICELESS MANUSCRIPTS

Shams-i-Tabriz, the great Persian Saint, prayed

earnestly one day to the Lord, beseeching Him

:

“O Lord, please give me some dear friend ofThine
to be my companion, to whom I may recite the tale of

love, and with whom I may share the agonies of divine

separation and the joys of meeting.*’

The Lord, hearing this heartfelt prayer ofone of his

favourite sons, replied

:

“It will be my pleasure to fulfil your prayer, my
son, provided you are willing to pay the price.”

Shams-i-Tabriz, already having heard of the price

asked by the Lord, immediately offered Him his head
(his ego and its egotism.)

The Lord then led his devotee to Quniya, the

dwelhng place of a celebrated professor of philosophy

named Maulana Rum. When Shams-i-Tabriz came
upon him, the professor was seated by a pool of water,

pondering with knotted brow over some manuscripts.

“You appear to be very busy, O Scholar,” said

Shams-i-Tabnz. “May 1 ask what is so seriously engaging

your attention?”

“Ah' these are some priceless manuscripts,” said

the professor. “And in them are some of the deep,

divine mysteries. Insoluble by most of our eminent
scholars, I am now engaged in solving them.”

He sighed with weariness. Then turning to his

visitor who as usual was roughly clad, he said

:

These would be far beyond your comprehension,

my good man. For they are problems that only a highly-
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trained intellect coiild ever hope to understand”.
Shams-i-Tabriz smiled but said nothing. Instead,

he stepped forward, took the manuscripts from Maulana
Rum*s hands, and threw them in the pool. As he did so

he said

:

“Divine knowledge does not reside in books, my
friend.”

Maulana Rum was both shocked and outraged at

the loss of his beloved manuscripts. But he did not grow
angry, as might well have been expected. Instead, he
smiled sadly and said in a flat and weary voice

:

“What have you done, you uncouth Dervish?
Whatever you may know, you would never be able to

understand what a tremendous loss the world has
suflered through the ruin of those rare manuscripts.”

Again, Shams-i-Tabriz smiled. Putting his hands
in the water, he brought out the manuscripts undamaged
and told the Maulana:

“Please, I beg ofyou, my fliend, do not break your
heart over such children's toys as these.”

Maulana Rum, though stunned by what had
happened, saw nevertheless that a new and more radiant

pathway of knowledge was being offered to him. Dis*

carding his learned books, he changed his way of life

completely, and shortly afterwards was initiated by
Shams-i-Tabriz. As all the world knows, he then received

enlightenment and became one of the most famous
and revered of Persia's Saints.

**If by reading books doth one perform yoga, success he

shall not attain**

[Gharan Das]

**Wty dost thou read so maty books.

And keep on adding toyour load of sttfferingV*

[Bulim Shah]



THE KING WHO MOVED HIS BEARD

There was once a king who often went out at night

in disguise, to discover the condition of his subjects.

On one such night he fell in with a group of five rough-

looking men.
“Who might you be?** asked the king.

“Well, fhend, to teU the truth", we are a band of

thieves,** one of the group told him.

“Ha, that is good,’* said the king, “for I too am a
thief.”

When the thieves heard this, they were delighted,

and one, who seemed to be the most outspoken,

exclaimed

:

“Well met, brother. Gome and join our band. We
were planning a robbery for this very night; and as

you came along, were just about to elect a leader. But
before doing so, each one of us was to describe his

special skill. Now, brother, he said to one of the band,
“tell us what you can do the best.”

The first thief said:

“I am an expert at fixing rope ladders in place at

the very first attempt. When I have done this, hundreds
ofmy companions can use it.”

In his turn, the second thief said

;

“My special skill is to break through walls swiftly

and silently.”

The third said

:

“My skill is a very rare and special one. Wherever
a treasure may be hidden. I can smell its presence and
lead you to it.”
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The fourth one said :

**It is easy for me to understand the language ofthe
animals, and this is often of more help than you might
imagine.’*

Then the fifth and last thief said

:

**My special skill is that I can always recognise a
person once I have seen him, even on a pitch dark
night.”

As the thieves were speaking, the king had won-
dered what it might be best for him to say. So, when
they all turned to him, he told them

:

**My skill is one that you may not yet have heard
of. By a little movement ofmy beard I can save people
fix>m the noose of the hangman.”

When the thieves heard of this umque ability,

they decided to choose him as their leader.

The thieves then put their heads together and,

after some discussion, decided to rob the king^s palace,

which was nearby. As they were walking towards the

palace, a dog started to bark at them. The thieves asked

their companion:
“Tell us, brother; what is the dog saying?”

The thief who could understand the language of

the animals said

:

“It is very strange indeed. The dog is hinting that

one of us poor fellows is a king.”

At t^ fantastic notion, all of the thieves had a

hearty laugh.

Soon they reached the palace, and went swiftly

and silently to work. The first thief fixed in place a
rope ladder, by which all of them climbed over the

outer wall and into the palace grounds. The second

thief broke through the waU of the ‘palace itself. The
third smelled out the hiding place ofthe king’s treasure.
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and led his companions to it. They then tied the treasure

into bundles, left the palace by the way they had entered,

and once outside the palace walls, divided the booty

equally among themselves. Then all of them went
quickly to their homes.

Early, in the morning, the king sent out his guards,

telling them to arrest the five thieves and have them
hanged. But as the poor fellows were being marched
to the gallows, one ofthem recognised the king, stepped

forward, and said in a loud voice

:

“Oh king, I can recogmse you now, for you were
with our band last night. Have pity on us, our gracious

sovereign. Please move your beard and save our worth-

less lives, and all of us will solemnly promise never to

steal again. Instead, we will enter your service and serve

you faithfully for the rest of our lives.’*

The king took pity on the wretched men and moved
his beard. At once, their shackles were taken off^ and
they entered the service of their ruler.

“ To the Durbar of the Lord doth he inmte people, and

prayeth he to God to g^ve them pardon^**

[Maui.ana Rum]
**At once doth the effect of bathing at this holy place

{the compary of a Saint or Satguru) appear', for crows

turn into cuckoos, and herons into phoenix. None should

Marvel to hear this,for the worth ofthe Satguru*s compary
IS rtot Hdden*' (Tulsi Das]



LOVE BEGETS LOVE

When Akbar was once taking a walk, accompanied
by Birbal, one of his ministers, they saw a peasant com-
ing from a distance. King Akbar told Birbal that he
would like to shoot this man and asked Birbal

:

“When we meet the peasant, please find out what
is passing through his mind.*’

When the peasant came near, Birbal pointing to

King Akbar, asked the peasant what he thought about
him, saying;

“Please do not hesitate nor cheat, but speak out

your mind truthfully.’*

“I would like to pull out every single hair in his

beard,’’ the peasant told him, with some venom.
When Birbal repeated this to the King, he sighed,

and said

:

*‘Ah, Birbal, it is as the holy men who visit my
court have so often told us. It is love alone that leads us

to find a Saint and by him be taken to the mansion of

the Lord. Hatred brings only hatred in return, and binds
us still lighter to this world.”

*^Love is the to the secrets of Hod**
[MAunANA Rum]

“TAif is my comnurndmetd^ thatye love one another

^

[Christ]
** The Truth do I utters let all heaXy

Who lovethy he alone findeth the Lord**

[Guru Gobimd Singh]



THE FAKIR’S ABOUT-FACE

A Muslim fakir was once sitting beneath the
cooling shade of a tree discussing the finer points of
the Muslim law with a number oflearned men, when a
seeker whose inner vision had been opened joined the
group. Humming gay tunes to himself and having
always an air of great serenity and joy, the newcomer
appeared to be supremely happy.

“What is the cause of your great happiness?”
asked the fakir. “It is easy to see that something has
pleased you very much.”

“What you say is true, brother, very true,” replied

the man. “I am supremely happy because God has
died.”

“What? What madness is this?” exclaimed the
fakir. “You must be out of your mind, my man.”

Turning to some of those sitting nearby, he said

:

“Please take this poor mad fellow away.”
So the man was led away and the learned men

resumed their solemn discussion. But no more than a
few minutes had passed by before the stranger returned.
Without waiting for anything to be said to him,
he cned out exultantly:

“O brothers, God has most assuredly died.*’

“Take this man away' ” shouted the fakir. “He is

an infidel!”

This time the poor man was beaten and roughly
handled, and as he walked away the wise men of the
law threw stones at him. Their discussion then came to
an end, and all those who were devotees of the law left
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and went to their homes. But a number of others

remained seated around the fakir.

To their amazement the happy stranger returned
for a third time, his face suffused with joy.

“Please believe me, brothers* God is indeed dead!”
he told them once again

“Gome here, my friend, and sit with us,” said the

fakir. “Of course, Gkid is dead, oh, most fortunate of
men. You have had a vision of the Truth.**

When those seated around the fakir heard
him speak in this manner, they were dumb
founded.

“What IS this^ What are you saying?’* they

demanded. “Twice you told us that this was a mad man,
a crazy fellow But now you welcome him as a brother,

and say that he speaks the truth.”

The fakir then explained why he had acted as he
had.

“Brothers”, he said, “the God of the Qazis and
learned men who are wedded to the law that lays down
the rules for proper human conduct is the mmd. They
do not worship the True God, but merely the thoughts

and opinions of their own puny imnds. They are blind,

but know it not. Our brother here, on the other hand,
has today subdued his mind—the veil that hides the

Real God from our sight. It is no wonder that he is

happy. For he is now on the path to liberation firom this

world and to union with the Beloved Lord.”

**Abuse me welly O people!For hoify and soul are

for my beloved Lord,

‘*J^ow Iknow that having subdued the mind, Ishall meet

God with banners and music”
[NAMDEVj
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“0 mind! Forsake this world of pleasure and pain.

Rise above it with the Guru*s aid and win the sweetness

of Nam, the Word of God.'*

[SWAMI Jl]



THE TORTURING OF MANSUR

Mansur was sentenced to be hanged in Baghdad
for saying, “I am the Truth (God),” that is, claiming
that he was at one with the Lord.

Being rebuked for this and told to say instead,

**He is the Truth,” Mansur rephed

:

“Yes, He is all, but you say He is lost. Mansur is

lost; the drop hath disappeared, but the ocean remaineth
as it was.”

It was decided that he should be stoned before he
was taken to the gallows. The Saint was therefore

dragged out into the public square of Baghdad, and
everyone who so wished, threw stones at him. Mansur
suffered all of this in silence.

Then his fiiend, Shibli, who was also a saint, m
order to show compassion, and at the same time to test

Mansur, threw a flower. When it struck, Mansur
winced and cried aloud in pain.

“Mansur, my friend! ” cried Shibli, “Why did you
suffer pain, when it was only a flower that I threw?”

“Those who are throwing stones are completely

ignorant, and know not what they are doing,*’ Mansur
replied. “But you, dear Shibli, knew better; and that

was why your flower caused me pain.”

The executioner then ordered that Mansur’s hands
should be cut off. This was done, and Mansur said:

“That is well done. I had no need for those hands,

for I have hands that can grasp the fringe ofthe abode of

the Supreme Being ”

His feet were next cut off, and the Saint said

:
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“Neither did I need those feet; for I have feet that

can take me straightaway to the Divine Court.’*

The executioner’s assistants then put out Mansur’s
eyes, and he said :

“That is no great matter, since I have eyes that are

able to see the Lord at all times.”

It was next ordered that his tongue be cut out; but

at this Mansur drew back and asked them to kindly

wait for a few moments. He then bowed to his Lord and
said

:

“O Beloved, it is you alone who have enabled me to

pass these tests You have been like a potter who strikes

the surface of a pot with one hand, while using the other

to support the sides of the pot from within. The very

same have you done for me. O my Beloved Lord, I have
no words with which to express my gpratitude.”

When this prayer was finished, Mansur called to

the executioner:

“I am ready now,” he said, “to have my tongue
cut out.”

“/« my heart save ny Friend none Jindeth room. O, give

thou both the worlds to my enemies^ for enough is iry

Friend for me.**

[Khwaja Hafiz]
**TVhat would it m<Uter if thgf rent ny body? Tfy slave

feareth only. Lord, that Thy love may depart.**

[Ravi Das]



MAJNtTN AND LAILA

Majnun, a handsome, brave and straightforward

youth, was devoted to the king of Persia’s beautiful

daughter, Laila. And so deep was Laila’s love for

Majnun that she prevailed upon her father, the king,

to announce that whatever Majnun might want in any
shop in the city’s great bazaars, it was to be given to him.
Full payment would be made from the king’s treasury,

all of the shopkeepers were told.

For himself, Majnun wanted no worldly objects to

speak of, for his heart was on fire with spiritual longing.

But when the idlers and vagabonds of the city heard the

king’s order, they all adopted the name of Majnun and
began to take away everything they wanted from the

shops. As a result, it was not long before the bazaars

were completely looted and the shelves of every shop

were bare.

The merchants and townspeople then went in a

body to the palace of the king, and said

;

“O kmg, there may be one, two or even ten

Majnuns. Such a thing would be entirely possible. But
certainly there cannot be So many hundreds, or even

thousands of Majnuns. They are looting the city right

and left, and a stop must be put to it at once.”

To this complaint the king rephed:

*T will consult with Laila, and will then make a

plan to put an end to this g^eat deception and
dishonesty.”

Going to Laila, the king asked her:

“Is Majnun one man, two men, or more? The city
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IS filled with Majnuns, and they have ransacked every

shop in the bazaar.”

Laila at once understood what had happened and
told her father:

“Leave everything to me. I will very quickly rid the

city of these impostors masquerading as Majnun.
You will see the results of my plan by tomorrow at

the latest.”

Laila then sent for the chief officer of her body-
guard and instructed him

:

“Send your soldiers through every part of the city

at once, preceded by drummers beating on their drums.

And have the soldiers announce to all the people that

I will go to the bazzar tomorrow with a dagger in my
band to collect Majnun’s flesh.”

When the soldiers made this announcement, every

false Majnun disappeared as if by magic, and only the

one true Maj'nun remained.

*^Few are the wise ones [like Majnun) who turn the heart

awe^frcm worldly objects^ and spend their time in gather-

ing richesfor the life beyond^ before departure from this

lowly earth**

[Ansari of Herat]



THE RESULTS OF A SAINT’S GIFT OF FRUIT

In some parts of ancient India, when a devoted
wife lost her husband, she would place herself on his

funeral pyre and be burned together with her husband.
Ifever such a woman were to run away from the burning
fire, she would not be accepted by her relatives, but
would actually be handed over to the untouchables. In
fact, a really devoted wife actually dies the very
moment that the husband dies

King Bharthari was once telling his wife how
greatly he admired a woman who had died in this

way on the pyre with her husband The wife rephed
that it was curious that this woman lived till the time
of building the pyre and burning it; that she really

should have died the moment that her husband died.

King Bharthan considered this a very noble thought,

but all the same he wanted to test the devotion of his

own wife

One day he went hunting and having killed a deer,

he soaked his clothes in its blood and sent the blood-

soaked clothes to his palace, with the message that he
had been killed by a tiger. When the wife heard this,

she fainted and died instantly When the king returned

to his palace, he felt extremely remorseful that he had
lost such a devoted wife. But within a short time he

married again. Unfortunately, his second wife turned

out to be just the reverse of his first one.

Some time later, a Saint visited the court and gave

King Bharthari a fruit, the eating of which would make
an old person young again. The king, believing that he
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had another devoted wife, gave the fruit to her as a

special token of his regard for her, explaining to her its

virtues.

But the queen was enamoured ofthe chiefofpolice,

and she passed the fruit on to him This man was
greatly infatuated with a prostitute, and the fruit was
given to her. When the prostitute learned about the

qualities of this fruit, she thought to herself that her

whole life had been spent in sin and if she were to eat

this fruit, she would simply prolong her sinful life.

Therefore, why should she not give the fruit to the king,

who was so virtuous, noble and great, and in whose
kingdom everyone was so happy

When she gave the fruit to the king, he recognised

it at once and asked her, with consternation in his

voice

:

“Where did you get this fruit from?’*

“It was given to me by the chief of police,** she

told him.

The king sent for the chief of police and, pointing

to the fniit, demanded *

“How did you get possession of this fruit^**

Naturally enough, the chief of police was very

reluctant to tell the truth. But eventually he made a
clean breast of the whole matter and told the king:

“The fruit was given to me by the queen.”
As king Bharthari pondered over the sorry business,

he thought:
“How scornfully this dissolute queen repaid my

honest love. To think—she had a king as her husband;
yet she went to one of my servants, the chief of
police! How unfortunate was he. He had the queen as a
concubine, yet had to run after a common prostitute.

What kind of world can this be, where such things
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happen? And what kind of people live in it* How many
are base, and how few noble.”

Thinking in this manner. King Bharthari

renounced his throne and devoted the remainder of

his life to the worship of the Lord.

Those who do not chensh the Lord's Marne wander

^

deceived and bewildered, without the love of His Eternal

Being, man can have no destiny except remorse and

anguish."

[Guru Nanak]
**Man lives like a hypocrite, the victim of his own acts;

man is destroyed by worldly attachments"

[Guru Amar Das]
*^^When a man is in dire straits, and there comes none to

help him, when he has lost all hope and help; let him only

set his mind on the Lord, and no harm shall touch him"
[Guru Arjan]

"Ifyou run after the world, the world will dominateyou.

Turn away from the world andyou will transcend it."

[Abu Hasan]



SHAH JAHAN’S HUMILITY

While resting one summer day during the heat of

the noon hour, the great Moghal King, Shah Jahan,
was suddenly overcome with thirst. He clapped his

hands for a servant to bring him water, but none
of the palace servants happened to be nearby.

Rising from his couch, he looked in the water jug
that was always kept in his chamber. It was
empty.

“Water I must have,” said the king, “and that at

once. And the only way to get it now is to go to the well

and draw it up myself.”

Leaving his royal chamber, he went to the well and
drew up a bucket filled with fresh, cold water. But as he

leaned forward to draw the bucket to him, his hand got

caught in the crank of the wheel. The pain was sudden
and severe, and the great king cried out aloud in his

agony. But then, recollecting himself, he bowed before

the Lord and said :

“O Beloved Lord, I thank Thee from the bottom of
my heart for this experience. I am such a stupid fool

that I do not even know how to take water from a well.

Yet, through Thy inscrutable grace. Thou hast made
me a king.”

*^Wken thou thyself {the egotistic self) shalt cease

to he^ then the beloved Lord wilt thou find, Thereforey

O wise many try to lose tly selfy and find

humility

[Maulana Rum]
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'^Egotism and self-will are opposed to the Holy Marne;
the two cannot dwell tn the same house, Mone can serve

{the Lord) without humility; the self-willed mind is

worthless**.

[Maulana Rum]



THE RAIN BIRD

Kabir Sahib was one day walking along the bank
of the Ganges, when he saw a rain bird fall into the

river after having fainted for lack ofwater. A rain bird,

no matter how much water is available, would rather

die than drink anything but pure rain drops. No matter

what may happen, it will never take any other water.

Kabir Sahib watched the poor bird closely, to see

what it might do But even though it was a hot summer
day and the bird was dying of thirst, it would not drink

the river water of the Ganges. To himself, Kabir said

:

“When I see the devotion of this little ram bird to

the pure water of the rain, and see that even when it is

dying it will not save its hfe by drinking the nvcr water,

it makes my devotion to the Satguru seem very
small in comparison.

“Ah, if every disciple should have the intense love

and devotion for God that this httle bird has for its pure
rain drops, the sooner would they reach the pure regions

ofthe soul Then would their souls merge into the Ocean
ofGod’s love, whence they came.”

**Constant devotion alone can win His love.Uke a chatrak

{rain bird) that praysfor rain^ we should long far a drop

of Nectar ” [Guru Ram Das]

*^As afsh carmot live out of water, as the thirst of the

chatrak {rain bird) can be quenched only by the ram drop;

with a like intensity the Saints yearnfor the Lord; only

the sight of Him can satiate their thirst for Him*'
[Kabir]



THE ONE GOOD HOUR

There was once a hard-hearted moneylender
who always charged his debtors usurious interest. To
collect a debt from a poor farmer, he went one day to

the farmer’s village and told him roughly

:

“The time has come to pay me. Give me the money
I lent you, plus all the interest.”

The sum was so large, when the unfair interest was
added, that the farmer could not possibly pay it.

“Reduce the interest,” he said. “It is unjust and far

too much. Reduce it to a normal charge, and then I can
repay you.”

To his arguments the moneylender turned a deaf
ear. Compassion and pity were things that had no place

in his avaricious life.

“I see you will not pay me,” he told the farmer.

“You force me then, to attach all your cattle and all

your gram. This I shall do at once.”

Outraged, the farmer shouted

:

“Take your luggage and leave my compound this

very minute/ You have a heart of stone.”

In the small villages, such as the one the farmer

lived in, there were no coolies to cany the money-
lender’s luggage, and the farmer had no wish to try to

find someone who would be willing to carry it. Far

too proud to carry it himself^ the moneylender stood

looking at the ground and wondering what to do.

As it happened, a Saint was sitting nearby in

meditation. But he had heard all that had gone on, and

now spoke to the purse-proud moneylender.
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*‘Sir’% he said humbly, “I will be glad to carry

your luggage for you. But it would please me if you

would agree to one condition. This condition is that

either you will talk to me in praise ofthe Lord, or you will

listen to me as I speak oflove and devotion to the Lord.’*

To this, the moneylender agreed at once; for it

would be easy enough to hsten to the Saint, and would
require no e^rt on his part. The Saint thereupon

picked up the luggage and, as they walked to the money-
lender’s village and house, he spoke all the way of the

Lord and His goodness.

Putting down the luggage at the moneylender’s

house, the Saint said

:

“I would like to tell you something of import-

ance, and that is, that, within a few days’ time you
are destined to die. I can see that you have done not

a single good deed throughout your life, except for

the hour just past, which you spent in the company
of a Saint and listening to his spiritual discourse.

‘*Now hsten carefully,” the Saintcontinued.^When
you die, the angels ofdeath will come to you and ask if

you wish to enjoy the fruit of this one good hour at

once, or later on. Tell them that you wish to enjoy it

at once, and ask them to teike you to the Saint to

whose spiritual discourse you listened for one hour.
Thereafter, keep silent and simply watch what takes

place.”

A few days later the moneylender died, the
angels of death took him to the Lord of Judgement
and the record ofhis good and bad deeds was examined.
The one and only good deed was the hour during
which he had listened to the Saint. When the angels
asked if he would like to enjoy the fiuit of this good
deed at once or later on, the moneylender, remembering
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the Saint’s advice, said

:

‘*I would like to enjoy the fioiit at once. Please take

me to the Saint with whom I spent the one good hour.”
Accordingly, the angels brought him to the Saint,

who was meditating on the goodness of the Lord.
Feeling immensely grateful for what had happen-

ed, the moneylender told the Saint

:

“Sir, please accept my thanks for all your kindness.

But I know that this time with you will soon come to

an end, and I am afraid of the angels of death who are

waiting for me outside.”

The Saint heard him, but continued to meditate

on the Lord, and said nothing. Thereafter, both Saint

and moneylender sat for a long time m intense bliss,

until at last the fruit of the one good hour came to an
end. When that came about, the death angels called

to the moneylender to leave the Saint and come to

them. But he did not move, for the Saint was medita-
ting on the Lord, and as long as the meditation conti-

nued the angels could not come near. Discomfited,

the angels went back to the Lord of Judgement and
told him what had happened. In solemn tones the

Lord ofJudgement spoke:

“Give up the moneylender as lost to us, for neither

you nor I can now approach him. The spiritual

discourse and meditation of a Saint are so powerful

that none of us can overcome it.”

“A single moment or even halj^ he it halved agedn^

spent in the compos^ of a Saints frees us from sins

tnnumerahle,^* [K.abir]

**Sitting vdth a Saint evenfor a nuonunt is better than

praying sincere^for a hundred years*"*

[MAUI.AKA Rum]



THE CASKET AND ITS CONTENTS

Suthra was once staying in a rest house for pil-

grims, when a newly married couple were brought to

the house by their marriage party to make an ofiering

of some money and sweets to the priest. This was the

custom for many centuries in various parts of India.

The priest gave the couple his blessmgs, kept the money
for himself, and effered the sweets to Suthra.

Suthra then rose to address the newlymarried

bride and groom. His surprising words to them were

:

“Please listen to me carefully, my son and
daughter. Both of you, handsome husband and
beautiful wife, have to die.**

The members of the marriage party were
greatly shocked, believing that Suthra meant that death
was to take place immediately or within a very short

time.

“O Sadhu**, they cried, “Why must you curse

this newly wed and happy couple? Surely, they have a

long life ahead of them, is it not so?*’

Seeing that he had been misunderstood, Suthra
said

:

cannot lie to you, nor do I wish to. For telling

lies, there are priests in every temple. But what I have
said just now is a truth that is known to everyone.

Whoever is bom, must die.**

Continuing his explanation, Suthra said

:

“Birth and death are two ends ofa rope. The one
inevitably follows the other. There is no cause to feel

sorrow over the coming death of the body; but there is
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serious reason for sorrow and regret if one misses life’s

supreme opportunity—the chance to free the soul

forever from the prison house of the body.”
Smiling at the gathering before him, Suthra told

them all

:

“The casket in which the rich man keeps his

jewels is not as important as its pnceless contents.*’

“/n various pleasures^ O mortal^ hast thou forgotten God,

and deemest thyself the only immortal one in this world.*'

[Trilochan]

'^This world is hut a bridge, and not an eternal city of
delight; O Sadhu, man is doomed to death and has to

leave this world."

[Ansari of Herat]



THE INVIOLABLE LAW

Bali, as it is told in the Ramayana, had done
many arduous penances and had thereby earned the

boon that whoever came to fight with him would lose

half of his strength to him. Thus, Bali’s strength was
very greatly increased, while that ofhis enemy was taken

away. It was for this reason that whenever his enemy,
Sugriv, went to war with him, Sugriv was always

defeated.

Now Ram Chandra was well aware of this fact;

and therefore when Sugriv came to ask him for his

assistance against Bali, Ram Chandra hid himself

behind a tree and shot an arrow at Bali, killing him.

While Bali was dying, he said to Ram Chandra

:

**I am absolutely innocent of any wrong done
towards you, and have never harmed you. Accordingly,

Ram Chandra, you will have to pay for this deed in your
next life.”

In their next lives. Ram Chandra incarnated as

Lord Krishna, and Bali as an ignorant and low caste

bhil. Once, a short time after the great battle of Maha*
bharata. Lord Krishna was sleeping in a forest, with
one foot resting on the other- As everybody knows, he
had a lotus mark on each sole of his feet, but the bhil,

mistaking the lotuses for the eyes of a deer, aimed an
arrow and shot Lord Krishna dead. It was in this way
that the karmic debt between Ram Chandra and Bali

was settled.

The operation of the law of karma is also illus-

trated by what happened when Ram Chandra went
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to Janakpur to marry Sita. At that time, many a maid
who was there longed to have a husband as handsome
and heroic as Ram Chandra. But their longing could
not be satisfied in that life time.

In their next life, however, these maidens were
reincarnated as gopis, or milk maids, with whom Lord
Knshna—the reincarnated form of Ram Chandra

—

danced and sang at Brindaban.
The law of karma is inexorable and inviolable.

None can escape its operation.

** Through many cycles ofages hast thou suffered countless

births and countless deaths^ now by devotion hum tky

karmas away. Dnnk now the wine of Nam {the divine

purifying power that bums away the karmas).**

[SWAMI Ji]
**// is the evening of life, and darkness closes in on eveiy

side. Sqyeth Ravi Das, O foolish man, didst thou not

reflect that the world is a transitory abode {to which we
soon return)?**

[Ravi Das]
**The pain of reincarnation resulteth from deeds done,

and happiness cometh ordy when the soul is releasedfrom
it. O Divine One, show mercy to me and help me to

escape.**

[Kabir]



THE PANGS OF SEPARATION

Sheikh Shibli, accompanied by some of his

disciples, was one day idly watching a piece of wood
that was burning slowly on the top of a cooking fire.

As the log was slightly wet, the heat was driving drops

of hquid from it at one end. After a moment or two of
reflection, Shibli said to his disciples:

“How can you who profess to have deep love and
devotion for the Lord, truly say that you are burning

in the pangs of separation from Him? I see no tears of

sadness or longing in your eyes. To all of you I say,

that you should take a lesson from this dumb and
humble piece of wood. See how it bums and how it

weeps.**

“Of learning do I have with me a whole treasure; but

where is the sigh of the mormngy and the tear of the early

fdghtr

[Khwaja Hafi2]



PRIDE FALLS BEFORE THE SAINTS

When Sheikh Farid was a young man but already
filled with spiritual fervour, he went to the renowned
Khwaja Muinuddin Chisti to ask for his initiation.

When Farid reached Ajmer, in Rajputana, where Chisti

dwelt, he found the great Teacher reclining against a
tree that was completely withered.

Farid was surprised at this, for he thought it very
strange that the tree against which such a great Saint
was resting should be dead. Seeking to improve matters,
he looked with spiritual power at the tree, and it

instantly became green and filled with life. The Khwaja
saw what had taken place and, without saying anything,
cast a glance at the tree which immediately was once
more withered.

Farid, still unwilling to have the tree remain dead,
looked at it again, and again brought it to life. The
Khwaja then withered it again by a momentary glance.

Bestirring himself^ the Khwzya then turned toward
Farid, and said:

“Have you come here, my son, to learn humility in

the Path and to be initiated into the mysteries? Or did
you come here to find fault with the Laws of Nature?
It is the divine will that this tree should be withered.

Why, then, should you meddle with that wise arrange-

ment and keep bring^g it back to hfe? Go to

Kutubuddin at Delhi and he will initiate you according

to your merit and your abilities.**

Accordingly, Farid went to Delhi. When he amved
there, he foimd Kutubuddin, who at that time was
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only a young boy, playing with other children. Farid

watched him contemptuously for a few minutes, and
thought to himself:

“How could this ignorant child teach me
anything?’*

But Kutubuddm was not the child he outwardly
appeared to be.

By his spiritual powers, he instantly read Farid’s

thoughts. Leaving his play, he entered his nearby hut
and in a moment came out again—an old man with a
long, flowing white beard, the K.utub Sahib of history.

Approaching Farid, he asked

:

“Am I now old and wise enough to be your
teacher?”

Farid, seeing at once how ignorantly proud and
egotistical he had been, was covered with shame.
Falling on his knees, he begged Kutubuddin’s forgive-

ness. Staying with the Saint, he became his disciple,

and in due time became himself a Samt.

Between ike Saints and the Infinite there is no dtfferencei

he who knoweth this is wise, sqyeth Ravi Das'*
[Ravi Das]

**He that is least amongyou^ the same is great**

[Christ]
*^*God resisteth theproud, but giveth grace to the humble**.

[St. James]
‘*0 be thou the slave oftheslavesqf the Master, whohath
deep devotion to the Lord.**

[Guru Nanak]



LORD BUDDHA AND THE SHEPHERD

As Lord Buddha was walking one day along a
country road, he met a shepherd who was driving his

flock of sheep and goats to a nearby hill, where iere
was a good grazing ground. One of the goats was lame
and limped along slowly, always falling behind the rest of

the flock. But the shepherd showed no pity for the poor

beast, and lashed it mercilessly to make it keep up with

the herd.

When Lord Buddha saw what was going on, his

heart was moved by pity and compassion. Stepping up
to the shepherd, he asked

:

“Where are you going with your herd ?’*

The shepherd pointed to the nearby hill.

“Would you have any objection if I should carry

this poor lame goat to the top of the hill on my
shoulders?” asked Lord Buddha.

The shepherd laughed.

“Why, of course not,” he replied.

So Lord Buddha happily carried the goat to the

top of the hill and left it there with the rest of the flock.

indeed is afakir {Saint or Perfect Master) , who has

subdued his own self who harms no limng thing, and

overflows mth ctmpassion'*

[Guru Nanak]



HAZRAT JUNAID AND THE INJURED DOG

When Hazrat Junaid Baghdadi was going to

Mecca on pilgrimage, he came across a poor dog that

had been injured. All four of the dog’s legs were
severely cut and bleeding; but the holy man picked up
the poor creature in his arms to take it to a well, where
he could get some water to wash and dress the dog’s

wounds. He paid no attention to the fact that his clothes

were being rumed by the blood from the dog’s wounds.
At the time, he was passing through a stretch of

desert, and it was not until he came to a small oasis

that he could find a well. To his dismay, however,

there was no rope and bucket with which he could draw
up water. But he quickly collected some leaves from
nearby trees, fastened them together to make a small

bucket, and used his turban as a rope. Dropping the

improvised bucket down the well, he found that the

length of his turban was too short to reach the water.

As he had nothing else to use to lengthen the rope,

he quickly took off his shirt and tied it to his turban.

Still the rope was too short. Accordingly, he removed
his trousers, which were of thin cotton, and added them.
This made the rope long enough The holy man then
drew water firom the well, washed the dog’s wounds,
and bandaged them.

Carrying the dogm his arms, he struggled on until

he came to a village. There he went to the mosque and
begged the MuUah:

“Please take care of this poor dog until I return
this way from Mecca. Have no doubts or fears, brother^
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for I will assuredly take the dog away widi me when I

return.”
That night when Hazrat Junaid slept, a radiant

Celestial Being appeared to him in a vision. Holding
out his hands in blessing over Junaid, the Being said

:

“O Junaid, thy pilgrimage to Mecca has already
been accomplished. This is because thou hast shown thy
love for the Lord by taking pity on one of His creatures,

without considering thy own comfort.

“So now, O Brother, it is up to thee, whether or
not to complete thy pilgrimage to Mecca. So far as

God is concerned. He is already very pleased with
thee. For, love for Him and all His creatures is far

more pleasing to Him than a hundred pilgrimages.’*

“JVbi by pilgrimage is cured the malady of selfiskness**

[Guru Nanajk]
*^Love alone counts in the Court of the Lord;

Love and Devotion are to Him most dear^'

[Paltu]

**Pilgrimages, penances, compassion and alms giving

bring a little merit, the size of a sesame seed. But he

who hears and believes and loves the Name shall bathe

and be made clean, in a place ofpilgrimage within him.

[Guru Nanax]



THE HOUSE OF KABIR SAHIB

A proud and learned pandit once came to the
house of Kabir Sahib, in Banaras. With him he brought
a bullock-cart loaded down with books, for the pandit
wished to argue with Kabir and, of course, prove if

possible, that the Saint was in error about this petty
pomt or that.

Kabir Sahib was not at home when the pandit
eurived; but he was greeted cordially by his daughter,
Kamah. Disappointed and at a loss as to just what to
say, the pandit asked :

“Is this the house of Kabir Sahib?**
Kamali then gave him an imexpected answer.
“No, learned pandit,** she said, “this is not Kabir

Sahib*s house, for his house is not known even by the
gods Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva. You regard Kabir
Sahib as being his present body. But you are wrong. He
is not that body. You have not, it would seem, under-
stood Kabir at all.’*

**The real form of the Saints is not the body they
inhabit in this world, O pandit, but, the Nam (Word),
or Essence ofthe Beloved Grod, &om which they emanate.
During their lifetime, they preach Nam (the Word of
God) and ultimately go back and merge in It. Neither
is this body theirs, nor is this world their real home.**

Despite his intellectual vanity and spiritual blind-
ness, the pandit caught a glimpse of the meaning of
Kamah s words. He thanked her, and went quietly
away, taking with him his bullock-cart filled with learned
books.
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'"^Listen to the 'Truth'* said the Guru:
man may carry a cartload of books

^

He mcy read books for months or for years;

JSfanak sqyeth only the Word {JN'am) is of account.

All else IS for the glory of the self*'

[Guru Nanak]

**God cometh in the form of man {the Saints):

And cometh he to awaken the World."
[Bulleh Shah]

Godand His Saints are one, of this have thou no doubt.

As the waves rises from the water and then merge into it

again"
[Kabir]

Who giveth the trueknowledge ofJ^am {the WordofGod)

,

He IS a Perfect Guru. Become thou the dust of His feet."
[SWAMI Jl]

**What a wonderful lotus it is that blooms at the heart of
the Universe !

Only a few pure souls know of its true delight.

Kabir says: There the zmse man is speechless;

For this truth mcy never befound in Vedas or in books."

[Kabir]

** Only a knower comprehends, O seeker, what our highest

Home is like.

The Vedas and the Scriptures cannot fathom it,

Jslor speech or hearing ever describe its beauties.

There colour, caste and creed do not exist,

J/o rites or rituals ever are observed.

There falleth showers of rain, but no water they contain.

And neither are they brackish nor are sweet.

'There is a blare of mighty trumpets in the Void,
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Resoundeth music from the mol, flute and kingri.

And lightning flashes without at^ clouds^

There ts no sun, but there is radiant light.

The pearl in that realm forms without a shelly

There is no sound andyet the Word resounds

y

All light IS put to shame by Lord*s bright radiancey

The Indestructibley Urfathomable lies beyond.

Sqyeth Kabir: That ts my Homey
Which Gurumukhs alone can ever see.

[Kabir]



HOW RAM DAS OBEYED THE SATGURU

When the third Sikh Guru, Guru Amar Das, was
preparing to appoint his successor, there were many of
his disciples who believed that they might be the

fortunate ones that he would choose. But, as has

often happened in such cases in India, the Satguru
decided to put all of the hopeful applicants through
a test. Addressing them, the Guru said

:

“Will each of you, please, get earth and build a
small mud platform? This will be a simple thing for

all of you to do.’*

The disciples hurried away to get baskets filled

with earth, and when they returned each one built a small

platform, as their Guru had ordered. When all of the

platforms were completed. Guru Amar Das said

:

“I am sorry, but these platforms aren’t quite as

good as 1 expected them to be. Will you please tear

them down, and build them over again?”

The disciples did this, and the Satg^uru then told

them

:

“I believe that this place is not suitable for

these platforms. Will you please, therefore, tear down
your platforms again and rebuild them on that piece of

land over yonder?”
The disciples did as they had been told; but when

their platforms were completed and the Satguru came to

inq>ect them, he said

:

“Really, I don’t like this piece of land either. So
will you please gather up all the earth and build your

platforms over there?”
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At this time, Guru Amar Das was 105 years old,

so many of the disciples began to think that he had
become childish in his old age and was no longer in full

possession of his senses. The result was that most ofthe
disciples abandoned the work, and only a few remained.
But each time these few rebuilt their platforms. Guru
Amar Das continued to reject them for one reason or
another.

After some time, there was only one disciple left,

a middle-aged man named Ram Das. The others,

standing and watching him obey the Satguru’s orders,

taunted and jeered at him, telling him how foolish he
was to try to please the Guru, since there seemed no
doubt whatever that he was not in his right mind.
Ram Das stopped his work for a moment and told them

:

“Brothers, the whole world is bHnd. But if there is

one man who can see, it is the Satguru. Then, too, the
whole world is mad. It is only the Satguru who is sane.**

His fellow disciples then told him that both he and
the Satguru were undoubtedly out of their, minds.
Ram Das answered them by sayii^

:

“Brothers, you may say whatever you like about
my humble self. But do not, I beg ofyou, utter a single
disrespectful word about my Satguru. Even if I should
have to make platforms for the rest ofmy life in obedience
to the Satguru*s wishes, by his grace I would continue to
do so,”

In the end. Ram Das patiently and cheerfullymade
and remade his platform seventy times. Then Guru
Amar Das said to him

:

“You may stop building now, Ram Das. I am very
pleased with you. For you alone have given me implicit
obedience and complete surrender to my will and
wishes.'*
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Turning to the othera, he told them

:

‘‘There was not one ofyou who cheerfully obeyed
one ofthe first rules of being a true disciple—to give the

Satguru your full love and devotion, have utter faith in

him and obey his wishes with a cheerful heart.”

The result of this test was that Guru Amar Das
appointed Ram Das to be his successor. It is a rare

disciple indeed who completely surrenders himself to the

Satguru.

thou what Satguru ordains

^

Thus wilt thou attain Peace and Bliss.

[SWAMI Ji]

**The disciple who serves at the Gunisfeet^ andpatiently
obeys the Guru*s ordersy and abandons his will to the

True Guru—such a marCs doings shall prosper.**

[Guru Arjan]

**Follow the commands of the Guru, and reach the

Immortal Abode**
[SWAMI Ji]



THE PROPHET AND HIS DEVOTEES

When Prophet Mohammed was once talking

with a group of devoted disciples, he asked each one of
them in turn what he possessed. Hazrat Umar replied

:

“O Prophet, I have a wife and children, some
little wealth, and many worldly possessions, as is but
natural.”

All ofdie others made similar replies until the turn
of Hazrat Ali came. He spoke out and declared

:

“Sir, my only possessions are God and the Prophet.
Save these, I have nothing.”

Mohammed then addressed all of the priests,

saying;

“Learn, my brothers, that Hazrat Ali knows the
truth. Worldly possessions count for very little. We
have them for a short time only. They do not go with us
to the world beyond. Attachment to them leads only to
pain and sufiering.

“This IS the lot of those who love the ways of the
world, who obey without hesitation the biddings of their
unbridled minds. But true devotees of God have
withdrawn their attachment completely from worldly
people and worldly possessions. They are always engaged
in the contemplation of their Beloved, and have
transcended this region of births and deaths.”

**Some are in steering because of their hody^

Some the mind sickens^ others are plaffied by wealth.

Seyeth Kahir^ all are aggrieved; happy are the Lord's
servants alone.** [Kabir]
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*‘So long as man clamoursfor the I and the Mine, his

works are as nought; when all love ofthe I and the Mine
IS dead, then the work of the Lord is dgne,^*

[Kabir]



THE FEASTS OF DHARAM DAS

Dharam Das was a wealthy merchant, who had
been a companion of Kabir Sahib m his previous lives.

Kabir wanted to grant Salvation to him and, therefore,

at a time when Dharam Das was engaged in idol

worship, Kabir Sahib came and stood behind him. When
he had finished his worship, Kabir Sahib said :

“These big stones appear to be two seers in weight,

and the smaller ones about two chhataks.**

On hearing this, Dharam Das flew into a rage and
accused Kabir Sahib dfbeing disrespectful. Kabir Sahib
then asked the merchant:

“Have these stone idols ever talked to you?”
He then vanished away. Dharam Das started

thinking and said to himself:

“I have been worshipping these gods for a very long
time and it is true, they have never spoken to me.”

A few days later Kabir Sahib visited Dharam Das
at his house when the latter and his wife, Amna, were
sitting near a wood fire. Kabir Sahib said to

Dharam Das

:

“You arc a very great sinner, my fiiend. You kill

^ivas* (living bemgs).”
Amna was quite annoyed and said

:

“My husband is not a sinner; it is Kabir who is the
sinner for accusing my husband of being one.”

“Please cut open the piece of wood there and see
what you are actually burnmg,” Kabir replied. After
saying this, he again disappeared.

Dharam Das then cut open the wood and saw that
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it was full of crawling ants. Seeing this, he started re-

penting and telling his wife that it was her bad temper
that had driven the Saint away. Had he known then
what he knew now, he would have begged Initiation of
him and obtained peace within. The wife said

:

“Wherever there is anything sweet, there is no
dearth of flies. You are a wealthy man and once you
announce that you are giving a great feast, the Saints

will come of themselves and this one will be among
them.”

So at her suggestion he gave a great feast in Kashi,

where Kabir actually lived; but Kabir did not come to

the feast. The same sort of feast was held at other places

ofpilgrimage—^Hardwar, Mathra and so on—but Kabir
Sahib never came to any of them.

Dharam Das grew more and more downhearted,

as the years passed by and he was unable to find

Kabir Sahib. In the end, he planned to drown
himselfm the River Ganges. As he was walking along

the bank, he saw Kabir Sahib sitting there. Falling at

his feet, he asked

:

“Why didn*t you meet me earlier so that I could

serve you with all the wealth that I possessed? Now I

am a pauper, having spent all my wealthm giving feasts

in order to attract you.” Kabir Sahib replied

:

“That is just why I did not wish to meet you before

this. If you still possessed your great wealth and were

attached to it, you would not be ready for Initiation into

Nam.
“And furthermore, O Dharam Das, if I had met

you then, you would have thought that I wais greedy

and that the Saints were as your wife told you; namely,

that they are attracted by the wealth of seekers.

“Now that you are no longer intoxicated by
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wcsllliy stnd your mmcl is not poisoned by fblse idess,

you have been forced to learn humility and have

developed the insatiable longing for the Guru that arises

in the hearts of all true seekers. And so, you are now
ready to receive the priceless Gift of the Guru

—

Initiation into the bliss of Nam.**

Then Dharam Dass was granted the Gift of

Initiation into Nam, the Word of God, and rose to

such a high spiritual plane that Kabir Sahib appointed

him as his successor.

**The images are all lifeless^ th^ cannot speak; Iknow,

for I haoe crud aloud to them. The Puranas and the

Koran are mere words; lifting up the curtain, Ihave seen.**

[Kabir]

**He cannot be installed like an idol, no man can shape

His likeness. He made Himself and maintains Himself,

on His heights unstained forever.**

[Guru Namak]

*^Seffs Dadu: Love not this worldfor a single instant;

hirtk and death consume the body every moment.**

[Dadu]

** Though thou art like a guest for the tdght.

Who must part betimes in the morning.

Thou makest t^self busy with the worWs qffedrs.

Remember, this is a garden offlowers that mustfade.**
[Guru Arjak]



THE FARMER’S FAITH

Machhar and Ramditta were two farmers who
lived in Mandali. Both of them were steeped in love
of the Master, and they would never start their daily

duties until aito: they had sat in meditation for some
hours and had witnessed the Radiant Form of tlie

Master.

Now, it is a well established fact that such ardent
lovers are invariably tried to test their faith. Dumg the

com season, these two devotees one day had their turn
to get their share of the available irrigation water. But
on that very day, as it happened, although they sat in

meditation for a long time, they were unable to see the

Master within. Ramditta said:

Machhar, I am not seeing the Master within

today.*’

too have failed,” Machhar rqplied. ”But if

we do not take our water turn, our com crop will die

out.”

At this, Ramditta told him with fervour

:

“Let it die, for it belongs to the Satguru.”

In this attitude ofmind, they both retumd to their

meditation, and lo* the Radiant Form of the Master
immediately appeared before them.

Just as a metal is pur^Kd by melting it in firty so does

a true lover ofGodbecome transmuted into gold by success-

fully passing through a trial. [Kabir]

**Wfun lovefor God hath taJsen hold ofthy heart; then be

sure, God also hveth thee'* [MAtTLANA Rum]
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**Whm a man binds himselfto worldly attaekments, he is

caught up in the endless tycle of deaths and births. But

when all his worldly delusions are dissipated, he attains

to oneness with GodP
[Guru Arjan]

**’Those who, impure within, seem outwardly pure, fair

without andfoul within, have gambled their lives awey;

thy have contacted tiie vile disease of desire.**

[Guru Amar Das]



HOW THE FAKIR DEALT WITH THE ANTS

A fakir once set out on a long journey, carrying

with him a bundle filled with bread to eat on the way.
At the end of his first day on the road he came to a
small mosque, and there he rested for the night.

Resuming his journey early the next morning, he
walked at a brisk pace for about ten miles and then

decided to have a bite to eat. But when he opened his

bundle, he found that his bread was full of ants.

“Ah, that is too bad,** he thought. “For I have

taken these poor ants a long way away fiT>m their home
in that mosque. How they must be longing to see their

parents, children and friends.**

Filled with solicitude for the welfare of the ants,

the fakir retraced his steps and took the ants back to

their home in the little mosque.

**The heart in which love and compassion for all living

beings resides, can have no roomfor seeking afterpersonal

pleasures.**

“O friend ? Take care to do no harm to ar^ living

creature; to hurt His creation is to forget the Creator.**

[Ansari of Herat]



THE FAKIR AND THE HORSE THIEF

A Muslim fakir, who was a Saint, was once asked

by the people in a nearby village to appoint a kutb

(clergyman) for them. The fakir replied that he would
arrange it for them in a few days. When this time had
expired, and still no clergyman was appointed, the

people, thinking it would be someone &om among
themselves, again approached the fakir. His reply

was

:

“A clergyman will be sent to you. Please have a
little more patience. These matters cannot always be
arranged over night, as you seem to believe.”

A little later another request was made, the people
sayii^ that they were badly in need for the clergyman
aiid therefore Aey begged for his early appointment.

To this the reply was

:

**A clergyman will be sent to you tomorrow.”
.All the people who had come to make the request

were intelligent and well versed in their own faith, but
not one among them was qualified to fill the assign-

ment. So they thought that perhaps some distinguished

p>erson would be selected elsewhere, and sent to them.
That same night a thief came to the house of the

fakir to steel his horse. But whenever he would loosen
the horse’s hobbled hind legs, he would find that the

fixmt legs had been hobbled. When he loosened the
fix>nt legs, the hind legs were again hobbled. He tried

throughout the night to loosen the horse so that he could
steal it, but could not succeed. Early in the morning,
when the fakir saw him still feverishly untying the fore
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legs and the hind legs ofthe horse, only to find them tied

again, he asked

:

“Who are you, my man, and what arc you doing
here?**

“I am a thief,** the man replied,** and came here to

steal this horse. But the whole night I have tried and have
failed even to untie the horse*s legs.**

The fakir liked the persistence and truthfulness of
the stranger so much that he said:

“I will give this horse to you right away.**

And then, as the fakir bestowed his attention on the

thief^ he transmuted him into an honest man and
deserving clergyman. That same morning he presented

him to the congr^ation as their Kutb, telling them

:

“Brothers, it is only in the company of the Guru
and the Masters that the true philosophCT*s stone is

fiDund. This is the magic stone that turns the base metal
of the impure human heart into the purest gold. It

turns filthy crows into the most beautiful of pure white

swans, and turns the sinners into saints.

“Here, as I promised, is your new clergyman. You
will find him, 1 believe, one of the most eacellent of all

clergymen in the world.**

^*God hath put himself in His Saints and Gurus**
[Kabtr]

**PlMe the gold in water: its impurities are not removed.

Put it in fire and it is rid of impurities.

The same doth the teachings tf the Guru

Purfy and ennoble the discipld*, PDadu]

is a true dealer in horses who breeds the horses of
Truth, stores wealth of virtue to meet the needs of the

way; full of urfailing faith that, in the abode of the

Formless, he shall share its bliss** [Guru Nanak]



THE SAINT IN STRANGE SURROUNDINGS

Rabia Basri, who was a great and very renowned
Saint, was very bcautifiil when she was a young girl.

Because of her beauty, she was at one time abducted

by thieves who sold her to the owner of a house of

prostitution, where she was expected to do as the

other women hving in the house.

On the first night in her new surroundings a man
was brought to her room, and she immediately entered

into conversation with him.
**Ah, it is good to see such a nice young man”,

she said. “Please make yourself comfortable in that

chair, and if you will, let us both say our prayers

together.”

The young man was surprised, but he knelt down
on the floor beside Rabia, and both of them prayed for

some time. Rabia then rose and said

;

“You will not mind, I am sure, ifI remind you that

you must one day die. And to be fair to you, it is only
light that I tell you that the sin you have in mind will

lead you into fires of hell. Please, for your own sake,

consider if you wish to commit the sin and thus jump
into the flaming inferno, or ifyou would prefer to avoid
this fate.**

Very much surprised and taken aback, the young
man said

:

“O good and pious lady, you have opened my
eyes, which always before were dosed to the meaning
of this sin. I accept you as my Murshid (Master), and
promise never to visit a house such as this again.**
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legs and the hind legs ofthe horse, only to find them tied

again, he asked

:

“Who are you, my man, and what arc you doing
here?**

“I am a thief,** the man replied,** and came here to

steal this horse. But the whole night I have tried and have
failed even to untie the horse*s legs.**

The fakir liked the persistence and truthfulness of
the stranger so much that he said:

“I will give this horse to you right away.**

And then, as the fakir bestowed his attention on the

thief^ he transmuted him into an honest man and
deserving clergyman. That same morning he presented

him to the congr^ation as their Kutb, telling them

:

“Brothers, it is only in the company of the Guru
and the Masters that the true philosophCT*s stone is

fiDund. This is the magic stone that turns the base metal
of the impure human heart into the purest gold. It

turns filthy crows into the most beautiful of pure white

swans, and turns the sinners into saints.

“Here, as I promised, is your new clergyman. You
will find him, 1 believe, one of the most eacellent of all

clergymen in the world.**

^*God hath put himself in His Saints and Gurus**
[Kabtr]

**PlMe the gold in water: its impurities are not removed.

Put it in fire and it is rid of impurities.

The same doth the teachings tf the Guru

Purfy and ennoble the discipld*, PDadu]

is a true dealer in horses who breeds the horses of
Truth, stores wealth of virtue to meet the needs of the

way; full of urfailing faith that, in the abode of the

Formless, he shall share its bliss** [Guru Nanak]
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Ralaa^s words were so sincere and persuasive,

indeed, that even the hardened wife of the house owner
came out ofher hiding place and began to weep for the

many sins she had committed. Kneeling at Rabia*s
feet, she said

:

“Oh pure and pious girl ' What harm we have
sought to do you, you who arc truly a Sednt. Go, and
leave this evil house this very moment. As for us, we now
can see that we have done a dreadful thing. Our eyes
are opened, and our lives will change.**

**Lover of my Friend can /, what concern have I with

belief or disbelief? For the pain of love am I athirst**,

[Khwaja Hafiz]

**From tJ^ Frundy th^ say, ask a favouty O Saadi;
hut save the Friend Himself nothing else of the Friend
do I ask.**

[Saadi]



WHO IS REALLY A DISCIPLE ?

Once the pathis or chanters for Guru Aijan, the
fifUi Sikh Giuru, made a request that he should get
them a donation ofone rupee hum each of his disciples,

saying:

**We are in great need and this donation ofa rupee
fix>m each disciple would help us greatly.’*

The Giuu replied that he would do so, and the

pathis were very pleased indeed. They felt that as the

discdpleship of the Guru extended as far as Kabul and
Kandahar, and beyond, they would surely become very
wealthy in a short while.

A whole month passed and the pathis had received

not a single donation. They again made the same
request to the Guru, reminding him that they were in

very great need of money at the moment. The
Guru assured them that he would comply with their

request.

Another two months went by without any dona-
tions coming in, and without any evidence that the

Guru had asked any of the disciples for a donation.

The pathis then approached the Satguru, saying:

“Sir, you were gracious enough to promise us

the donation. We are truly in dire need and
would be grateful if the money could be paid without

delay.”

The Guru replied that this would be taken care of

the next day.

The padiis reflected that whatever money came to

die Satguru was never hoarded, but was spent in serving
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the Sangat. How, then, would the Guru be able to hand
them the money the next day. Would he take out a loan
for them?

Early the next morning, the Guru handed over to

them four and a half rupees. Bewildered, the pathis

said

:

“We do not understand this. There are so many
disciples, yet a total of only four and a half rupees,

instead of one rupee from each disciple.**

Guru Sahib then smiled and said

:

“There are really only four and one half disciples,

O pathis ! The first disciple was Guru Nanak, the second
was Guru Angad; the third was Guru Amar Das, and
the fourth was Guru Ram Das. As yet, I myselfam only
half a disciple. So I am giving you exactly what you
asked for—one rupee for each disciple.’*

*‘Ah, brothers,” he continued, “it is not an easy
matter to become a true disciple. You must give up your
longings for the worldly things, such as your beloved
rupees. Instead, you must give your hearts to the Lord
alone. For His Love is beyond the value of all the
rupees in the world.”

“T%otf bunest endless wealth in the earthy

Tet thy desire for it departeth not;

Th^ who depart desiring endless wealthy

Shall lose the Endless Treasure.**

[Guru Nanak]

**Comeyforyour worldly hopes are no more than a poorly

built house; this lfo*s foundations are based upon the

wind.**

[Khwaja Hafiz]

**The hunger for worldly wealth is never satisfied; the

worltTs thirst is not quenched. But let a man detach
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himselffrom worldly aUaehmentSy and cfler his trial he
shall prosper*^

[Guku Arjan]
and night mortals seearch and search for wealthy

Among millions, few there be who remember God**
[Guru Teg Bahadur}



LORD INDRA’S BOW AND ARROW

There was once a renowned rishi, or sage, who was
so devoted to his spiritual meditation that Lord Indra,

the greatest of the gods, became afraid that he might
some day take his throne in heaven away from him.

To himself. Lord Indra thought:

“I must devise some plan that will hold this mighty
rishi back, and delay his progress towards the heaven
worlds.*’

An idea soon came to him, and acting upon it, he
disg^uised himself as a hunter and taking with him a bow
and an arrow, went down to earth to see the rishi.

Bowing low before the rishi. Lord Indra said

:

“O holy man, I am a hunter and must now make
a long journey on foot. If you would do something for

me, I would be most grateful. With me I have a bow and
arrow that I will not need, and which would be very
heavy for me to carry. Would you keep it here for me
until I return?**

“A bow and arrow! ** exclaimed the rishi. “Why,
they are used for killing animals. I am sorry, my
good man, but it would pain me even to see such a
thing.**

“But please reconsider, reverened Sir,” begged the

hunter. “If I may suggest an idea, the bow and arrow
could be kept at the back of the house. Then you would
never see them, and at the same dme it would save me
an infinite amount of trouble.”

Since rishis are usually full ofcompassion, this one
gave in to the hunter’s request. The bow and arrow
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were left at the back of the house, and the hunter went
on his way.

After this, the rishi, as it happened, always saw the

bow and arrow every time he finished his meditation
and went for a short walk around his house. Finally, he
thought one day

:

“Why not see how this bow and arrow works?**

He picked up the bow, fitted the arrow against

the string, and was greatly surprised when he saw how
fast and far the arrow flew. Thereafter, he could not

resist the temptation to practise with the bow and arrow
a little more each day. In the end, he enjoyed the sport

so much that, to make a long story short, he became an
ardent hunter. Thus the object that he did not even

want to look at, in the end became a source of great

pleasure to him.

All Saints have taught that this is how the pleasure

loving mind always likes to act. If one gives it a long

rope, it will never be brought under control. The mind
has a huge army consisting of the different senses and
their desires, and each of these senses is constantly

working on the mind, trying to make it give them the

gratifications they wish for. Ifthe mind is not constandy

controlled, the senses will overwhelm it and cause it in

the end to lead one far astray.

*^As mar^ as are the waves of the sea, so mar^ are the

desires and impulses of the mind. Stilling them all, be

seated with th^ whole thoughtdirected towards the spirit**

|T)adu]

mind is not aware, and is enslamd by its own

propensities** [Guru Nanak]



“MIRACLES” OF THE MIND

A mahatma was once standing near a bazaar shop,

looking at the goods for sale, when a thought came to

him, which he spoke out to his mind

:

‘*Oh mind,” he said, *T have heard so much about
you; why not show me some of your miracles?**

The mind replied

:

“Please wait a httle while,** and said no more.
Within a short while, a man nearby who was

selling honey, dipped one of his fingers in the honey and
wiped it on the wall. The moment this happened,
dozens of flies swarmed over to the wall, clung to it

and ate the honey. Then more and more flies came and
fought to get at the honey. Suddenly a lizzard saw
them and said to himself:

“Those flies are my food, and therefiire I have a
light to eat them all up ^ong with the honey.** This he
did.

Meanwhile, the pet cat of the keeper of the shop,
where the mahatma was standing, saw the lizzard,

pounced upon it and ate it. A dog was standing nearby,
and the moment he saw the cat catch and eat the
lizzard, he chased the cat and killed it. As this was the
shopkeeper*s pet cat, he lost his temper and asked his

servants to catch the dog and kill it.

But the dog happened to belong to a customs who
was buying something at the shop; and he became very
annoyed at what was being done to his dog. He there-
fore abused the shopkeeper, and the result was that they
had a battle royal.
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The mind then asked the mahatma:
**Are you satisfied, now that you have seen a

sample of the kind of miracle that the mind performs?
I am expert at creating desires of every kind, and who
knows to what these desires may lead?

**Look at the desire of the fiies for the honey.

Their tiny minds and their senses created this desire.

And see what it led to. A bloody fight between two
fiiends.

“If you wish, I can show you many other nmilar
‘miracles’, fisr I am doing them every moment in

every part of the world.**

Reform thou mtnd^ and preach thou to thine own
mind. If this mind cometh under t^ control^ then shall

the whole worldfollow thee.**

[Kabir]

**If thou art a many curb thou tl^ rebellious mind.**

[Bu Au]

“Thou art atpains toguard the body, but the mindremains

unguarded. It desires the noble and the base', it devours

both good and evil.**

[Dadu]



THE LIST OF THEFTS

Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth and last ofthe great

Silfh Gurus, happened one day to visit a village in

which all the inhabitants were thieves. When he heard

that this was the case, he begged the villagers

:

**0 brothers, please give up your evil ways and stop

your stealing. It is a wicked way of life, and in the end
will lead you to no good.”

Standing humbly before the great Guru, the

villagers told him quite frankly:

“Guru Sahib, we treasure your words, and thank

you for them. But ifwe did not steal, what should we
do? It is the only way we know by which to make our

livelihood.”

The Guru sighed at their obstinacy, but looked at

them with his penetrating gaze and told them

:

“Very well, O thieves and robbers* You may go
on with your wicked stealing. But, to please me, will you
kindly keep a record ofall your thefts, and let me see it

once every year?”
To this, thevillagers readily agreed. But later,when

thdr list was ready to be shown to the Guru, they had
a feeling of great imeasiness and were overwhelmed by
a dreadfril sense of guilt. Afrer discussing the matter
together, they finally came to the sensible conclusion
that no list would have to be made, if no thefrs were
committed, and they would never again feel so terribly

guilty and ashamed of themselves. The result was that
little by litde they all stopped their habit ofstealing and
learned to do hqnest work to earn their livelihood.
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who taketh rejiige at the feet of the Saints hath

entered on the path of his salvation.**

[Guru Arjan]

^*Like the Elixir of Life^ the Guru by his sight twmeth

a stone into a ruby% *tis an establishedfact^ such is the

divine effect of his look**

[Mauuana Rum]



THE GURU’S GUN

In olden days a primitive type ofgun was used with

a special kind of stone for firing it. Guru Gobind Singh

had recendy suffered defeat at the hands of the Mughals
and was considering ways and means ofrecovering his lost

position, when a disciple brought him one of these guns.

At the time there was a great chief named Dalla

sitting by the Guru’s side. He said

:

**My lord, when you were in such a difficult and
tight comer, why did you not send for me? I could

have gathered all my strong people and routed the

entire Mughal army.**

The Gum said

:

**Oh Dalla, that was all Gk)d*s doing and His Will.”
But Dalla insisted that the Gum was mistaken and

that he and his men definitely could have routed the

Mughals.
When the disciple came to the Gum with the new

gun, the Gum asked Dalla to be good enough to get
one of his men, to serve as a target, so he could
test the efficacy of the gun. Dalla made this announce-
ment to his men, but none of them was willing to come
forward and risk being killed by the gun.

Then the Guru asked Dalla himself to come
forward, so that the Gum could determine whether or
not the gun would be useful to him in future warfare.
Dalla replied

:

**My Lord, I would gladly do so, but I have young
children at home.”

The Gum then said:
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“Dalla, neither you nor any of your men have
come forward, even for this small test. Then how dare
you say that you would have saved me from defeat if I

had sent for you* ”

Dalla remained completely silent.

Guru Gobmd Singh then asked one of his disciples

to go to the stables and see if anyone was ther^ and if

so, to call him. There were two disciples in the stables

when the messenger arrived. One was tying his turban
and the other was washing his hair. Immediately on
hearing the message from the Satguru, both ofthem ran
forward regardless of the condition they were in.

Falling at his feet, they asked for his orders. When the
Guru explained that he wanted one of them to be his

target for testing the new gun, one immediatelypointed
to the other and said

:

“My Lord, this man already has to his credit such
tremendous valour and service in the Ghamkore fight,

that I would like to be given this opjxirtunity.”

The other one said

:

“No, Sire, I should be given the privilege of this

service, for without this man there would be no one to

look after the horses.”

However hard the Guru tried to reject one or the

other, neither was prepared to stay back. The Guru
then said

:

“I will try both of you,” and allowed both of

them to be the target.

As the Guru fired the gun, the one who was
standing behind the other, threw the first one down
so as to save him and receive the bullet himself.

However, by Guru’s grace, neither one was hurt, nor

was it intended that either of them should be htirt.

Addressing Dalla, the Guru said:
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**This is what a disciple should be. Disciples carry

out the commands of the Satguni without the slightest

hesitation or any kind of show. They ofier the Satguru

all that they possess, including their body and their

mind.”

*^Pay homage to the Divine Guru, make obeisance to all

Scants, and to those who have attained**

[Dadu]

are the real devotees who know God and turn not

aweyfrom Mm;
Ph^ who perform no service for Him are false, and

slink away**

[Guru Arjan]



GETTING RID OF THE FLIES

When Raja Gopi Chand and Raja Bharthari
became Sadhus, people followed them everywhere,
believing that monarcl^ who had given up their thrones
must possess great merit. How many of these people
had spiritual aspirations was a matter of considerable

doubt, for some asked for the boon of a son, others

for more wealth, and still others for name and
fame.

Both of the kings thought to themselves:

“Here we have given up our kingdoms to lead the

life of ascetics and yet people do not leave us alone.

The best thing to do would be to leave the town and live

away from it.”

Accordingly, they went to live in apottcr*s hut that

was in the farthest outskirts of a town, and there they

began to meditate in right earnest.

For quite a long time they were left alone and in

peace. But it is difficult to hide for long the fragrance of

the jasmine, and before long the reputation of the two
holy men began to spread anew and everyone in the

town and its vicinity knew that the two saindy men
were living in the potter’s hut.

This news was also taken to the Raja, and he told

his Vizier:

“Come, let us go to visit these two holy men. They
seem to have stirred up everybody in the entire

kingdom.”
When the Raja and his Vizier, accompanied by

other courtiers, left the palace, others saw them and
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followed in their footsteps. Still others joined the pro->

cession as it went along, and by the time the potter’s

house was reached, most of the Raja’s subjects had
joined the assemblage.

Hearing the noise of the crowd outside, Gopi
Ohand and Bharthari consulted together to work out a
plan through which they could regain their solitude

and peace.

**We must by all means get rid of the flies,” they
told each other.

Meanwhile, the Raja and his party had seated
themselves near the potter’s hut, and were waiting for
the holy men to come out and speak to them of spiritual
matters.

When Gk>pi Ghand and Bharthari were ready,
they came out of the hut looking at each other with
pretended hostile glances.

“Today I will go and do the begging,” said Gopi
Chand.

“So that is your plan, is it ?” demanded Bharthari.
“Let me remind you that you went begging yesterday
and ate all of the sweets that were given to you. Wh^t
did I get? Absolutely nothing.”

Within a minute they began fighting with each
other and the Raja, utterly disgusted, exclaimed:

**W^hat kind of holy men are these, who
fight like dogs for food? Come ! Let us all depart at
once.”

So away went the Raja and all his courtiers,
soldiers and subjects. Gopi Chand and Bharthari
breathed sighs of relief.

God,” they said. “We have now gotten rid
of the flies and will be left in peace to devote ourselves
to love for the Lord.”
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**O Beloved^ I can think of no other

^

And in love care for none else.

My heart is now Tfy dwelling place

It has no place for ar^ others**,

[Amsari op Herat]



A SIKH BOY’S FAITH

In India, in the time of King Farukseer, the king

was fighting against the Sikhs of the Punjab, hoping to

be able to rid his kingdom of them altogether. To his

army, and even to all others, he had issued orders that

every Sikh that could be captured should at once be
beheaded. He offered a reward of two hundred rupees

to each and every one who brought in the head of a
Sikh.

As luck would have it, the king’s army in the

Punjab one day captured nearly five hundred Sikhs,

who were in hiding in a forest. All ofthem were brought
to Delhi and taken into the presence of the king, who
immediately ordered that they be beheaded.

But in the group of prisoners there was a small

Sikh boy, who was the only male child in his entire

family. His mother had followed the prisoners to

Delhi, and had gone in tears to the wife of the vizier,

begging her to persuade her husband to plead with
the king to spare her child’s life. The king said :

“I will set the boy free provided he will say that

he is a non-Sikh.”

A special body of guards brought the boy before

the king, and the king demanded in a haughty tone

:

“Boy, to save your life, you must declare yourself

to be a non-Sikh.”

But at this, the boy cried out at the top of his voice

:

“I am a Sikh* I am a Sikh* I am a Sikh »”

Then, turning to the executioner, he said in a firm
and resolute rnann^ that brooked no denial:
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**Sir, please be so good as to behead me at once! I

do not wish my mother to suffer any more suq>ense on
my account.”

This is the type of faith that a Sikh (disciple)

should have in his Satguru; so that even ifit is a question

of his losing his life, he will still persist in his isdth and
devotion to the Satguru.

**He is a true disciple who is without hope orfear. He
who has no fear of deaths is a disciple perfectly

harmordrfid^'

[Guru Nanar]



HONEST EARNINGS

King Nasiruddin was a Muslim ruler in Delhi, who
never spent a penny out of his treasury for himself.

He always earned his own living. After his day’s work
in the court, he would go home and write the Koran
with his own hand, then give the copy to his servant to

sell it in the market. Whatever money he earned in

this way was spent on himself and his family.

This servant had not drawn his wages from the

king for many months, when he received a letter from
his home, asking hun to come immediately. He went
to the king and asked for his back wages. But the king

told him:
“I am very sorry, but I have no money just now.**

Several months then passed by, and meanwhile the

servant continued to receive urgent messages from his

home, asking him to return. Ultimately, he prevailed

upon the king to let him go. When he was ready to

d^art, the king gave him two rupees. The servant was
greatly astonished at the small amount, but the king
told him:

**This money is from my honest eammgs, and God
will bless you with what you have received.**

The servant went away with the two rupees. He
was concerned, however, that when he reached home,
his relatives would ask him for something that he had
brought for them as a servant of the king.

It was the season for pomegranates, and while on
his way the servant saw some delicious, large pome-
granates. He bought them with the two rupees and was
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surprised that he received so many for that small price.

Still farther along the road, it so happened that the

queen of another country was lying ill, and all the

physicians that had been called to examine her, had
agreed that there was only one hope for her recovery.

Tliat would be that she be given pomegranate juice.

Pomegranates were not grown in that country,

so the king issued a proclamation stating that whoever

brought a single pomegranate for the queen would be

given a thousand rupees reward. It was just at this time

that the servant reached the country. Hearing the pro-

clamation, he carried his whole bundle of pomegranates

to the king’s court and offered the king as many pome-

granates as the queen desired. The king, immensely

pleased, took all that the queen needed and paid a

thousand rupees for each one.

After he had so handsomely paid the servant, he

gave him two of his soldiers to accompany him and see

him safely to his home. So, in a very short time, the

servant became the master oftens ofthousands ofrupees

that came from honest earnings. When he reached his

home, his family rejoiced to see what a rich and happy

man he had become.

The servant is the true seeker,who is ill-treated in

the world and longs to return to his Real Home (Sach

Khand, the fifth heavenly realm above die physical

universe) . The king ofthe second country is the Satguru,

who gives him the spiritual wealth and the two

soldiers that enable the servant to reach his Real Home
easily and safely.

**Hc who s$eks the truth while in the bo^—he, says

Daduj finds salvation** [DaduJ



THE THIEF WHO CHANGED HIS WAYS

There was once a king of thieves, who during his

whole hfc earned his hvelihood by steahng, and was
never caught. When he was about to die, he called his

son to his bedside and told him

:

“My son, here is the best advice that I can giveyou.

First, never go to a temple or a mosque, and never

remain in the company of a Saint. Second, if you are

ever caught stealing, never confess, even though you
are severely beaten.’*

After this, the king of thieves died.

Thereafter, the son went out stealing every night.

One night, when he had broken into a house, the people

woke up and he had no alternative but to run away.
He was closely followed, and he noticed that a police

guard was standing nearby. The police told the people
that the young man could not get very far, as they
would catch him. The thief wondered what he could
do, when he suddenly found that a temple was nearby.
He heard hymns of worship being sung and to save his

hfo, he had to go in.

Remembering the advice tendered to him by his

dying father, he put his fingers in his ears. Even so, he
had heard this much said

:

“Gods and goddesses cast no shadows.”
“Whether I know this or not, it has no si^iificance

to me,” he thought.

Meanwhile, the police came and caught him,
took him to the chief magistrate, and tried to malcff

him confess his guilt; but he would not. Orders were
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then given that so long as he would not confess, he
should not be released.

The police then hired awoman who promised that

she could make him confess his guilt if he was at all

guilty. As a rule, thieves arc great believers in gods and
goddesses. So one night this woman disguised herself

as a goddess, had two artihcial arms added, and in each
one held a Hght. As had been previously arranged with
the police, she went into the jail and, as she entered,

the door ofthe young thief’s room opened automatically.

After she entered, she told him

:

*T have come to save you—if you committed the

theft, please confess it before me.”
The thief was just on the point of speaking the

truth, when he suddenly noticed that the disguised

goddess cast a shadow. Then he remembered what he
had heard in the temple during the brief period
that he was there—^that true gods and goddesses

cast no shadows. He immediately told the disguised

woman

:

*T am not at all guilty, and am unnecessarily

harassed.”

The next morning the woman reported to the

chief magistrate that the man was not guilty and that

it was futile to keep him in jail. He 'was accordingly

released.

Now, when the thief returned to his house, he
began to think that by spending barely a couple of

minutes in a temple, he had learned sufficient to release

him firom jail. Probably, he thought, no difficulties

would face him in the future if he wmt regularly to

the temple. Consequently, he started to go fo the

temple every day.

As he became devoted, he gradually left his evil
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ways, met and became a disciple of a Satguru, and in

course of time himself became a Saint.

The Satguru mahs of the beast a man\ the man becomes

a Sainti the Saint a god, and the god the Lord Himself^*

[Dadu]



HOW KING JANAK GAINED TRUE
KNOWLEDGE

When King Janak became eager to do spiritual

practice, he called all the rishis and munis to his court.

He also asked that one thousand cows be brought there
at the same time, and had twenty sovereign tied to

each of their horns. After this, he announced:
“Whoever is voted to be the best among you can

take away the thousand cows.”
Yagya Valkaya was the one who was deemed to

be the best; and he won the award.
The king then promised the holy men:
*‘Now, O nshis and munis, I will give another

thousand cows to anyone who will give me True Know-
ledge.”

In this Yagya Valkaya failed since he was
a learned pimdit only and had no access to higher

realms.

Then King Janak had a stage built and said:

“Whoever can reveal to me the True Elnowledge

in the same length oftime that it takes to mount a horse,

please come and sit on the stage.**

The rishis and munis thought that this could be
done only after they had taught him from the very

beginning; that knowledge was not like something

that could be passed on to him to drink.

But one of the sag^s, named Ashtavakar, was him-

self a realized soul and said that he could do what the

king wanted. He was a hunchback and ugly, so the

people looked down upon him and jeered at him. But
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after being insulted in this way by the nshis and munis,
Ashtavakar said

:

“I was under the impression that this was a
meeting of hermits and sages, and not of cobblers and
low castes.”

The king asked him what he meant by these words,

and Ashtavakar replied

:

“Judging the beauty and colour ofa skin is entirely

the work of cobblers and people who deal with prosti-

tutes.”

On hearing this, King Janak sought the True
Knowledge from Ashtavakar.

When King Janak had seated himself before

Ashtavakar, the sage asked him:
**0 King, are you certain that you are really eager

to have your request granted ?”

“There is no doubt whatever in my mind,” replied

the king. “I am seeking for the True Knowledge with
the utmost earnestness.”

Ashtavakar then turned to the assembled holy men
and asked:

“Is there anyone among you, rishis and munis,
who can impart True Knowledge to the king, and that
light quickly?”

There was utter silence.

Addressing the king, Ashtavakar said

:

“KingJanak, there is a price that must be paid for
obtaining this True Knowledge. Are you prepared to
pay it, no matter what it may be ?”

“Yes,” said the king.

“Then I will tell you the price,” said Ashtavakar.
“And listen carefully. The price consists of three things
that you must give to me—your body, your mind, and
your wealth. Is this agreeable to you ?**
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The king said

:

“Yes, it is agreeable to me.’*

Ashtavakar then told the king:

“You should think this matter over very carefully,

and only after thorough dehberation should you promise

to hand over to me the three things.”

The king assured him with great earnestness

:

“Ashtavakar, I have already given the matter the

most careful thought. There is no doubt whatever in my
mind. I will be glad to pay the price.”

After the king had made the promise, Ashtavakar

said

:

“Now that you have surrendered everything—your

body, mind and wealth—to me, will you please leave

your throne and come down and sit where all the shoes

of your people are lying ?”

The kingwas qmte annoyed at this, but soon realiz-

ed that he had already given everything to this lishi.

So he quietly Idft his throne and sat among the shoes of

his subjects. When Ashtavakar made this request to the

king, he was qmte aware that many people do not

advance spiritually because of their sense of ego, honour

and glory.

When the king had seated himself amidst the

shoes, Ashtavakar told him:
“Now, please do not allow your mind to think of

your wealth, since you now have no wealth ofyour own
to think about. It all belongs to me.”

At the time that this order was given, the mind

of the king was sometimes thinking about his wealth,

sometimes of his other possesions, sometimes of his

kingdom and sometimes of his wife and children.

But on hearing the words of Ashtavakar, he realized

that it was useless to think of any of these things, as
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they no longer belonged to him.

And so his mind came back to its center. Like a
crow on a ship, his mind had no other place to go but

to come back and sit on the ship.

As the king had been enjoined to stop his mind
from going out to anything that did not belong to him,

he covered his eyes so that his attention would not go
out. Then Ashtavakar said to him

:

“This mind is mine, and you have no right even to

think with it or to have any desires.**

When King Janak complied and withdrew his

entire attention from outsid and from his body up to

the eyes, the rishi immediately gave his own attention

to the king with the result that the king*s soul went up
to higher realms. Ashtavakar verbally called him again

and again, but there was no reply, as the king was
deeply merged in True Knowledge or Inner Bliss.

Later on, with his own attention, Ashtavakar
brought the king*s attention back into his body and
asked him

:

“Have you obtained the True Knowledge you
requested ?’* The king replied:

“I have obtained it, O Ashtavakar, and it is far

greater, more glorious and blissful than I had ever

(breamed that it could be.**

Afrer this, Ashtavakar said:

“I have no need for your body, mind or wealth;
so I return them all to you. You are to act as a stewarcl

and use them on my behalf. By giving up the world and
your worldly possessions, you have received the priceless

Gift of Nam, the Word of Gk>d. Henceforth, you will

cease to crave for happiness and riches in this world,
but shall crave only the Love ofthe Lord and the Bliss of
His Presence.**
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“TAg wealth of the seven continents^ the treasures of the

seven seaSy all heaped in one places all this the lovers of
God would spurn.**

[Guru Ram Das]

“/ will tellyou the truth—the real mark of a disciple is

that, amidst a sea of desires, he is desireless. Such a
one undoubtedly is accepted by the Creator.**

[Guru Nanak]



THE KING OF BOKHARA

Ibrahim Adham, the king of Bokhara was very

fond of Parmarth, or the spiritual way of life, and was
always seeking the company of the Sages and the

Saints. However, he lived in such luxury that he slept

in a bed that had a maund and a quarter of flowers

laid on it all the time. One day, when he was going to

this bed, he heard a noise on his palace roof and, on
investigation, saw two men roaming about on the roof.

“What are you doing here ?” he asked them
sharply.

“Sir, we are camel drivers, and are searching for

our lost camels,** they replied. Amazed at their stupi-

dity, the king said scornfully

:

“How could you ever expect to find camels on the

top of a palace?”

“In the same way that you are trying to realize

God in your bed of flowers,** was the reply.

This greatly shocked the king and completely
changed his way of life. He abandoned his throne and
started to see much more of the Saints and Sages in his

own kingdom; but without satisfaction. Thereafter, he
went to India and, after making a thorough search, was
still unsuccessful until he reached Kashi (Banaras).

There he heard of Kabir Sahib, the weaver Saint.

As both he and Kabir were Mohammedans, he thought
it would be well for him to stay with Kabir Sahib.

Accordingly, he asked Kabir Sahib to accept him
as his disciple. I^bir Sahib replied:

“There is nothing in common between a king and
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a poor weaver Kke myself, and two such different persons
could hardly get on together.”

But the king pleaded with him, saying:
**I did not come to your door as a king, but as a

beggar. Again I beg of you to kindly give me the boon
for which I am seeking.”

Loi, the wife of Kabir Sahib, also asked her
husband to accept him; and the Saint gave in to her
request.

In a weaver’s house, the only work that could be
done by the king was that of a menial—cleanmg the

woof and the warp, and washing the yam and the

thread. Six years passed by, and the king did this work
without a murmur throughout these years. One day
Mai Loi entreated Kabir Sahib, saying:

“This king has now been with us for six long years,

has been eating what we offered him, and has been
doing what we have ordered him to do, without uttering

a word of complaint. Because of all this, he appears to

be highly deserving.”

Kabir Sahib told his wife;

“As far as I can see, the king’s mind is not yet

crystal clear.”

Mai Loi again entreated, and reminded Kabir
Sahib that what the king had done was a tremendous

service to them; and that she could not even for a
moment believe that he was not deserving of Initiation.

Kabir Sahib replied

:

“The best way to prove it to yourself is to do
what I ask you to do, and thereafter come and tell me
what you heard from his mouth. Please go on the top of

the roof and, as the king comes into the street, throw

the entire sweepings of the house upon his head.”

Mai Loi did as she was asked, and as the
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sweepings fell on the head of the king of Bokhara, he

looked up and sighed

:

“If only this were Bokhara, you would not have

dared do this to me.”
Mai Loi returned to Kabir Sahib and repeated

what the king had said.

“Didn’t I tell you that the king was not yet fully

deserving of the great Gift ofNam?” Kabir Sahib said.

So another six years passed by, during which the

king worked as hard as he had during the first six years.

One day Kabir Sahib said to his wife

:

“The vessel is now completely ready to receive the

Nectar.”

Mai Loi told him

:

“I do not find any difference between the condi-

tion ofthe king six years ago and now. He has been ever

dutiful and willing, and has never uttered a word of

complaint, even on days when we had a large number
of sadhus in the house and there was nothing left for

us to eat.”

Kabir Sahib told her:

“If you want to see the difference, you may once
again throw the refuse and rubbish swept up firom the
house on the king’s head.”

The next day, when the king was passing the
house, she did exactly as she was asked. On receiving
this **gift”, the king looked up and said

:

“May you, the doer of this, live long. This mind
was still full of ego and self. It had to be treated this

way.”
Ag^ain Mai Loi related the king’s words to her

husband. This time Kabir Sahib told her

:

**The king now deserves the great treasure of
Nam.”
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As Kabir Sahib then gazed on the king, the king*s

soul swiftly ascended, traversed the upper realms and
ultimately merged in the Supreme Being. After this,

Kabir Sahib told the king:

“Your devotion has been completed. You had
better return to your kingdom.*’

The king went back, but not as a king. One day as

he was sitting on the bank of the River Tigris (Dajla)

and mending his garment with a small needle and
thread, he was seen by his vizier, who had gone
out hunting. He was returning from the hunt, and
although he had not seen the king for twelve years and
the king was in tattered clothes, he recognised him and
asked if he was not Ibrahim Adham. The king
replied in the aftirmative.

The hunter then told him:
“Your Majesty, I am your vizier. During your long

absence I have trained your children well in the art of
warfare; and my only wish now is that you should

return to your throne.”

The vizier then vowed to continue to serve him
devotedly.

On hearing this, the king threw his sewing needle

into the fast-flowing river and asked the vizier

:

**Gan you get the needle back for me ?”

The vizier replied:

“It is not possible for me to do that; but in barely

half an hour I can bring a hundred thousand such

needles from the city.”

“No, I am interested only in my own needle, and
no other.”

Then the vizier e:q>ressed his complete helpless-

ness, saying:

“The water is very deep, the current is rapid, and
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it is absolutely impossible for me to recover the needle.”

The king then asked:

“Is there any other means of recovering the

needle? or is there any other man who could get it

for me?”
The vizier replied in the negative.

The king then applied his attention, and lo and
behold* a small fish came out of the water, holding the

needle in its mouth and placing it at the feet of the

king. Then the king said to the vizier

:

“What would I do with your kingdom, when I

have now gone into the Court of the Lord who rules

over all the universes and worlds as well as the nether-

worlds, and under whose command is everything that

lives in them? Please, therefiDre, go and do whatever
you like. I am no longer interested in your kingdom.”

“•Sayj I>adu : Love not thts worldfor a single tnstanti

birth, death, and return consume the botfy every moment'.

The hare of the world enslaves body, mind and soul',

“Through knowledge some enlightened Saint obtains

release** [Dadu]

*^That man who in the midst of grief is free from
grieving; and free from fear, and free from the snare

of delight; nor is covetous of gold that he knows to be

dust; in such a man God dwelleth**

[Guru Teg Bahadur]

'"^What grudge does the goldsmith bear the gold when
he beats it with his hammer? He frees it from all

blemishes, that it may be worn about the neck?*

[Dadu]



ATTACHMENT

It IS said that whenever Kabir Sahib walked by a
certain place in Banaras, he would always find a certain

man sitting in his garden. One day Kabir Sahib stopped
and suggested to him:

“Sir, instead of sitting idly in your garden, you
could better spend the time in spiritual meditation,
and thus improve yourself.*’

“I have very young children, and will be able to

afford the time for spiritual practices only after they
have grown up,” the man replied.

After the children had grown up, Kabir Sahib met
the man again, and asked him:

“Do you now find time for spiritual meditation ?”

“Ah, Sir, now I must wait for the children to be
married, so they can look after themselves indepen-

dently. Then I will have the time to devote myself to

meditation.”

Later, when Kabir Sahib again met the man, he
asked him v

“And now, fortunate man, all your children arc

married, so you are no doubt devoting yourself to

spiritual practice.”

“Ah, now,” the man replied, “I am es^er to

see my grandchildren grow up and get married.”

After this had taken place, Kabir Saliib s^ain

asked the man

:

“What is your position now, my friend?”

“O, Sir,” the man replied, “I find that my grand-

children are very careless. As a result of this, it is quite
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necessary that I look after the house, even during the

night. For if I were also careless, thieves would come
and steal what little we have. *

Some years later Kabir Sahib again visited the

man’s house and inquired where the old man was.

The sons and grandsons said that he had died.

“Ah, that is indeed a great pity,” Kabir Sahib

said. “Poor man, his life was wasted following the

orders and desires of his worldly mind, which led him
into such deep attachment to liis family and his beasts.

And even a few moments only of love for the Lord
would have started to end his imprisonment here.”

When theman was alive, he was verymuch attached

to his family, and usually also looked after the cows
and buffaloes. He was particularly fond of one cow.

When he died, he reincarnated as her calf, and when he
grew up to be a bullock, he was hitched to the plow.

When he was no longer able to do this work, he was
hitched to the cart. After about ten years when he was
no longer able to do even this work, he was sent to

butchers. Ultimately his flesh was sold and the hide was
used to make a drum, and whenever anyone beat the

drum, it would repeat this refrain

:

“I came as a bullock, was hitched to the plow,
later put to the cart; and when I was no longer able to

do this work, I was sold to the butcher, who cut me into

piec« and sold them as meat, my hide being used for a
drum. So whatever Karma is left of me is now receiving
blows every minute and I am continually in misery.”

**Eveiytking in this world is in a state of fiux^ It

is futile to associate intimately with that which must
pass. HCf the Creator^ is the only one permanently

established^ all else comes and goes." [Guru Nanak]



BfflSHAM PITAHMA, THE CELIBATE PRINCE

Read the story of the Mahabhaiat, where the war
lasted for barely seventeen to eighteen days. Bhisham
Pitahma alone fought for eleven days. Other princes

and rulers fought for one day, some for two days, but
three days was the most for any of them. The reason
why Bhisham Pitahma was able to fight alone for eleven

days was because he remained cehbate all his life.

When Raja Shantno’s wife died and he was
intensely distressed over the loss, no one was prepared
to give him their daughter in marriage, for fear that

the throne would go to Bhisham Pitahma, the eldest

son of the family. When Bhisham Pitahma learned of

this and his father’s intense desire to have another

wife, he made a promise that he would have nothing

to do with the throne and the kingdom, and would
never marry. In those days there were no written

agreements. People would simply take a little water

in the palm of their hand and utter their promise.

On receiving this promise from his son, the king

was married and had two sons by his second wife.

Then the king died. Bhisham Pitahma pondered:

“My stepmother is still young, and it is jiossible

that she may get into the wrong type of company and
may fall into evil ways.”

In order to safeguard her against such dangers, he
invariably sat alone with her at night and read to her

&om the scriptures and holy books, or gave discourses

on such subjects.

When people discovered that Bhisham Pitahma
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was with his stepmother every night, they told her
sons that the prince was not of a desirable character.

When the sons heard this, they hid themselves in the

palace, with swords in their hands, to see exactly what
happened during the night.

People who are honestly inclined know no fear

Bhisham Pitahma came to her apartment as usual and
started the discourses. When he noticed that his step-

mother had fallen asleep, he said

:

“Dear mother, are you now asleep?”

“No, son,” she rephed.

When her two sons saw the relation between their

mother and Bhisham Pitahma as that of mother and
son, they were extremely repentant for what they had
done. The next morning they went to Bhisham Pitahma.

and asked him

:

“What type of punishment does a person deserve

when he calls a pious man an evil one?”
“Such a person should build his funeral pyre in a

peepal tree and bum himself to death,” was Bhisham
Pitahma’s reply, never dreaming that the sons had
r^ZTcd to themselves.

But the sons arrived at the conclusion that this was
what they must do. Accordingly, they built a pyre and
cremated themselves.

** True piety is ahvitys condemned by the worlds through

the grace of God, the World of the Guru alone showeth

us the path** [Guau Nanak]



THE LORD KNOWS THE DEVOTEE’S HEART

Once Ba Yazid Bistami, a very devoted and
loving soul, heard the Hidden Voice say, “Ask for

a boon from us today and we shall grant it.” Ba
Yazid was a seeker of the Lord in the truest sense

and longed only to behold Him. He bowed his head
in humility and answered, “Whatever the Lord
confers on me of His own accord, shall be received

with the utmost gratitude and joy.”

Then the Voice repeated, “We bestow on thee

this world and the next, the highest and the lowest

region, and that which is contamed in between.

But Ba Yazid’s yearmng was not for giftte. He
sought the Giver Himself. Therefore, he replied,

“The Lord from whom all blessings proceed knows
well my soul’s longing”.

“
18a Yazid,” came the answer, “you are asking

Us from Us. What if we were to ask you from you?”
Hearing this, Ba Yazid knew that his Beloved

had spoken. He shrieked and said, Lord Bene-

ficent, believe me, if You will summon me on the

day ofjudgment, and make me stand in the Hell-fire,

I shall present myself there too and my sigh shall be
cold enough to quench the Hell-fire; for this I know
before the fire of Thy Love, the Hell-fire is merely

bumt-out cinders.

And before the voice ceased, he heard it say,

“Seek and We promise, you shall find Us”.

Knock and it shall be opened unto yotC’. [Christ]
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“/« heart and tn words and tn deeds

^

Devote thyself solely to thy Beloved Lard**

[Jai Dev]

**Intent on the remembrance of Lardy the mind is

immovable^

When it has tasted the nectar of love, it stirs not a

single step** [Dadu]

have come to ask thee to give me thyself**.

[Ansari of Herat]

us all you havCy and we will give you all we
possess**. [Inatat Khan]

**Know that he in whose heart there is recollection of
Gody hath obtained salvatton; Between that man and
God there is no difference**.

[Guru Teg Bahadur]



WHAT THE BOY SAW IN THE FIRE

In the time of Guru Nanak, his followers always
sang devotional hymns in the early hours ofthe morning,
as they sat before their beloved Master. One morning
the Guru noticed that a small boy always came and
stood qmetly behind him during the singing of
the hymns. Turning to the boy with a smile, the Guru
asked

;

“What is it, child, that brings you here day after

day so early in the morning^ It is a time when you
should be asleep. And what have you to do with singing

hymns, httie brother? You should be far more
interested in playing with your friends.**

Looking wide-eyed and earnestly at the venerable

Guru, the boy replied:

“My mother once asked me to bring some wood
for the fire, and to feed it to the fire to keep it alight.

As I watched the flames, I saw that the younger and
smaller branches were burned up and disappeared

much more quickly than the older and thicker ones.

Since then I have feared death. For it might come
earlier to me than to older people. That is why I long to

be in your company.**

Guru Nanak was delighted by the boy*s perception

and hunger for safety and reassurance. Laughing, he

told the child

:

“From this day forth, little brother, you will be

called Bhai Budha (Wise Brother).**

Later on, the boy was given the special honour of

crowning the Sikh Gurus of his time.
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“ Whether a Hindu or a Moslem, a Christian or a Jain,

without perfect devotion to the Guru, none can have his

fears set at rest and enjoy real peace of nund**

[SWAMI Ji]



WHO ARE THE TRUE LOVERS OF GOD ?

The Moslem Saint, Mmnuddin Sanjin, was once
seated with a number of devotees m Baghdad, discussing

the attributes of a true lover of God. After long and
careful consideration, Sanjin said*

“Friends, a true lover is one who welcomes troubles,

and accepts them with joy and gratitude as coming
from his Lord.”

Then Sheikh Shahabuddin Saharvardi said:

“In my opinion, brothers, a genmne lover is one
who is so deeply absorbed in divine consciousness that

he would feel nothing, even if a hundred swords were
to fall on his head.”

He was followed byKhwaja Azal Shirazi,who said

:

“He alone is a true lover who, when absorbed in

his devotions is so lost that he would not utter even a
sigh, much less a scream, if he were to be torn to pieces

and a fire was set ablaze on his head.”

This strong statement met with general approval.

But Sheikh Saifuddin Bakharzi carried the idea of a
true lover to a still greater degree of communion and
devotion, saying:

“That man is a genuine friend of the Lord who,
even in the midst of tribulations of all kmds, would not

withdraw himself from witnessing the divine vision,

and would be totally oblivious of his troubles.”

Sheikh Shahabuddin then told the circle of his

fiiends that he had once read in the book, Asar-ul-Auha,

that the great Saint Rabia Basil had at one time

discussed at some length with some devotees the very
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subject that was now engaging their attention. One of

the group, Khwaja Hasan Basri, had said

.

“Only he is truly in love with God who, if he

were subjected to long—continued pain and suflFering,

would bear it patiently, never uttering a single word

of complaint.”
Rabia Basri said

:

“To my way of thinking, that definition contains

too much of egotism Selfless love is of far, far greater

importance; and no one can be a true lover of God
without being immersed and drowned in self-less love.”

“Possibly, I can improve a trifle on Khwaja

Hasan’s words”, said Malik Dinar “I would say that

he IS a true lover who, if pam and trouble come from

the Fnend, will accept it with joy as a boon ”

But Rabia beheved that this also fell far short of

the truth.

“A true lover is of a far higher order than any of

your definitions, firiends,” she told them. “He is a

lover who is so steeped in His love that he makes no

distinction between pain and pleasure. Everything,

whatever it may be, he welcomes as if coming from

the Friend.”

Regard pleasure and pain as alike and so also honour

and dishonour.

He who transcends both joy and sorrow.

He (done has comprehended the Reality.*'

[Guru Nanak]



THE DANCING OF BULLEH SHAH

BuUeh Shah, a great Saint, who lived in the
Punjab, was so devoted to the Lord that he spent
many hours a day in meditation. But he was often

criticised because he did not conform to the rehgious
practices of his high caste, and did not join his family

in their orthodox religious ntes and rituals. Bulleh
Shah’s reply to this criticism was to buy several

donkeys and drive them for public hire, so that the

world could criticise him all the more. As is well

known throughout the East, the ways of the great

Saints are unpredictable, and cannot be measured by
ordinary standards.

It happened that just at that time a Muslim
chieftain abducted the wife of a good man who lived

nearby. In despair, the husband went to Bulleh

Shah and asked for his help in regaining his beloved

wife. After a few moments spent in thought, Bulleh

Shah told the man:
“Go to the next village, my friend, and see if

there is any music or dancing going on there.”

Away the man went, but he was soon back again

to report to the Saint that a group of eunuchs was
dancing in the village, accompanied by a band of

musicians.

“That is very good,” said Bulleh Shah. “Gome
now, and sit on one of my donkeys and we will both

go to watch the dancing.”

As soon as the Saint arrived at the dance, he was

carried away by the music. Going into ecstasy, he
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joined the eunuchs in their dancing and singing. But
in a few moments he called out

:

“If there is any lady being held against her will,

she is being called back by the owner of the donkeys

and should come here at once.”

The moment he uttered these words, the

abducted woman ran out from a nearby garden house

and went to Bulleh Shah. For, as it happened, the

eunuchs were dancing close by the mansion of the

Muslim cheiftain.

Bulleh Shah at once stopped dancing and called

to the husband

:

“Here is your beloved wife, brother* Take her

home and guard her well.”

Then, once more rapt in ecstasy, he continued to

dance to the bewitching music.

Gossips lost no time in going to Bulleh Shd,h’s

father, a very bigoted Muslim, and telling him about
all that had happened. Not only was his son hiring out

donkeys, they repeated with relish, but now he had
started to dance with the eunuchs. Greatly distressed,

and also very angry, the Saint’s father took a rosary

in one hand and a stout stick in the other, hurried to

^e place where his son was dancing, and called to

him by name.
“Ah, it is you, father,” said Bulleh Shah, as he

heard his name called and stopped dancing. Looking
at his father intently the Saint said

:

“Ordinary people have small rosaries, but my
father has a large one. Yet during the whole of his

life he has toiled hard and gained nothing (of spiritual

worth) .”

As the son, filled with spiritual ardour, gazed at
his father, the inner vision of the father was opened
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and he was raised to higher regions. With a serene

and radiant smile on his features, he joined his son in

the ecstatic dancing and singing, and as he danced he
sang over and over again:

**Blessed are the parents who have such spiritual

children, for these children gain salvation for their

ancestors as well as for themselves.”

It is not by counting beads or by performing
rites and rituals that one can gain salvation and realize

the Lord.

a perfect Guru thou dost find, then wilt thou be

raised to far more blissful realms, and midst laughing,

dancing, eating and wearing fine clothes shalt thou

obtain salvation*'

[Guru Nanak]

'*Tes, brief is life;

So be not vain of tl^ small worldly works.

But sing, sing, and ever sing

The Nam, the Name Divine!"

[Mirabai]



THE PRICE OF HOT COALS

Sheikh Farid, a Saint, had one especially devoted

disciple. It so happened that whenever this disciple

went into the city, a prostitute would always try to

attract his attention. He would, of course, turn away
from her. But the more he tried to ignore her, the

greater was her effort to attract him.

One day Sheikh Farid asked his disciple to fetch

some hot coals for him It was the custom in olden days,

when the fire was not being used, to keep the hot coals

covered with ashes. Accordingly, it was very likely

that many householders nearby would have hot coals

to spare. But the disciple could find none nearby, so

went down the street to the city bazaar. On the way he
passed the prostitute’s house and saw her smokmg
a hookah While he wanted to avoid her, his Guru’s
orders were to fetch some coals. So since she alone
had some in her hookah, he decided to ask her for

them. He, therefore, went up to her house.

When the prostitute saw him, she laughed at

him and asked

:

*‘What do you want?”
“Please, I am in need ofsome hot coals,” he told

her. To this she tauntingly replied

:

**The price of the hot coals would be your eyes.”
The disciple immediately put his finger into one of his

eyes, took it out, and placed it before her. Frightened,
and very sorry for what she had done, the prostitute

gasped, fijr she had never thought that he would take
her literally.
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The disciple returned to Sheikh Farid with the

coals and with a bandage over his eyes. Sheikh Fand
asked him:

“Have you brought the coals? Good. But why is

there a bandage over your eyes^”

“Sir’*, the disciple said, “my eye is sore and is

causing me pam.”
“If It is only a matter of mere pain in the eye,

please remove the bandage,” Sheikh Farid told him.
When the disciple removed the bandage, lo and

behold' he found that his eye had been restored to him.
“Satguru IS ommscient and omnipotent,” Sheikh

Farid told him as he smiled at the disciple’s

amazement. “When He wishes. He can bestow grace

on any-one, and nothing can stop it.”

**/ would tear out eyes and place them beneath

Tly feet;

I would walk barfoot round the world, could I but

encounter Thee**

[Guru Ram Das}



BHAI BELLA

In the time of Gum Gobind Singh, the Mughals
would very often kidnap Sikh girls. Under the

circumstances. Gum Gobind Singh felt that the Sikhs

should wage war on the Mughals, in order to do
away with the tortures that were being inflicted on
them.

Bhai Bella, a simple peasant, came to the Gum
and asked for some service.

“Do you know how to use agun^” asked theGum.
“No, Sir.”

* «

“Then can you ride a horse?” the Gum inquired.

“No, Sir,” was again the answer.

“Well, Brother, what kind of service do you
think you could do?” asked the Guru.

“Sir, I could very well work in the stables and
take care of the horses.”

“Very good, Bhai Bella,” said the Gum, “you
may go to the stables and start your service.”

Bhai Bella started his work whole-heartedly and
with utmost devotion. He would feed the horses on
time, massage them, look after them to the best of his

ability, and clean the stables. Within two or three

months all the horses were greatly improved in

appearance. Bella’s arrival in the stables had made all

the difference. The condition of the horses was now
pcrfect-

One day Gum Sahib himself went over to the
stables, and was extremely delighted to see the horses
in such a good condition.
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“Who is responsible for making these horses
look so well?** the Guru asked of the head stableman.

“Sir, it is Bhai Bella.**

Turning to Bhai Bella, who was standing nearby.
Guru Sahib asked him:

“Bhai Bella, have you ever had any education?**

“No, Sir,*’ replied Bhai Bella. “I have never
been to a school of any kind.**

“Very good,” said the Guru. “I will now be
glad to teach you/ and hereafter you will be study-
ing as well as rendering service.”

Every mormng thereafter the Guru would tell

Bhai Bella one line or sentence, and Bella would repeat
it the whole day with the utmost devotion.

One morning, when Guru Sahib was leaving for

a battle with the Mughal’s he had no time to give a
new line to Bella. When the latter saw that the Guru
was leaving in haste, he ran after him and asked
for a new line for the day. The Guru smiled and
said:

**Oh* Bhai Bella, you do not recognise the proper

time nor an appropriate moment. Don’t you know
where I am going?”

Guru Sahib said this to get tid of Bella; but Bella

was under the impression that this was the line he was
to repeat that day. So he repeated it the whole day
with the same love and devotion as always. All the

people around him, including the pathis (those who
chant the scriptures) had great fun hearing Bella repeat

this line all day, and they thought what a great fool

he was not to understand what the Guru meant.

When the Guru returned, the pathis asked him

:

“Sir, what were you good enough to give Bella as

his new line for today?”
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**I did not give him a new line,*’ the Guru told

them.
“But, Sir, Bella has been repeating all day long,

**Oh! Bhai Bella, you do not recogmse the proper time

nor an appropriate moment. Don’t you know where I

am going?”
Guru Sahib, smiling, told them

:

“A person who has not recognised the time and
the moment, has crossed the domain of matter and
xmnd. Bhai Bella has already been dyed in the Guru’s

dyeing vat. By his grace, a Guru can lift up anyone he
wishes to

”

The moment that the Guru uttered these words,

Bella’s soul went up to higher realms. The result was
that whether walking, eating or drinking, he was
always in communion with the Satguru. No matter
what time it was, his attention was always attached to

Nam.
Seeing this, the pathis and other disciples were

greatly annoyed and openly stated that this certainly

was not justice. Talking amongst themselves, they said

:

“We have been serving the Master for many,
many years, and at no time has such grace been
bestowed on us; whereas this man, who came here
only recently, has already been the recipient of the

greatest Divine Grace.”
When the Guru saw that these people were

angry, he gave them a huge quantity of hemp and
told them

;

“Prepare this hemp with all the love and devo-
tion of which you are capable. Only after that will I

listen to your complaint, and decide what to do.”
In the case of hemp, the more it is mascerated,

the more intoxicating it becomes. When they had
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finished grinding it, the quantity was so great that it

filled a large pot.

The Guru then commanded them

:

“Now each one of you nnse your mouth with a
quantity ofthis hemp preparation; and continue doing
this until the pot is empty.”

After that, he asked them

:

“Do any of you feel intoxicated?”

*‘No,” they replied. “How could we feel

intoxicated when we ^d not drink any of it?”

Guru Sahib then explained to them

:

“You have already received the answer to your
question, and justice has been meted out. Brothers, of
course, you cannot get intoxicated unless you swallow
the 'hemp. By merely gargling with it nothing can
happen. Similarly, Brothers, the Guru can give you
the priceless gift ofNam at the tune of Imtiadon. But if

you do not do your spiritual practice and develop

love and faith for the Guru—that is, swallow the

hemp—^you will never make any spiritual progress.”

The disciples said:

“Sir, we do not understand what you mean.”
The Master explained

:

“Bhai Bella is a very simple man and whatever

comes out of the lips of the Satguru he takes as Truth
and practises it with love, faith and devotion throughout

the day and night, until he is given the new line the

following day. Evidently, he could not be other than

dyed with the grace of the Master. Whatever the Guru
says, it is the duty of the disciple to carry it out

implicitly.”

thou what Satguru ordains;

Thus Peace and Bltss are obtained.** [Guru Nanak}
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whofollows thi Gutu*s instTucttons ts q Ptub dtsctpls,

and he who turns away his face from them andfollows

the impulses of his own mtndy is not a true disciple.^*

[Guru Nanak]

Serve ye the Guruj day and ni^ht with tender love. In

the company of the Guru, his transmuting touch will

destroy the pangs of ceaseless births and deaths'*

[Kalshar]



NO OTHER PLACE TO GO

According to tradition, the Saint Nizamuddin
had twenty-two disciples, each of whom wished to be
appointed his successor. To determine which of them
was the most sincere and devoted, Nizamuddin
put them to a test, and having made his plans he told

them one morning:
“Gome, let us walk into the town today and see

the busy life that goes on there.**

So they all walked to the town, and as they
strolled around the streets and through the bazaar,

they were closely watched by everyone they met.
*‘The Master and his disciples are going about the

town today,** one person told another.

After an hour or so the group reached the street of
the prostitutes, and Nizamuddin entered it, followed by
his disciples. Then, indeed, people stared and started

to whisper:
**What has gone wrong with the Aulia and his

disciples ? What are they doing in such a place ?**

Meanwhile, Nizamuddin stopped at the door of

one ofthe prostitutes. Askii^ his disciples to staybehind,

he told them:
“I have some work to do here. Have no fear.

When the work is finished I will return to you.**

He then entered the house.

When the prostitute saw the renowned holy man,
she bowed low before him and said:

**Sir, it is my great good fortune that you have

entered ifay dwelling place—the abode of a vile sinner.
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Please tell me, what are your commands ?**

“I wish to spend the night in your house,” said the

Aulia. **Ifi therefore, you can spare me a separate room
and will go and sleep in another room yourself, it will

serve my purpose well.” Then, after a moment’s re-

flection, he added

:

“Please tell your servant to bring me a covered

plate with some cooked vegetables, a loaf of bread, and
a bottle containing syrup.”

“It shall be done exactly as you wish,” she assured

him.
When the servant was bringing the covered plate,

with the bottle of syrup showing prominently, the

disciples saw it and told each other in bewilderment:
“Oh, thatwe should have lived to see so miserable

a sight! The Aulia has lost his merit. He is now
indulging in meat and wine.”

Filled with despair and convinced that their

Master had been deceiving them, twenty-one of the

disciples left. Only Amir Khwro remained steadfast

in his iaith in the Satgmru.

When the next day dawned, Nizamuddin came
down and saw that only Amir Khusro was waiting for

him.
“Where are all the others ?” he asked.

“One left soon after you entered this house. A
little later another went away. And so, one by one,

they all believed the worst and left for their ownhomes.”

“Why didn’t you go away also?” the Aulia asked.

“O Sir, I have no home except at your feet.

Where could I go? There is no other place that I could
call my home.”

With a smile of love and joy the AuHa embraced
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Amir Khusro, and told him that he would be his

successor.

**The slave of objects and circumstances can never be a

true lover of God”
** Under tf^ shelter have 1 come^ O Satguru;

One with the powerftd and mercifid God art thou”

[Guru Nanak]

Remember this, O Brother! It is not whatyou choose,

but what He chooses and doesforyou that is the best”

[Hattm Hashim]



THE EMPTY-HANDED MONARCH

King Mahmud of Ghazni, who invaded India

seventeen times during the eleventh century, was a
Turk whose ancestors had come from central Asia.

Today, Ghazni is a small village in Afghanistan, but

during Mahmud*s reign it was probably the richest

city in all Asia. This was all due to the enormous trea-

sures of gold and jewels thatMahmud took from Indian

cities and temples.

When this powerful and cruel ruler was about to

die, he asked his courtiers to display all of his wealth

and arrange it so he could look at it once more before he
died. When this was done, Mahmud was carried past

his hoarded treasures inaplanquin. When after several

hours he had feasted his eyes on piles of gold coins,

diamonds, rubies, pearls, emeralds, marvelouslly

wrought images and hosts of other priceless objects,

the tears began to flow unchecked from Mahmud
of Ghazni's eyes. Addressing his courtiers, he said

:

*^How many tens of thonsands have I slain^

How many thousand widows have I made.

How mar^ children now, because of me, are orphans,

let nothing, not the smallest piece of gold.

Is going with me now that death is nigh.**

As the king realized more and more deeply the
enormity of his crimes and the uselessness of his trea-

sures, the tears continued to stream from his eyes as

he told his courtiers:

“When you take my body to be buried, please
keep both ofmy hands outside of the coffin so the people
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can see that a great king has left this world absolutely

empty-handed, and may learn a lesson from my life.*’

**Never behevey O fooly that anything belongs to yoUy

Remembery even your very body will remain behindyou ”

[Kabir]

'^Chasing the worldy you lost your menty

And yet the world accompanies you not

The fool cut his feet with his own axe,**

[Kabir]

**I pass away;

Thou alone dost endure !**

[Jami]

"TAtf greatest of all conquerors is not he who conquers

a thousand men a thousand times in battlcy but he who

conquers his own mind**
[Buddha]

**For what has a man proftedy ifhe shall gain the whole

world, and lose his own soul ?**

[Christ]



KING PETER OF RUSSIA

King Peter ofRussia was eager to help his country
to progress, and for this puzpose spent a long time in

various European countries in order to get ideas that

would be ofvalue in helping Russia. During this time he
once disg^sed himself as a common labourer and went
to wrok in a shipyard, to learn the art of ship-building.
In the shipyard, as it happened, he met a large

number of Russian workmen who had been exiled firom

thor own country for political and other reasons.

When King Peter had learned all that he could
about ship-building and was ready toreturn to Russia,
he asked his fellow labourers to return there with him.

“But we are exiles,” they exclaimed, “the king
would never allow us to return.”

“Friends, as it happens, I know the king,** king
Peter told them. Gome with me, and I will speak tohim
on your behalf. Then I am sure that he wiD pardon
you.**

“But how could you know the king?** the exiles

demanded. “You are only a common labourer like
ourselves.**

“Let it be, brothers. Ask no more,** the king told
diem, with a smile. ^‘life is sometimes filled with strange
circumstances.**

Reassatred by his confident and fidendly manner,
the labourer placed their trust in him, and soon all of
them were on their way to Russia. Arriving there, the
labourers were astonished to see that everyone saluted
and bowed down beibre their companion. It was not
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long before they resdised that he himself was the all-

powerful king of Russia.

** The Lord who sent you from on high,

’Tts He who bids you now come nigh.

Come Home, He says, and bliss of Sehj enjoy.**

[Guru Arjan]



THE POOR TRADESMAN AND THE
PHILOSOPHER’S STONE

A perfect Master once visited the house ofa trades-

man, who had been unsuccessful in his business and was
very poor. When the Saint arrived, the tradesman
wept bitterly and begged

:

“Oh, august man of God, please endmy dreadful
poverty, out of Thy great mercy! *’

Filled with compassion, the Saint gave the poor
man a Philosopher’s Stone, by means of which base
metals could be turned into gold.

“Here, my good man,” he said, “take this stone
and with it make as much gold as you wish to. Keep it

for three months* time. Then I will return and take it

back.”

During the first month the tradesman went to the
market and asked the price of old scrap iron. The sellers

told him that the price had just been raised &om five to
seven rupees per maund. To himself^ the tradesman
said

:

“At this new high price, it would be very unwise to
buy any iron. I will wait till next month, when perhaps
the price will be lower.”

Poor, stupid fellow* He little realised that single
maund of iron converted into gold would make him a
rich man.

He waited for a month, and then went again to the
iron market. But by this time the price of iron had
risen still further.

“What a fool I would be to pay a price that,’*
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he said. “Far better that I wait another month.**
But when, in the third month, he went once more to

the market, the price of old iron had soared to 1

5

rupees

per maund.
“That IS a fantastic price ,” the poor fellow told

himself, “I will wait a bit longer. The price is certain

to go down.’*

But meanwhile, of course, the three months
period was over, and the Saint came and took back
the Philosopher’s Stone. The tradesman was left as

poverty-stricken as before.

“/« the compare of the Saints and Perfect Masters is

found the true Philosopher's Stone that turneth base

metals {black hearts) into purest gold'*

[Khwaja Hafiz]

**Thts blessed town and lane {the human body) thou

shalt not see repeatedly^ make thou thy bargain with

the Master^ and return ladenfull with His incomparable

merchandise."
[Charan Das]

“ The bocy is like a jeweler's shop\ stock it xmth the

jewel of the sacred Home. He who stores the Guru's

sacred Wordy stocks this merchandise. Blessed is the

trader who trades in it."

[Guru Nanak]



HOW THE LORD BESTOWS HIS GRACE

According to tradition. Guru Amar Das went
twenty times, before his initiation, on pilgrimages to

holy places in India. When he was making his last

pilgrimage, he met a young and celibate ascetic who
asked him

:

“Sir, where are you going?**

“I am on the way to the Ganges to bathe in its

holy waters,** said the Guru. “And where are you off

to?*’

“I am also going to take a holy bath,** replied

the yoimg ascetic.

Accordingly, the two joined company and
became good fiiends as they trudged along the road
togedier. They finally reached Hardwar, bathed in

Mother Ganges, and then made their way back to the

Punjab. By this time, both of die holy men had much
love and regard for each other. As a result, when they
reached Guru Amar Das’s dwelling, he asked his

fidend to rest there for the night. As they were about
to retire for the night, the ascentic asked.

“How long have you been initiated?**

“Oh, I have no Guru,” was the reply.

At this, the yotmg ascetic exclaimed in gpreat

surprise

:

“Is it really true that you are without a Guru?
Oh, if I had only known tWs before! Then I would
never have taken food in your house. Now I have lost

all my merit by being in your company and eating
your food.**
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Greatly upset, he rolled up his bedding and left

the house without another word.
Guru Amar Das was very much disturbed by

what had happened.
“Here, I am already seventy-two years of age,**

he thought, “and I still do not have a Guru. O God,**

he implored, “shower Thy grace on me by sending me
one of Thy Masters.’*

All night long he prayed, not sleeping for a
single moment. When dawn broke, he heard Amro,
his nephew’s wife, reading the Sikh scripture,

Jap Ji Sahib, as she was accustomed to do every
morning.

He sat up in rapt attention, listening eagerly to

every word.
His whole being was fascinated, and he was

carried away by the beauty of the spiritual truths that

were being read aloud by Amro. Rising from his bed,

he went on tiptoe mto the room where Amro was
seated.

As he listened, an enrapturing change came over

him. He felt filled with light and happiness, and as

though by some inner awakening he was coming out

ofa deep slumber.

Hesitatingly he asked Amro

:

“Who is the author of this scripture?”

Amro answered

:

“It IS the teachings of Guru Nanak,

who appointed my father. Guru Angad, as his

successor.**

Wave upon wave of blissful love swept through

Amar Das’s being, A burning desire to meet the

Salguru welled up in his heart. He begged

Amro

:
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“Please take me to your father, Giiru Angad.”

“Ah, there is a little difficulty there,” Amro
told him. “I do not go to see my father unless he sends

for me. I must await his word.”

But Amar Das would not take so for an answer,

for his whole being was aflame with longing.

“You must take me, you must,” he insisted. “If

any blame is laid on you, I will be rep>onsible. If your

father is annoyed, I will eiqilain to him that our visit

was at my insistence.”

Amro gave in, and they both started towards

Guru Angad’s house. When they reached it, Amro
said

:

“Please wait outside. I will go an^J see if he will

give his permission.”

Entering the house, she met her father coming
towards the door. Smiling at her, he said.

“Good morning, my dear daughter. Now that

you have brought your uncle here, why make him wait
outside? Please tell him he is welcome here, and ask
him to come in.”

When Amar Das found himself in the august
presence of Guru Angad, he threw himself at the
Guru’s feet and begged him for the gift of Initiation

into the secrets of Nam. Knowing already of his merit
and intense love. Guru Angad accepted him as a
disciple and in due course dyed him in his own
spiritual hue.

When the Lord wishes to bestow His grace, He
grants men the company of His Saints.

Filled with the colours of GotPs love is Sat Guru*s
dye vaty let us give Him our minds to dye."

[Guru Raic Das]
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**He who has not known the Supreme God^ he is blindy

and all hts religious observances vain. Sayeth Beniy

enlightened by the Guruy meditate on God, for without

the True Guru none finds the way.**

[Bhni]



THE GOVERNOR AND THE GURU

When Guru Teg Bahadur was once on his way
to Agra and camping near the city, one of the officials

of the Mughal Court came out firom Agra to meet
him. The Guru Sahib greeted him cordially, and
embraced him. This puzzled the Guru’s Sikh followers,

for the Mughal ruler had been persecuting the Sikhs
mercilessly.

*‘Is this man not afoer all a Muslim, and our
enemy?** they asked each other as they discussed what
the Guru had done.

But the Guru knew what they were thinking,
and when the officer had left, he told them the following
story:

Long ago this officer was the Governor of Lahore,
and a spiritually advanced person. In the Governor’s
palace, he slept in a room that was on the fourth floor
above the ground and in which the bed was always
daily decorated with sweet-smelling flowers.

One afternoon a yogi was able to fly by means of
a small magic ball, flew into the bedroom and, being
tired, decided to rest on the luxurious bed.

**No one will be alfle to catch me as long as I
have the magic ball,” he told himself. “Whenever I
wish to, I can fly away by putting the magic ball in
my mouth.”

But the yogi slept much longer than he had
intended to, and when late in the evening the Gfovemor
came to his apartments, he was surprised to finrl a
stranger sleeping on' his bed. Seeing a small ball on the
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bed, the Governor picked it up and put it in a pocket.

Then he sat quietly in a comer of the room, waiting

for his unknown visitor to wake up.
As soon as the yogi awoke, he prepared to fly

away. But the magic ball was nowhere to be found.

He turned deathly pale, and when he finally saw the
Governor watching him, he was very badly shaken,
fearing that he would be taken and thrown into prison.

“What is the Inatter?” asked the Governor.
“Have you lost anything.’*

“Yes, Sir, a magic ball,” the frightened yogi

told him.
The Governor showed him the ball and asked:
“Is this the one?”
“O yes Sir, yes Sir,” said the yogi eagerly. “That

is it. May I have it back?”

“Tsike it,” said the Governor. “Take it and fly

away. I will not hold you here.”

The yogi told his Master of all that had
happened, and the Gum was very pleased to hear
about how kind the Governor had been. Wishing to

repay him, the Gum took two of the magic balls and
some pieces of straw that had the miraculous power
of being able to transform base metals into gold, and
went to Lahore to see the Governor.

When his arrival was announced, the Governor
greeted him very cordially. The Master said

:

“I have come to tha^ you for sparing the life of

one ofmy disciples, and have brought you these magic
balls and these miraculous straws. Please accept them
and enjoy the use of them.”

“My Mend, I thank you for your kindness,”

said the C^vemor. **But it makes me very sad to see

lhat you have wasted your whole life in playing with
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these magic toys. Were you never told, £> Guru, that

we are given the precious gift of the human form in

order to find the spiritual way of life? You have been
chasing the shadow and missing the substance. You
have forgotten the Lord and busied yourself in making
gold and flying in the air.**

After pausing for a moment, the Governor then
told the Guru

:

“You know, my fiiend, that I am the Governor
of this city. This means that the entire treasury, which
is filled with gold, is at my disposal. What need then
could I have for your miraculous straws? And as to

the magic balls, I do not have the slightest wish to

fly through the air like a bird. Wherever I go, I have
with me my armies, my rations, and every other thing
that I might need. It is plain to see, therefore, that
I have no need of your magic balls.**

Concluding his story. Guru Teg Bahadur told
his followers

:

“This official of the Mughal Court at Agra whom
I embraced with so much affection, was the Governor
of Lahore, ofwhom I have just told you. He was then,
and is today, a devoted lover of the Lord.**

“jFor nuigic powers or miracleSy I do not ask', only this

do I beg of TheOy O Lordy that night and day Thou
givest me the company of Tty Saints.^*

[KabirJ



WHY, OH WHY, O LORD?

There was once a money lender who, unhke
most of the men of his profession, was a true seeker for

a perfect Satguru who could teach him the secrets of

the spiritual hfe. At that time Guru Nanak’s fame had
reached every part of India and the money lender

longed to meet him, believing that the famous Guru
might be able to imtiate him into the Truth.

In his journey, from place to place, it happened
that Guru Nanak came at last to the money lender’s

village, accompanied by his two inseparable com-
panions, Bala and Mardana. Settling down in the

village. Guru Nanak blessed hundreds of people with

Initiation, included among them being the money
lender.

Close by the house of the money lender there

lived one of his oldest and closest friends. Ram Das, a
man who also was a money lender. Hearing many
stories about Guru Nanak, Ram Das was eager to

attend one of his satsangs and one mormng the two
friends started out together to sit at the feet of the

great Light-Bearer. But on the way Ram Das saw a
pretty prostitute and was so bewitched by her looks

and manners that he decided to stay with her. His

friend tried his hardest to dissuade him, saying

:

“Why give up the bliss of heaven, and go head-

long into hell fire?”

But all his arguments were of no avail. His

friend stayed where he was, and he went on alone to

the Satsang. Moreover, from the first day on, the same
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thing happened day after day, Ram Das staying with

the prostitute, while his friend, becoming ever more
devoted to Guru Nanak, went regularly to the sat-

sang. Every day the first money lender made every

effort to bring his friend to the right path, but nothing

he could say, would induce his friend to give up his

dissolute conduct.

A month went by and then the first money lender

one day told his fidend:

“Today is a day when the Satguru will distribute

Prashad, or sanctified food. Give up your evil ways for

once and come with me to the Satsang. For no matter

how sinful a person may be, one Satsang is enough to

wash away the sins of many lives. In the name of
friendship, come with me. You will then realize how
profitable the company of the Saint is and what bliss

you can enjoy.”

Ram Das, however, would have none of it. He
told his friend:

“You go to Satsang every day and earn great

merit. Instead, I do evil. Let us see what we reap to>

day as the result of our karmas. Meet me at my house
at noon, and we will then compare notes.**

And so, for the time being, the two friends parted
company.

Ram Das went at once to the prostitute*s house,
but she had gone out. So he walked moodily back to

his own house and began to wait for his ficiend. But
his friend was late, ft»r he had been so fascinated by the
Satsang and the discussion afterwards that he stayed
much longer than usual.

While he was waiting. Ram Das began to pass the
time by pushing his stick into the earth. The earth was
soft and after he had dug at it for some time, his stick
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Struck an earthen pot with its mouth covered by a lid.

When Ram Das removed the lid, he saw a sovereign

lying on the top, and he then quickly pulled the pot out
of the earth, hoping to find it filled with sovereigns. But
to his great dismay, he found that the pot contained
only one sovereign, the rest of it being filled with pieces

of charcoal. His only consolation was that he got one
sovereign without working for it.

Just then his friend arrived, limping along and
apparently in considerable pain.

“What has happened to you?** asked Ram Das,
“Why, of all things, I stepped on a long thorn,**

said his friend. “As luck would have it, it broke off

under the skin and this made it much more painful.**

Ram Das laughed heartily at this.

“O brother, you can now see for yourself the fruit

of going to Satsang and the fruit of an evil act. I have
received a gift of a golden sovereign. But you have
stepped on a thorn that has hurt you very badly. Are
you still going to sing the praises of going to Satsang?**

These words, though uttered by someone who had
no inkling ofthe joys ofthe Satsang of a Saint, neverthe-

less made the money lender doubt very deeply and
wonder how God ran His world, and why the evil

prospered while those who were trying to lead good
lives suffered.

“Why, oh why, O Lord?** he asked. “Why is it

that despite his evil actions my firiend has been given a
sovereign whereas I who am trying to love You with

aU my heart, have been given a very painful injury ?

Is there any good, after all, in going to the Guru*s Sat-

sang? Should I keep on trying to lead the spiritual life?

Or is it all a false mirage

—

a. palace in the air that has

no substance and may vanish at any moment?**
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After discussing the matter with his fiiend, he and
Ram Das hit upon the idea of going to the Sat Guru
and asking him if he could give them an explanation

of this riddle.

When they told their story to Guru Nanak, he saw
at once by means of his inner vision the past lives of the
two men and the causes of their present experiences.

*‘Sit down, brothers,” he told them, “and I will

explain these things to you.”
Addressing himseli to Ram Das, he said

:

“In your last hfe, my friend, you gave in charity a
total of one sovereign. For this act, your karma was to

receive in this life a pot filled to the brim with sovereigns.
But due to your bad deeds, each day you did the evil

deed one ofthe sovereigns turned into a piece ofcharcoal.
This mormng, by accident, you did not do an evil deed
and as a result you got a sovereign. Otherwise, it would
also have turned into a piece of charcoal.”

The Satguru then turned to the other money
lender.

“You, in your last life, were a despot and tyrant,

a monarch by whose orders many thousands of people
were killed. Others you killed in useless battles. For
these deeds, you would have paid in this life by being
tortured and hanged. But because you attended Sat-
sang and met the Master, the payment for your karmas
was very much reduced. How did you pay for all the
murders you committed? By a pinprick instead of a
death by torture.”

Upon hearing the Guru’s words, the two friends
fell at his feet and begged for forgiveness of their sins.

In due time, both were purified, were flooded with the
Inner Light of Gk>d*s Word, and attained to union with
the Lord.
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**Good or emly whichever we be, we belong to Thee.

Happy ts Surdas, who by T^ Grace much comfort has

enjtyed.^*

[Surdas]

**Do not be surprised at Fortune*s turns and twists

\

That wheel has told a thousand tales before**

[Khwaja Hafiz]

Through cycles ofages hast thou suffered countless births

and countless deaths^ life after life thou hastgone through

agor^l deedSy good and bady became thy fetters. JVow
thou hast the gft of this human body'y by devotion burn

karmas away.**

[SWAMl Ji]



HOW NAM DEV SOLD HIS CLOTH

Nam Dev was a very advanced soul, whose Guru
had given him the gift of Nam, the Word of God, the

greatest Power in all this world. But Nam Dev was
careful to keep this secret from his family, all ofwhom
were worldly people.

By trade, Nam Dev was a dyer, who would dye
cloth for seven days and go into the market to sell it on
the eighth. When he returned home, he would begin

preparing for the next market day. He had four brothers,

and once they all joined together in dyeing the cloth.

They and Nam Dev then decided to go to the market
to sell their bundles of cloth on the same day. On the

morning of the eighth day all the other brothers left,

but Nam Dev was still sitting in meditation when they
left their house.

In the evening when the brothers returned after

selling all their cloth, Nam Dev also returned but with
all of his cloth unsold. His family asked him

:

“Why did you bring all of your cloth back after

taking it to the market?**

“There were no customers,** replied Nam Dev.
The members of his family then wondered how

they might be able to sell his cloth, and told him

:

“You should have tried to sell it somehow,
even at a lower price.”

Nam Dev remained silent. But the family persisted,

saying

:

“You could have sold the cloth on credit rather
than bring it back home.’*
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Still Nam Dev remained qmet. But when he was
further taunted, he said to his brothers:

“Have I your permission to sell the cloth on
credit?”

Hie brothers all agreed to this,

A number of stones were lying outside of their

dwelling. Nam Dev went out and spread all the cloth

on the stones, and brought one stone into the house as

security. When the family members asked whether he
had sold all the cloth, he replied that he had done so.

They then asked him when he was hkely to get pzdd for

it.

**On the eighth day from today,” Nam Dev
said.

Before long a fnend came to the house and told

them that Nam Dev had spread the cloth on the stones

and that people were taking it away. Under the cir-

cumstances, who would ever pay him ? The family was
greatly distressed and wondered how the money would
ever come back to them for this cloth. But Nam Dev
assured them

:

“There is no need for you to worry about the pay-

ment. I have taken the security for it with me.”
When the eighth day came, Nam Dcv*s people

asked him

:

“Nam Dev, have you received the money for your

cloth?”

Nam Dev went to his corner of the room and
brought out the stone that he had taken as security.

Holding it up for his family to see, they were amazed,

for it was shining like the sun, and had turned into

solid, radiant gold. Nam Dev told them:
“This is the price I received for my cloth. Now you

may deduct the price of the cloth from the value of this
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golden stone. Keep the price of my cloth, and return

the balance of the money to me.*’

'^Where thou could*st not be saved, though thou hadst a

million arms’, even there, the uttering of the Holy Marne

shall save thee!**

[Guru Arjam]



THE DICTATES OF THE MIND

Raja Pankshit once asked the Saint Ved Vyas

:

“How is it that my forefathers were such slaves of
the dictates of their minds, rather than being able to

control their minds?”
Ved Vyas replied:

“Raja, this mind is pleasure-loving and very
powerful and there is no way of escape from it. Three
months from today a merchant will come to you with
a horse. Please do not buy it. Even if you do so, do
not ride it. If you ride it, please do not go towards the

east, where you will come across a woman. Please do
not talk to Iier. If you talk to her, do not bring her to

your palace. However, if you bring her to your palace,

please do not marry her. Ifyou marry her, then please

do not obey her.

“Now I have told you how to avoid the dictates

of the mind, and it is up to you to prove whether or not

you can control it.”

After three months a merchant did indeed come
with a horse, and the raja thought he had never seen

such a beautiful and unique animal. The oiEcers of the

court also saw what a rare and beautiful horse it was,

and urged the raja to buy it, saying:

**Even if you do not ride it, at least it will be an
asset in your stables. Other rajas will come to look at it,

and it will add to the fame of our stables.”

The raja, of course, purchased the horse.

A few days later the syce (groom) came to the

raja to tell him how greatly he liked the horse and its
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qualities He said

:

“It is worth your riding, my lord.”

The raja thought that he would ride the

wonderful horse and could easily avoid going towards

the east. When he actually rode the horse, however,

it got out of control and went towards the east. There
he found a beautiful lady sitting by the road euid cry-

ing. He dismounted and asked her the reason for her
sorrow, and she answered

:

“O Sir, I have been separated from all my
friends and relatives and am alone in the world. I

know not where to turn

“If you would come with me to my corirt,*’ the

raja told her, “I would do all I could to make you
happy. But as to whether I should take you or not,

I really do not know.”
“If I am killed by the wild beasts in this forest,

you will have to pay, O Raja, for leaving me behind,”
was the lady’s reply.

It puzzled the raja.. Why should he have to pay?
It was really none of his affair. But in the end he de-
cided that he would take her to his court, but would
not marry her.

When he brought the lady to the palace, people
soon began to praise her, saying that she was so pious,

well tempered and well brought up that she really

deserved to be the wife of a raja. So then the raja
married her.

Woman is the fountainhead of illusion. After a
short while, the raja’s new wife said to him:

“Even when a sweeper marries, he gives a wed-
ding feast. How is it that even though we are married,
there has been no wedding feast?”

The raja asked her what she wanted. She said
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tliat she would like all the rishis, munis, saints and
sages to be invited to their wedding feast.

Accordingly, a date was set, and when all of
the guests had arrived and sat down, she told her
husband

:

“Since I am your better half, I should be per-
mitted to serve food to these holy people and thereby
earn merit.”

The guests had all come from the forests, and
were very wise old men. But as the lady was serving

the food to them, she suddenly began to rage and
storm at them, crying

:

“You are all impious men* You are always star-

ing at me' ”

The raja believed her, flew into a rage, and had
all of the holy men beheaded immediately.

After this had happened, lo and behold! Ved
Vyas suddenly appeared, and said

:

“Well, raja, have you now tested how powerful

the mind is? Despite the warning that I gave you, it

would seem that you still were not able to control the

desires and dictates of the mind.

“First, the mind made you buy the horse; then

ride it; then let it go to the east; and then bring home
this beautiful lady. At any point along the way, you
could have told the mind, *No, I will not do this thing,

for Ved Vyas warned me against it.*

“But, O raja, at each instance, you gave in to

the desires and dictates of the pleasure-loving mind.
So here we see the results—the death of all these

innocent and spiritual holy men.**

“Ti^ restless mind goeth contimially astrayi how shall

it be chastened to ob^? Give all tly heart and soul to
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JVam, the Word of Gody for no other way has yet been

found,**

[SWAMI Ji]

**Conceit is the ruin of the souly slander darker^ the

tnindy power breeds tyranny. The tender-hearted are

puroy th^ who have knowledge are humble**

[Guru Nanak]



THE QUEEN MOTHER’S ADVICE

When Gopi Ghand, a king of ancient India,

gfrew tired of worldly power and pleasure, he re-

nounced his kingdom and begged his Guru to give him
spiritual knowledge. The Guru, knowing that it would
not be easy for his disciple to give up vanity, since he

had been a ruling sovereign, spoke to him and said

;

“Gopi Ghand, my son, please do as I now order

you. Put on a Sadhu’s ochre robe, take a begging

bowl, and go back to your own kingdom as a

mendicant. Beg for whatever may be given to you by
your former subjects.”

Believing implicitly in his Guru, Gopi Ghand did

exactly as he had been told, and when his former

subjects saw their own monarch begging like a Sadhu,

they were liberal in giving him alms. After making a
round of his capital city, he went to his own palace

and begged for offerings from his queens. They, when
saw their own lord begging, removed all their jewelry

and dropped it into his begging bowl. Gopi Ghand

sent all of this to his fellow disciples, to give to their

Guru.
Next, the ex-king went to the palace of his

mother, for she was the one who had induced him to

give up his kingdom and become a Sadhu. A woman
of much wisdom, she had been able to bring home to

him the ephemeral nature of all worldly things, his

own kingdom as well as his own body, which was so

handsome and yet bound to suffer dissolution. Since

nnthing that this world had to offer had any perma-
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nence whatever, it would be best for him, she had
said, to detach himself from it, find a Perfect Master,
and from him learn the methods of spiritual living and
spiritual practice.

Gopi Ghand soon reached his mother’s palace
and, as he drew near it, his mother came herselfto the

threshold to greet him. Then, in a kindly but earnest

voice, she said

:

“Look you, O yogi, you have renounced the
world, while I am still a householder. It is not for me
to preach to you. This, however, I am permitted to

do: I can give you in charity whatever I please. And
the alms that I wish to give you are words of advice.

“First, O yogi, I charge you to spend your nights
in a strong fort. Second, you should make the softest

bed your sleeping couch. Third, you are to enjoy none
but the most delicious meals.”

Gopi Ghand was greatly puzzled by these words.
But after a few moments of reflection, he said

:

‘*0 mother, had this advice been given to me by
any other woman, I would have thought that she was
out of her senses. For where shall I find frits in the
forest? How can my sleeping couch be anything but
the hard ground and rough boulders? And as for my
fixid, the few crumbs allowed to me as an ascetic will
be my food. Where shall I find delicious meals?**

The Qjieen Mother smiled and gave him the
frllowing answer

:

“You have missed the true meaning ofmy words,
O yogi. First, you are a handsome young man, and
women of many different kinds will come to listen to
your discourses. But a young sadhu is like a young
widow. Both should live in a frrtress. Your frrt is your
Guru. Always remain under his protection. Never step
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out of the boundary of his commandments; but remain
always within the four walls of his teachings. I^ake
him your only rock of refuge and sheet-anchor. If you
follow this advice, you will never be harmed.

“Within that fortress you should build a ‘Tower
of Safety* for your residence. Its four walls should be

:

Silence

Frugal repasts

Wakefulness
Solitude

“Much physical and spiritual energy is dis-

sipated by needless talking. Silence is golden. Speak
as httle as possible, and open your lips only when it is

necessary. When you must speak, do so in the most
kind and gentle manner. Never lose your temper over
anything, no matter how wrong it may seem to you to

be. You are not running this world. Leave that to

Him whose function it is. If someone should act stupid-

ly, you should never copy him nor adopt his ways.

Always keep your tongue, the two-edged sword, under
strict control.

“As to eating, nearly everyone eats more than
they need, since good food appeals to the sense of

taste. But a sadhu should eat only as much as is

necessary to keep body and soul together. We should

eat to live and not live to cat, as many people do. A
man becomes a higher being by eating and sleeping

less, and a beast by eating and sleeping much. Both
of these indulgences cloud the iimer vision, and keep

one away from the door of the Lord.

**Keep thy stomach empty.

That God m(ty Jill thee with His love;

Shut thy mouth.

That Cod mcty open thine tyes.**
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Continuing her words of advice, Gopi Ghand’s
mother said

:

“Sleep has much to do with eating. Over-eating
makes one feel sleepy. It makes one sluggish. The less

we sleep, the more spiritual progress we make. We
certainly do not need as much sleep as we usually get. A
few hours ofsleep every night is quite sufficient. A sadhu
should sleep as little as possible, for this leads to

spiritual advancement.
“Then too, O yogi, to be alone as much as possible

is very necessary for a spiritual seeker. It is the path of
the Master we should follow; not the path of somabihty
with other men. ‘Cease feom men and look above thee.“

The Queen-Mother was silent, and Gopi Chand
told her:

“I thank you, mother. I shall live in this Tower of
Safety. But how can I, at the same time, eat and sleep

like a king, which you also advised?**

His mother, smiling, replied

;

“Why, sadhu! Have you not understood my mean-
ing, even now? Eat only when you feel most hungry,
for then everything vdll taste as delicious as the
banquet of a kmg. Hunger is the best sauce in all the
world.

“As to sleejmig on the softest ofbeds, give all your
time to spiritual practice. Take rest only when you are
exhausted and are unable to sit in meditation any
longer. Then will sound deep overtake you, and even
the hardest ground will be like a silken couch.**

“T%p uuorld grows more beaui^uly lake paradise^ for the

Ufy and the rose adorn the garden. But to what purpose
are thgf? NoUdng is permanent**

[Khwaja Hafiz]
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**All else do thou turn outfrom thy hearty so that in thy

heart nothing save God nuy find room.

[Maulana Rum]

“ The path of the saint is a strange pathy He waUceth by
a hard road; He renounces avancey greedy self-willy and
attmkment to the goods of this world, sayeth Pfanak;

In every agey the path of the Saint is a strange path**

[Guru Amar Das]



THE FAKIR AND THE MONEY LENDER

There was once a fakir, or Muslim Saint, who, as

he journeyed from place to place, would eat only in
houses whose owners made an honest hving. Once, when
he was going through a forest, he met a man and asked
him

:

“Is there a truly honest man in the village just
beyond this forest?”

“O yes; there is indeed,” the man answered,
and he gave the fakir the name of a wealthy money
lender.

“How much money does this honest man possess?

And how many sons does he have?” the fakir asked.
“Sir, he has a lakh ofrupees (a hundred thousand

rupees), and four sons.”

The fakir walked on and when he reached the
village, went to the money lender’s house and asked for
food. Rejoiced at being visited by such a holy man, the
money lender greeted him with great warmth and
offered at once to feed him. But the fakir said

:

“I thank you heartily for your kindness, good man.
But before I eat your food, I would like to know two
things. How much money do you have, and how many
sons?”

“Sir, I have about halfa lakh ofrupees, and I have
one son,” the money lender replied.

Believing that the money lender was not telling the
truth, the fakir bowed to him, and started to leave the
house. Astonished, the money lender dropped on big

kne^ and with folded hands cried out;
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“Why, O holy man, are you leaving me? Stay,
stay, I beg of you! **

“I believed you to be a pious man who made an
honest living,” the fakir said. **But what have you just

done? You have told me a great untruth. Were you
afraid,” he asked, *‘that I would take away your sons or
ask you for one-half of your wealth?”

*‘0, blessed Sir,** the money lender begged.
“Hear me before you go away and refuse to eat my
food.”

He then explained what he had meant when
replying to the fakir’s question.

“Only one ofmy four sons has begun the spiritual

way oflife,” he said, “while the others are all engrossed in

sensual pleasures. Actually, they are my creditors. As to

my wealth, I have spent about half a lakh of rupees

for spiritual purposes. Little do 1 know but that the rest

may be lost or stolen. This, therefore, cannot be mine.

Now, O revered Sir, can you understand why I told you
that I have only one son, and only about half a lakh of

rupees?”
Smiling with love and kindness, the holy man

replied

:

“My son, forgive me. I see now that you spoke the

truth, and gave me an honest answer. It will be with

the greatest pleasure now that 1 will accept yourfood and
hospitality.

“For one devoted to his* spiritual advancement,”

he went on, “only spiritual wealth and spiritually as-

piring people are of any real and lasting worth. Such a

person realizes that worldly possesnons and worldly

relatives and friends are givoi to him for a short time

only; and he has, therefore, no attachment to them.

This lesson, my son, you have learned.”
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**Be done with self^ with its vainglory and pride^ and

humbly worship the Lord; cast off wordly desires in mind

and body',

*^Cherish goodwill towards every living creature. This

seys Dadu, is the sum of religion.**

[Dadu]

earthly joys are of a fading colour; they pass, thy

become dust. But nectar is drunk by those whom the man

qf God inspires.**

[Guru Arjan]



THE BLIND MAN IN THE MAZE

There was once a blind man who, in addition to

not being able to see, also had a bald head. For a mis-

demeanour he had committed, the king put the poor
fellow in a specially built prison designed like a maze
or labyrinth.

The prison had a number of false doors and one
real door, which opened and led to the light of the

outside world. By the king’s order, anyone who could

find the real door could step through it and immediately
gain his freedom.

For a long time the blind man felt his way care-

fully around the prison’s walls, searching for the one
real door. But as it happened, every time that he actually

came to it, he was distracted by an itch on his bald head.

As a result, he scratched his head each time that he came
to the door to freedom and, as he meanwhile kept mov-
ing slowly along the prison walls, he missed the one real

door over and over again.

This is exactly what happens to us when we come
into this world. For then the soul is dominated by the

mind, and the mind is almost completely in the hands

of the senses. The senses, in turn, are controlled by the

objects of sense, or the things that the senses cry for,

for their gratifications.

The labyrinth is the body, in which the soul is

a prisoner. The false doors are the nine portals of the

body—two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, the mouth and
the two lower apertures. The blind man’s itch is a symbol

of the worldly and sensual pleasures. These, even when
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we may have begun to feel the longing for deliverance

from this world, continue to distract us and to drag us

back and down.
Attachment to the body, the mind’s desires, and the

sense pleasures or gratifications, is like a dark labyrinth

from which it is difficult to find the correct and only

way out.

But the body also contains a real door, which leads

to liberation from this world. This is the Third Eye,

or Tenth Door, situated between the two eyebrows.

It is here that the Perfect Masters teach their

disciples to meditate. This portal is often called

the “Gateway to Salvation,” or the “Doorway to

Deliverance.”

^^The body is a prison for the soul, why pin thy hopes

on it? 'The noose of sensual pleasures is around tfy neck.

^*Xied to the mne apertures^ ye know no peace or rest',

open the tenth door and enjoy the Bliss. So sqyeth the

Perfect Master.** [Swami Ji]

**Pfine outlets has the body, all the mne insipid.

Real Nectar flows through the Trenth.**

[Guru Ram Dass]

*^Seek the Perfect Master with faith, love and patience;

He- rmll give thee light to find the hidden

entrance,**

[Tuusi Saeib]

**Most unfortunate is the poor blind soul,

JVho does not knock at the Satguru*s door.

This human life so hard to win.

He throws aside without a thought
**

[Guru Ram Das]
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Fathomless and limitless are the higher realms

And the Abode of the Supreme Being;

Beyond the Tenth Door new worlds urfoldy
[SWAMI Ji]

call them blind, whom nature has robbed of sights
He that hath not discovered the Divine Willy

Jfanaky he is truly blind.'*

[Guru Angad]



SOAK YOUR PRAYER MAT IN WINE

Khwaja Hafiz was a great Saint of Perna, a seer

gifted with the highest spiritual knowledge. On one
occasion he said

:

“Dye thou thy prayer cloth in wine, if thy Guru
telleth thee so.’*

When he uttered th^e words there was a tremen-

dous furor, because in the first place, they were not in

accordance with the Koran. This scripture strictly

forbids the use ofwine, and even wine itself is abhorrent

to all good Muslims. At the same time, a Muslim’s prayer
rug or mat is regarded as an extremely sacred and holy

possession. To soak one’s prayer mat in wine, therefore,

would be an act of impiety that would be utterly un-
thinkable.

What Hafiz had written was reported to the chief

qazi, and Hafiz was ordered to appear before him.
When questioned as to why he had made this statonent,

Hafiz replied:

“These words were uttered on orders that were
given to me from within.”

“But what meaning can they have?” asked the

qazi. “They not only are not in accordance with the

Koran, but make no sense whatever.”
Hafiz thereupon pointed to a hillock nearby and

said

:

“Please go over there and ask the fakir who is

meditating on top of that hill.”

The qazi went over, climbed the hiU, and asked the
fakir

:
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**Gan you tell me the significance ofthe words that
Hafiz has uttered, saying that one should dye one’s
prayer mat in wine?**

The fakir smiled, and said:
**0 qazi, please go to that town yonder and find

the richest prostitute who hves there. She will explain
the meaning of the words to you.**

This answer annoyed the qazi extremely, for he
could not see what a prostitute might have to do with
his question. But all the same, since he felt it his duty to

inquire fully about the matter, he trudged into the
nearby town and found the prostitute*s house.

When he arrived, it happened that the prostitute

was not at home, and the housekeeper, believing him to

be a wealthy client, asked a young girl in the house to

sorve as a substitute. This girl was one that the prostitute

had purchased several years before and who had only
then come of age.

Going to her, the housekeeper told her

:

*
‘Since we have looked after you and brought you

up with the greatest care, it is now your duty tojoin the

profession for which we have trained you.**

Accordingly, the girl was led to the room occupied

by the qazi.

The poor girl was much distressed and tears rolled

down her cheeks. Naturally enough, the qazi regarded

such behaviour as very unusual.

**W^y are you crying? Do you not live in this

house?** he asked.
*‘0 Sir, I am one of the most unfortunate of all

beings. Until this day I have lived a pure and pious life;

and this is the first time that I am being forced into this

evil act,** the girl replied.

‘‘Where is your home? Gan you remember the
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pl2u:e you came from, and who your parents were?**

In reply the girl told him

:

“When I was very young, some thieves raidedone
ofthe villages near where I lived. When I was running
away from this danger, one of the thieves caught me.
It was he who brought me to this town and sold me to

the prostitute.**

When the girl gavehim the name of hervillage, he
recognized it as his own village; and when he asked the

name of her parents, she turned out to be his own lost

daughter.

The qazi returned to the fakir and told him

:

‘*I thought at first that you were simply sendingme
to a prostitute. Perhaps, I thought it to be ajoke ofsome
kind. Who could tell? But my visit turned out to be the
means by i\hich I recovered my lost daughter.**

Again the fakir smiled

**Now, O qazi, go back to Khwsqa Hafiz and ask
him to give you the next line of this couplet.’*

To the qazi’s question, Hafiz answered:
**The next hne says that He alone is all-knowing,

and, therefore, never makes a mistake. And the Guru is

at one witlr Him. It reads as follows : *For unaware is

He not, of the ins and outs of the path (to God
realization.)**

**Evay inch of thee doth the Satguaru know^ for keepeth

He aJtl the secrets of God.'*

[MAU1.ANA RUU]



WHY THE STORM COULD NOT WRECK
THE SHIP

When the eighth Sikh Guru, Guru Har Kiishan,
was about to die, his disciples asked him

:

“Sir, who will gfuide us after you have gone?**
The Guru told them

:

“He who will guide you after I am gone will be
found in the village of Baba Bakala.**

A search was made in this small village, which was
not far from Amritsar, but there seemed to be no one
there who had the spiritual status of a Satguru. As a
consequence, there was great uncertainty as to who
would be Guru Har Krishan*s successor. Taking
advantage of this, twenty-two of his disciples claimed
that they were to be the next Satguru.

While these events were taking place, a disciple

named Makhan Shah, who was a merchant, was
bringing a ship caring a rich cargo &om Persia to

India. While crossing the Arabian Sea the vessel

encountered a violent storm that drove her far from
her course, opened meuiy of the seams in her hull, and in

the end battered her to such an extent that she began
to sink.

Kneeling on the sloping deck with the waves
sweeping over him as he clung to a stay, Makhan Shah
raised his folded hands to the heavens and prayed
to his Satguru, saying:

“Ifthou wilt but save my ship and bring her safely

to Bombay, I will make an ofieiing of five hundred
golden sovereigns.**
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He had barely finished his prayer when the ship

lighted herself, the seams in her hull were closed, and
she sailed away buoyantly before the gale. In due course

she reached Bombay, where Makhan Shah sold the
cargo at a tremendous profit.

He then hastened to pay homage to his Satgiun,

Guru Har Krishan, and to make his promised
ofiering. But Guru Har Krishan had died, and
Makhan Shah was told that he would have to go to

Baba Bakala to find his successor.

When he reached Baba Bakala he found the

twenty-two claimants to the Guru’s throne, and was
unable either to discover from others or decide in his

own mind which one was the true Satguru. In the end,
he went to each of the twenty-two claimants and offered

five sovereigns to each, thinking that whosoever
had saved his ship would speak out and tell him.
But none of them made any mention whatever of the
ship and its perilous adventure.

Far &om satisfied, Makhan Shah asked

:

*’Is there any other Guru in Baba Bakala or in the
villages nearby?”

“Yes, there is a very holy man named Teg, who is

secluding himself in a small house in Baba Bakala,**

he was told.

Makhan Shah reasoned that he would lose

nothing by visiting the twenty-third holy man, so he
went at once to the house where Teg Bahadur was.
Bowing low before him, he placed five sovereigns at his
ieet.

“Why**, said Teg Bahadur, as though in great
surprise, “this is not very honest of you, Makhan Shah,
to make an offering of five sovereigns only, when you
promised five hundred when your ship was sinking.**
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Maldian Shah was overjoyed to have found at last

the SatguTU who had saved his life. As he knelt before
him. Teg Bahadur removed his shirt and showed the
merchant deep wounds on his shoulders.

“See, brother. Look at these wounds,” the Satguru
said. “They were caused by the keel of your ship when
I gave it a support of my shoulders.”

“The offering, beloved Satguru; here is the offer-

ing,” said Makhan Shah, placing a bag of sovereigns at
the Guru’s feet. Then knowing that he had found the
true successor to Guru Har Krishan, he ran to tlie roof
of the house and cried out in a loud voice

;

“Brothers! I have found the True Guru' ”

It was thus that Guru Teg Bahadur was
discovered.

The Satguru loves and seeks his own even before

they search fer him. This is a truth that has been taught
by all the Perfect Masters of the East.

hath sought me even before I began to seekfor him**

[Abu Yazid Bistami]

I renumber lJu Guru at every breathy

From whom JUmrud the way offinding the Urdcnowable;

Seath Jfanak: My Guru is all-powerful.**

[Guru Arjam]



WHY GURU NANAK PREFERRED THE POOI
MAN’S FOOD

In the city ofEminabad there lived, during the time

of Guru Nanak, a high-bom man of wealth named
MaUk Bhago. He was the Diwan of the Pathan
Governor, and thus a personage of great authority.

On an anmversary of his father*s death, he
prepared a princely sacrificial feast, and expected all

religious and holy men of the vicimty to come to it,

to enable him to acquire merit.

At the same time that the feast was held, it

happened that Gum Nanak was in Eminabad, where
he was staying at the house of a poor carpenter named
Lalo. Lalo, a devotee, had welcomed the Gum with
great humility and reverence.

The news that a Saint was staying at the house of
Lalo' reached Malik Bhago, and he immediately sent a
servant to invite the Guru, together with his followers.

But Gum Nanak refused to accept the invitation. Bhago
believed that his feast would be incomplete unless all

the holy men came to his house. He, therefore, sent his

servant repeatedly to bring the Gum. In the end, the

Gum went to his house.

‘You are a strai^e man, for you eat the food of
a low caste man like Lalo,’* Bhago said.

“I have no caste,” said the Gum, “nor do I sit

in a sanctified chair to eat. For me the whole earth is

pure.”

“Then why did you refuse to join my feast?” asked
Bhago in an angry voice.
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“Do you really want to know?” the Guru asked.

“Yes,” said Bhago.
“Then get me some of the food cooked in your

house for the feast.”

The Guru asked Lalo to get some food from his

house also. In the meanwhile a great crowd had gathered
round the Guru. When the food from the two houses
was brought, Lalo brought a piece of bread made with
barley floor. The Guru took the bread finm Lalo
and some ofBhago’s rich food in his right and left hands
respectively, and squeezed the two. From Lalo*s food
oozed out drops of milk, and from that of Bhago, drops
of blood.

“Now you see why I refused to eat your food,’*

said the Guru. “Your food is blood-stamed and drawn
firom the sweat of others. Lalo enjoys what he earns by
hard labour, and shares his small earmngs with others.

No sanctified chair could possibly make your food pure.”
Bhago fell at the feet of the Guru and prayed for

mercy.
“Listen,” said the Guru

:

“That which belongs to another,

Is unlawful like the flesh of a pig
To a Mussulman, and cow’s flesh to a Hindu.”

**Blessed and beautiful ts the hut where the Lord*s praise

ts sung;

'Worthless ts the palace where the Lord ts forgotten.**

[Guru Arjan]

**For wealth mcmy are ruined—this wealth hath dtsgraced

manyy

It ts not amassed unthout sin—and tt accompanieth not

the dead.**
[Guru Nahak]



WHY THE DERVISH DIED

Faxiduddin Attar, the great mystic poet of Persia,

made his living by being a chemist (dispenser of

medicines), before he gave up the world and became a
seeker of^d. His change from one way of living to the

other was very sudden, and happened in this wise

:

One day, while Attar was busy attending to his

patients, a Dervish came by, be^[ing for alms. Attar

paid no attention, and pretended not to hear him, and
though the Dervish was very insistent and continued to

beg for charity. Attar turned a completely deaf ear to

all his pleadings.

Finally the Dervish, in utter exasperation, shouted

at the top of his lungs

:

“Attar, I am surprised at you! You keep attending

to your business, but you don’t seem to knowwhat yovar

real business is. I am wondering. Attar, just how will

you die?”

“Just as you wiU die, my friend,” Attar retorted

impatiently.

**Do you really mean that. Attar ? Did you speak

from the heart?”

“Yes,” Attar replied.

At that, the Dervish stretched out on the ground
in front of Attar’s shop, and uttered in a loud voice

:

*‘God be praised.”

Looking down at him. Attar saw that he had
expired.

In a flash. Attarunderstood the Dervish’s challenge.

What was his real business, after all? To potter about
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his shop, or to take up the only worthwhile endeavour
in the world—the search for God?

Shutting up his shop, he put on the coarse robes of

a mendicant, and with a begging bowl began his divine

mission, which led him in the end to full enlightenment.

**All else do thou turn outfrom tkjf hearty so that in

heart nothing save God ntqjf find room**

[Maulama Rum]



THE GURU’S TEST

On one occasion, before the time for a gathering

of his disciples. Guru Gobind Singh made plans to test

the faith of his followers- To prepare for the event, he
had five goats placed in a tent, close to the meeting

place, and he himself waited inside the tent. Then,
when more than five thousand of his disciples had
arrived and taken their places, the Guru stepped out

of the tent and said

:

^‘Whoever is a true disciple, let him come forward,

as 1 would like to test his faith.’*

As he was saying this, he swung his sword to show
that he was serious about the test.

No one came forward.

The Guru then asked a second time, and one
disciple came forward and bowed low to him, saying:

**My Guru, I would consider it a privilege to be
tested.”

Guru Sahib took him into the tent, seated him ona
bench, and killed one ofthe goats. The Guru then came
out of the tent with his sword dripping with blood,

and blood was also flowing out of the tent. The people
were greatly distr^sed, believing that the Guru had
beheaded the disciple, and a number of them left the

pla<£ in foar.

The Guru then asked for another true disciple,

and a second man cmne forward. He too was taken
inside the tent, and another goat was killed. This same
thing was repeated three more times, and afoer that
no one would come forward.
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Then the Guru, going into the tent, brought out

his five beloved disciples, all of them whole and sound.

Everyone in the entire gathering then felt ashamed and
sorry that they had not had faith enough to offer

themselves to the Satguru The five who had implicit

faith in the Guru had learned from him that there is

no death for the soul, for the soul is deathless.

soul IS eternal and cannot be destroyed; it is neither

born, nor does it die'*

[Guru Arjan]

by gimng the head {the self or ego) thou const have

the Guru, even then know thou that it is very low in cost.**

[Kabir]

**By Guru*s grace gettest thou everything; so do thou serve

and trust the Guru and to him sacrifice tJyself hundreds

of times, O Manak.**

[Guru Nanak]



HOW MUCH FOR A PAIR OF SHOES

Nizamuddin was a great Saint, and it is said that

no one who ever approached him came away empty
handed.

A poor man who had a daughter to marry, once
came to him and begged for his help. The Saint told

him

:

“My son, whatever offerings come to me during the
next three days I will gladly give to you.”

Filled with hopeful anticipation, the poor man
stayed for three days with the Saint But during that
time not a single soul brought an offering to him.

On the evening of the third day when the poor
man, his high hopes dashed, was weeping miserably,
Nizamuddin gave him his own shoes, saying

:

“Take these, my good man, for what they may be
worth. They are the only possessions I have, and at the
least, you can sell them for enough to buy a day's supply
of food.”

Greatly disappointed, the poor man nevertheless
thanked the Saint, and left him to return to his own
village.

As he trudged wearily along the dusty road, he saw
approaching him a large caravan of richly appointed
and heavily laden camels. It was the caravan of Amir
Khusro, who was returning from Kabul with all of his
rich possessions, after retiring from the king’s service.

Amir Khusro himselfwas nding at the head of the
caravan and, as he approached the poor man, he began
to smell the fragrance of his beloved Satguru. After he
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had ridden past the poor man> he noticed that the
fi^grance came from behind him. Both puzzled and
intensely curious, Amir Klhusro at once got down fix>m

his camel, ran after the poor man, and asked him:
“Who are you, friend, and where are you coming

from?**

The poor man still feeling very miserable and
wretched, told the whole story of his three days’ stay

with the great Saint, and held up the pair of shoes to

show how old and of httle value they were.
Amir Khusro asked with some impatience

:

“Would you sell the shoes to me, my good man ?”

“Why, by all means, noble Sir. I was hoping to

sell them in the next village, so I could get a little food;

for otherwise I would go hungry,” the wretched fellow

replied.

“I will pay you well for them,” said Amir Khusro.

**Give me the shoes, and in return you may have all my
caravan, including all the camels and their loads, except

for the two beasts that are carrying my personal

belongings.”

Overjoyed at this totally unexpected good fortune,

the poor man thanked the Amir profusely, and went
away rejoicing at the head of the great caravan.

Within a very short time Amir Khusro reached

his Satguru, and placed the pair of shoes at his feet.

Nizamuddin, smiling, asked:

“And how much, my son, did you pay for such an
old pair of shoes?”

“Sir, I gave my entire caravan and all my worldly

possessions for them, except for the two camels that are

standing here,” Amir Khusro told him humbly.

Again Nizamuddin smiled.

“Brother,” he said, “you paid a very low price
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indeed. They were truly a tremendous bargain; and
actually, you got them for practically nothing

“To find a Saint of the Beloved Lord is the highest

good fortune that can come to any man, for the Saints

are the rarestjewels in all the world And the gift ofNam,
the Divine Melody of the Word of God that takes one
to God, which the Saints bestow on their disciples, is a
treasure beyond any price. Compared with It, the cost

of a caravan and all your worldly possessions is as

nothing

Priceless His Gifts {Nam), priceless His marks upon

them, priceless His Mercy and priceless His Will. How
beyond price He is, cannot be expressed.”

[Guru Nanak]

“/ crave from Thee, Lord, the gift of Thy Name,
Nothing else will abide with me.

Kingdoms, gold, sensual delights

Varash like the shadow cast by a tree.

The man who pursues shadows pursues vanities.”

[Guru Arjan]

*^^When the sound of His Name fils the heart,

All bliss and salvation is its reward;

Nanak seys the truth—Without His {Priceless) Name
There is no release from bondage.”

[Guru Nanak]



GLOSSARY
A

Abu Hasan or Abu Hasan Kharkani—A Nfuslim Saint or feMr
who hved in the small village of Kharka, m eastern Persia

(now Afghanistan), during the latter part of the tenth century.
His “Saymgs” are still read today

Abu Yazid Bistami—One of the greatest of the ancient Persian

Saints He was born in a small village called Bistam and
therefore named Bistami.

Adi GrAnth Sahib—^Original scripture. The sacred scripture of
the Sikhs, compiled chiefly by Guru Aurjan, the fifth of the ten

Sikh Gurus, about the year 1604 It contams teachings of the
various Sikh Gurus and devotees, as well as of other Saints.

Adi means original or first; Granth means a book and especially

a religious scripture, and Sahib, which means lord or master,

is used by the Sikhs to denote a thing that is sacred or revered.

Akbar—See Kmg Akbar
Auf—

T

he first letter of the Arabic alphabet, the letter A. It is

also used to denote Allah or God.
Amir Khusro—^A famous poet who hved at the court of Alauddm

Khilji, king of Delhi from 1296 to 1316. Amir Khusro was a
disciple of the great Samt, Nizamuddm, near whose tomb m
Delhi he lies buried In addition to his poetry, he is noted as

the inventor ofthe sitar, a popular Indian stringed instruments.

Anand—^Bliss. Often used as a part of Indian names.

Ansari of Herat—Sheikh Abdullah Ansan (1005-1090), was b(^
and lived m Herat, then in northeastern Persia, today m
Afghanistan. At the age of nme, it is said, he appeared to

know everythmg that the wisest men of Herat knew about

religion and philosophy. He composed, it is believed, about

6,000 verses on the spiritual hf , and some of his books are

still studied with great reverence

Axma—Soul, spirit. As in Mahatma, meaning Great Soul.

Maha, great; Atma, soul.
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Axjixa. or Auijta—A term applied to lughly advanced spiritual

persons among Mohammedans.

B

Bhai—^Brother.

Bhikha—A Saint of northern India (1713—1763 A.D.).

Brahmin

—

^The firstm rankm Hmdu society; the caste of the priests.

Bu Azi—^A medieval Indian Samt (1202—1324 a.i>.), who was bom
at Pampat, a short distance north of Delhi. For three days

after his birth he cned without once opening his eyes, it is

said. Then a holy man came, put his hand on the child’s

head and whispered something in his ear, and Bu Ali stopped

his crying. He was frequently called Bu Ali Kalandar
(or Qalandar).

Buixbh Shah— Muslim Saint of the Punjab (1703—1753 ad),
a disciple of Hazrat Inayat Elhan, who lived and taught

chiefly at Lahore It is said that he was bom in Rome.

C

Gaxotropis—A medicinal plant with fruit like mangoes.

D
Dadu Sahib—A Saint of Rajputana (1554-1603), well known for

his boldness in defymg the orthodox priests and teaching
about Nam, the 'Word ofGod. He was bom at Ahmedabad,
north of Bombay, and taught cfliiefly at Jaipur and other
centers in Rajputana. He hved during the reign of the great
M ghal Emperor Akbar.

Dhun—

S

ound or Inner Sound. Synonymous with Shabd, Nam
or Word.

Dradpadi

—

The wifi: of the five Pandava brothers. (See
Mahabharat).

Dharam Das—a disciple of Kabir Sahib, whom Kabir appointed
to be his successor

Diwan—

A

Fmance Minister.

Durbar, or Darrar—^Royal court; esoterically, the Presence of
God.
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F

Fakir or Faqir— Muslim term for Saint or Master The word,
which IS pronounced “Fakeer”, may be derived from the
Arabic word “fikra”, which means to meditate

Farii3—See Sheikh Farid

G
Gamesh—^The Hindu deity with an elephant’s head, a son of the

god Shiva and his consort Parbati

Grawh-A book, especially a religious scripture, the Sikh
scriptures

Granth Sahib—^The same as the Adi Granth Sahib
Guru—Literally, one who gives light, spiritual teacher, Master;

guide.

Guru Amar Das—See Sikh Gurus
Guru Angad—See Sikh Gurus
Guru Arjan-—See Sikh Gurus
Guru Gobihd Singh—See Sikh Gurus
Guru Nanak—^The famous Samt of the Punjab, the first of the ten

Sikh Gurus. See Sikh Gurus.

Guru Ram Das—Sec Sikh Gurus
Guru Teg Bahadur—See Sikh Gurus
Gurumukh—Literally, one whose face is turned towards the Guru

or Master.

H
Hafiz—See Klhwaja Hafiz.

Hardwar—h. place of pilgrimage about 100 miles northeast of

Delhi. It IS at Hardwar that the Ganges, coming from the

Himalaya mountains, gathers volume and flows out into the

plains of India

Hatim Hashim—

K

great Saint of Khorasan, in ancient Persia

Hazrat—Holy man.
Hazrat Inayat Khan—-A Persian Samt who lived in the seven-

teenth century

Hazrat Junaid—A Muslim Saint who lived at Baghdad in the

ninth century. The Guru of Sheikh JShibli.
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X

Inayat Shah or Shah Inayat— Muslim Saint of Lahoie

Indra—^The Lord of Heaven and the god of thunder and of ram,

in the ancient Hindu Vedas He is the principal Vcdic god,

partly because ram is so much needed m India during the

summer months
IsHET—^The Everlastmg Lotus An Arabic name for God

J

Jahan—Shah Jahan, see Mughal Emperors

Janak—See King Janak
JivA—^Living bemg, the mdividual or imliberated soul

JuNAiD—^See Hsizrat Junaid

K

Kabir Sahib—^A very renowned and revered Saint (1440—1518),

who hved m Banares, then called Kashi. He was a disciple Of
Ramanamd, and taught his own disciples the practice of the

Word He and Guru Nanak, a contemporary, are regarded as

among the greatest of the Indian Samts of more recent tunes.

Kabir has been called “the Martm Luther of India,” because

of the manner in which he reawakened popular interest m the

spiritual life

Kalahdar or Qalandar

—

A Muslim holy man who has abandoned
all worldly ties and possessions.

Kalma—^An Arabic term for the Word ofGod, or Nam.
Kalshar

—

An Indian Saint who lived m the first half of the 16th

century, during the days of Guru Angad, the second Sikh
Guru (1504—1539). Kalshar was a devoted disciple of Guta
Angad, under whom he found enlightenment and peace,

after searchmg all over India for a True Master.
Karma—^Action and reaction, the law of action and reaction, the

fruit of result of past thoughts, words and deeds. It is

same law as, *‘As ye sow, so shall ye reap.”

Kashi—^The ancient name of the g^at Indian rel%ious oenter,

Banares

Khizr or Khwaja Khizr—A mystermus being who has ak/Wf*,
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been an important figure m Near Eastern folklore. He is

the ever youthful “Green Man”, who has drunk the water
of the Fountain of Immortality. It is said that fresh green,

herbs spring up from whatever ground he walks on.
Khusro—See Amir Khusro
Khwaja—An honorary title that may be translated as “Master”.
ELhwaja Hafiz—One of the greatest of Persian Poets and also an

enlightened Saint (c. 1320-1389). He was bom at Shiraz
and spent his hie there as a court poet. Hafiz is a pen name
that means “One who can recite the Koran by heart.” His
real name was Shams>ud-Din Mohammed.

King Akbar—The greatest of the six Mughal Kmgs or Emperors
of India (1526-1707). See Mughal Kings.

King Jahan—See Moghal Emperors
King Janas—A Legendary King who was a Saint of the Word

or Nam. He is said to have ruled at Janakpur, in Bihar,

and to have been the &ther of Sita, wife of Ram Chandar,
the hero of the Ramayana.

Krishna—^Lord Krishna, held to be an incarnation of God
(Brahm). The celebrated Bhagavad Gita, or Song Celestial,

which appears m the Mahabfaarata, one of India’s two greatest

qpic poems, contains the major teachings of Lord Krishna,

given in a dialogue between Krishna and Aijuna, one of the

five Pandavas, just before the commencement of the great

eighteen-days battle at Kurukshetra, near modem Ambala.
Krishna htu ofren been called the Indian Christ, and the

Bhagavad Gita, the Indian New Testament.

Kshatriya—The second in rank in Hindu society; the caste of

warriors and rulers.

L

Lakh—One hundred thousand.

Laila—See Msynun and Laila.

Laleshwarx—The best beloved Saint and poet of Kasbmir.

Named Qewd), she b affectionately called Lai Ded, or

Mother Lai. She was bom, it b bdieved, about the year

1360, and married into a wealthy fkDoily. But, ill-treated

by her mother-in-law, she left her home and became a

wanderer in search of the Beloved. After meeting many
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holymen, she foxmd her Guru, was initiated, and attained

mner enlightenment

Logos—The same as Nam, Shabd or Dhun; the Word or Power
of God.

M
Mahabharat or Mahabharata—Literally, Great India. One of

the two great epic pioems of the Hindus, the other bemg
the Ramayana It is the story of the sons of Bharat, who
was a great king of ancient India By the Indians, India

has for thousands of years been called Bharatavarsha or the

land of Bharat, after this famous kmg. The Mahabharat
tells of the great war between the Kauravas and the Pandavas,

which took place in very ancient times, several thousand

years B G.

The Kauravas were the hundred sons of the blmd Kmg
Dhritarashtra of Hastinapura (Elephant City), the rums of

which are still traceable northeast of Delhi, on an old bed of

the Ganges The five Pandavas were the sons of Pandu, the

brother of Kmg Dhritarashtra Thus the Kauravas and
Pandavas were cousms
The Pandavas’ father, Pandu, died at an early age, and the

five brothers subsequently were deprived of what they

considered their rightful heritage, the great city ofHastinapura.

As a consequence, they declared war on the Kauravas in an
effort to conquer and rule the city. They were the victors

in the ensuing war
Mahatua—Great Soul (Maha, great; Atma, soul) A term of

respect applied to highly spiritual persons

Majntjn and Laiia—The classic example m Persia of pure and
devoted love All Persian poets have written romantic tales

about them.

MAX.IK—^Lord; Master.

Mansur—^A Muslim Saint (870-923 ad), bom in the village of
Baiza, m Persia He was a disciple of Umar bm Usman
a great Persian Samt, who predicted that Mansur would die

by torture, as came to pass Mansur was a contemporary and
fiiend of Sheikh Shibh. His full name was Husain ibn

Mansur.
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Madxama or Maulvi— Muslim, priest; one learned in Islamic

reli^cm and theology.

Maviama Rum or Maulvi Rum— famous Muslim Saint

(1207-1277 A.x>.), bom at Balkh, the ancient ‘‘Mother of
Cities”, then in Persia and now in northern A%hanistan.
When he was six years old, a weU-known holy man told his

£ither, ‘‘You have a jewel of inestimable value; take good
care of him ” He Mras a disciple of the great Samt, Shams-i-
Tabriz, who imtiated him, it is said, m Rome EEis name
can be translated as “Pnest of Rome”. He was the author of
the world-£unous Masnavi, a long poem composed of rhymed
couplets.

Mata—^Illusion or delusion; deception; unreahty, the phenomenal
umverse and all material appearances or phenomena. All

that which is not eternal, is not real or tme, it appears but
is not, m the eternal or real sense. Maya is the veil of illusion,

or illusory worldly appearances and phenomena that covers

Reality and conceals the vision of God from our sight.

Mibabai-—An Indian Samt bom in Rajputana about the year

1504, and thus a contemporary of Guru Nanak. She was a
Rajput prmcess and married mto the royal &mily of Mewar,
but cared nothing for the life of the court and spent all her

time in devotion and in talking with holy men Many ofthe

religious songs written by Mirabai are still sung today in

every part of India.

Mughal or Mogul Kikgs erEMVERoas—The six Mughal Emperors,

often called “The Great Mughals”, who ruled northern India

from Delhi and Agra from 1526 imtil 1707. The word
“Mug^ial” is dmved from “Mongol”. The first Mughal ruler,

Babar, came from near Samarkand by way of ELabul and
conquered Delhi m 1526. The others were his descendants.

Ht^yun (1530—1556)
Akbar (1556—1605)
Jahangir (1605—1627)
Shah Jahan (1627—1658)
Aurangzeb ( 1658—1 707)

It was Shah Jahan, “Emperor of the World”, who built the

Taj Mahal at Agra as a mausoleum for his Queen, Mumtaz
MahaT. The name o£ the Taj is a shortened version of
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Mumtaz Mahal—Palace of Mumtaz
MuiNUDDiN Chisti—A renowned Saint of medieval times

(1143-1233 ad), who was bom m Seistan, now in south-

western Afghanistan He moved at an early age to Ajmer m
Rajputana where, it is said, he remained without sleepmg m
meditation for seventeen years, and then began to teach the

practice of the word
Mumi—

A

holy man, a sage, a devotee. Literally, one who hears

or experiences

N

Nau—^Name, the same as Shabd, Word or Logos, the Energy and
creative power of the Supreme Creator. Nam, or the Word,
IS not actually a word but the Infinite Power that emanates

continuously from the Supreme Bemg By it the universe

was created, and by it the umverse is sustamed. At the same
time, this Power resides m every human bemg.

Namdev—

A

n Indian Samt (1269—1344), who was bom m
Maharashtra, m central India A tailor by profi^ion, he
turned to a religious life when still very young. Namdev
spent about ten years teachmg m the Punjab, but died at

Pandharpur in Maharashtra.
Nanak—See Guru Nanak
Narad—Also called Rishi Narad and Narad Mum. A celebrated

sage of ancient India, often called the ‘‘Jewel of the Rishis”.

He is said to reincarnate m every age to teach the path of
spiritual development through love and devotion. It is also

said that whenever an mcamation of God is to come to the

earth, Rishi Narad precedes him and prepares the ground
for his advent

Nizamuddin—^A Muslim Saint of northern India (1238—1332
A.D ), whose ancestors had come to India from Bokhara. His
tomb may still be seen at Delhi, and even today is an
important place of pilgnmage visited daily by many
worshippers.

P

Padtu Sahib—A famous fifteenth century Indian Saint noted fbr
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his bold and clear description of the Path of the Masters,
which leads to the highest heavenly realm

Pandavas—See Mahabharat.
Parashar Rjshi

—

celebrated sage of ancient India
Parbati or Parvati—^The consort of Shiva, the third of the Hindu

Triad, consisting of the gods Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva

—

the Creator, Preserver and Destroyer

PiPA Sahib—An Indian Saint (1408-1468), who at first was the

ruler of Gagaraimgarh State m central India He came once
to meet the great Samt Ramanand with great pomp and
magnificence, but the Samt refused to meet him He then
gave all his possessions to the poor and sought out Ramanand
with utter humility. He then became a very devoted disciple,

and a friend of Kabir and Ravidas
Prasad or Prashad—^Food blessed by a Samt and infused by him

with spiritual power
Punjab—Literally, Five Rivers; a province m northwest India.

Its five rivers are the Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi, Beas and Sutlg.

ft

Qazi

—

Judge; an adept in Islamic law.

R

Rabia Basri or Rabia of Basra—

\

renowned Samt, a woman,
who hved and tai^ht the practice of the Word at Basra during

the seventh century

Rajab—^An Indian Samt bom in 1561, who was a disciple of

Dadu. Noted for his great devotion to his Satguru, one story

about him tells of how he aided Dadu to cross a small stream.

While other disciples went to find stones to make a footway

across the stream, Rajab lay down m the water and Dadu
crossed the stream by walkmg along his body.

Raua

—

See Ramayana
Ramanand—^An Indian Saint (1340-1430), bom near Madras,

and a disciple of Raghvananda, another great Samt.

Ramanand was the guru of Kabir Sahib and Ravidas. He
came to northern India quite early m life and settled at

Banares.
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Ramatana—The Wanderings of Rama The oldest of the

Sanskrit epic poems, written by the sage Valmiki. The
hero IS Rama or Ram Chandar, son of Kmg Dasaratha of

Ayodhya m northern India, who ruled many, many centuries

ago Rama is said to be the seventh incarnation on earth

of the god Vishnu The name Rama is a widely used

appellation of God in India

Outwardly, the Ramayana tells ofhow Rama’s wife Sita (soul)

was stolen by Ravana, the demon king of ancient Ceylon, and
after heroic efforts was rescued by Rama, aided by Hanuman,
the monkey god, and his army of monkeys These bmlt a
huge stone bridge or causeway between southern India and
Ceylon, over which Rama and his army could pass

Esoterically, the Ramayana portrays in allegory the mner
struggles of the soul and its final victory over mmd and
matter Its spiritual meaning was made clear m writing by
Tulsi Sahib in his Ramayana

Ravibas—Also called Raidas An Indian Saint who lived in the

1 5th century and was a contemporary and friend of Kabir
Sahib A low caste cobbler, Ravidas was a disciple of
Ramanand Despite his low caste, many members of the

highest caste became his disciples, notably Princess Jhah of
Chitor.

Risbi—^A sage, literally, a singer In the Vedic context, a singer

of the Song of Eternal Life.

Risbi Ved Vyas—One of the great sages of andient India, the

author of the Bhagavad Gita (See Krishna).

S

Sack Khand—^Literally, the True or Imperishable Region.
Esoterically, it is the fifth spiritual region above the physical

universe

Sadhu—

A

holy man following a path of spiritual discipline

Sakhi Sarwar—Literally, Generous Giver, a celebrated Muslim
Saint The term is also used as an appellation of God.

Santasjs—-An order of Hindu ascetics who renounce the world and
put on the yellow robe as a sign that they have done so,

Sarmad—^A Mushih Saint who lived in northern India. Originally

a Jew of Kashan, m Persia. He nominally accepted Islam,
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but did not teach its orthodox beliefs Instead, he taught

the practice of listening to the Divine Melody of the Word
of God For this he was executed as a heretic by Aurangzeb,
the Mughal King at Delhi Sarmad’s name means “He
Who IS steeped m God’s love ”

Satguru or Sat Guru—A True Master or Spiritual Teacher
Esotencally, one who has access to the fifth spiritual region.

Satsang—^Literally, True Association A meeting at which a

Satguru delivers a spiritual discourse.

Satsangi—One who has been initiated by a True Master into

the secrets of Nam, the Word of God, and how to contact It.

Sawan Singh Ji Maharaj—^An Indian Saint of very recent times

(1858-1948), who taught Nam, the Word of God, at the

village of Dera Baba Jaimal Singh near Beas in the Punjab,

close to Anmtsar. His Sat Guru was Baba Jaimal Singh Ji

Maharaj (1838—1903).

Shabd—^Word; Sound, Spiritual Sound. It is the same as Nam,
and the Word or Logos As the soul manifests in the body
as consciousness, the Word of Gk>d manifests Itself as Inner

Spiritual Sound. Shabd is pronounced Shubud, the first

syllable rhymmg with “rub”.

Shams-i-Tabriz or Shahas-i-Tabriz—^A famous Muslim Samt of

Persia (1147—1247 ad), whose name means Son of Tabriz.

He was bom in that city, but later settled at Multan in north-

western India. Condemned by the orthodox priests as a rebel

against the outward smd ceremonial forms of worship, he was
sentenced to be flayed ahve. His tomb can still be seen at

Multan. It is said that he went to Rome when a young man
and imtiated Maulana Rum there.

Sheikh—Chief, a Mohammedan holy man; a descendant of any
one of the disciples of the Prophet Mohammed Also a
courtesy title ofmany classes of Mohammedans

Sheikh Farid—A Muslim Samt (1181—1265), bom near Multan
m northwestern India. His Master was Qutabuddin of Delhi,

whom he joined as a disciple when he was about 20 years

old. On his Master’s death, he inherited his patched mantle

Farid spent most of his life at Ajodhan, now Pah Pattan, in

the southern Punjab. Because of his austonty and mtense

devotion, he was called the “Reservoir of Sugar”.
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Sheikh Shibli—Abu Bakr Shibli, a celebrated Fakir or Master

of Baghdad (861-945 ad), whose Guru was Hazrat Junaid.

His namfi was derived fiom the village of Shibla, where he

was bom.
Shiva—Third of the Hindu Triad, consisting of Brahma the

Creator, Vishnu the Preserver, and Shiva the Destroyer.

Shrikgi Rishi— Hmdu Rishi, noted for his austerities. King
Dasaratha, father of the great Hindu hero. Ram Ghandar,

whose story is told m the epic of the Ramayana, wished to

have Shringi preside over a sacrificial feast given to entreat

the gods for sons. Shringi Rishi, after many refusals, was

finally persuaded and as a result the king had four sons

SxKK—Literally, disciple or follower It is the Punjabi version of

the Sanskrit word Shishya

SiKH Gurus—Guru Nanak, the first of the Sikh Gurus, was
followed by nine others, each appointed by his predecessor,

as IS the age-old tradition when there is a hne or unbroken

succession of a number of Saints or Masters The ten Sikh

Gurus were

1. Gum Nanak (1469—1539)

2. Guru Angad (1504—1552)

3. Gum Amar Das (1479—1574)

4 Guru Ram Das (1534—1581)

5. Gum Aijan (1563—1606)

6. Gum Har Grovmd (1595—1644)

7. Gum Har Rai (1630—1661)

8 Gum Har Kishan (1656—1664)
9 Gum Teg Bahadur (1621—1675)

10. Gum Gobind Smgh (1666—1708)

The Sikh Gurus were obliged to make their followers mto a

military as well as a spiritual army shortly after 1600, due to

fierce attacks launched against them by the Mughal Emperors
of Delhi This was the work chiefly of the sixth Guru,
Har Govind, and of Guru Gkibind Singh, the tenth and last

Guru When Guru Gobmd’s father. Guru Teg Bahadur, was
summoned by Emperor Aurangzeb and given a choice between
conversion to Islam or death, he preferred death and left the

message , “I gave my head but not my faith ” Under Gum
Gobind Smgh, the Sikhs took new names havmg the suffix
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Singh (Lion) attached to them This custom has been
followed by the Sikhs since that tune.

SuGRiv or SuGRivA—^In the Ramayana> the kmg of the monkeys
who, with his mimster and general, Hanuman, built a bridge

of rocks from India to Ceylon, over which Rama and his army
could cross to rescue his wife, Sita

SuKH Dev—

A

Samt of ancient India, who was the son of the

celebrated Rishi Ved Vyas He possessed spiritual enlighten-

ment before his birth

SuPACH— low caste holy man, without whose presence and
consent the heavenly bell sound could not be heard at the

great feast givenm celebration ofthe victory ofthe five Pandavas
m the great war ofancient India described m the Mahabharata

SuRDAS—^An Indian Samt who lived at the tune of Emperor Akbar,

m the sixteenth century He was appointed Governor of the

State of Sandila but was so charitable that he gave away all

the money m the state treasury He then fled, leavmg one

of his poems m the treasure chest He was arrested and
imprisoned, but was freed as the result of a poem he addressed

to Akbar The remamder of his life was spent at Banares
SuTHRA—An Indian Samt, bom m the year 1729. When an

infont, he was abandoned by the roadside by his parents, at

the insistence ofpandits. They considered his birth as unlucky,

because he was bom with all of his teeth m place. The
infont was soon found, however, by Guru Har Govmd, the

sixth Sikh Gum, who was retummg to the Punjab from

Kashmir. Har Govmd took him with him, and Suthia

stayed with him and also with his successor. Gum Har Rai

As a special privilege, the Mughal rulers at Delhi gave Suthra

permission to collect one pice from every shop in all the places

he visited m India

SwAMi—^Literally, Lord, The Supreme Lord or Supreme Creator

It IS also a title given to religious teachers

SwAMiJi—A great Indian Saint (1818-1878), who was the founder

ofwhat IS now known as the Radha Swami (Lord of the Soul)

Faith or Spiritual Science His given name was Seth Shiv

Dayal Smgh He was bom m Agra and began to teach in

pubhc in 1861, after spendui; seventeen years in spiritual

meditation.

Syed or Satted—A descendant of the Prophet Mohammed
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T

Tenth Door—See Third Eye
Third Eye—Situated between the two eyebrows, the Third Eye

IS the seat or headquarters of the mind and the soul m the

human body Esotencally, it is a small aperture through

which the soul enters the higher Spiritual Regions dunng
deep meditation Smce the nme doors of the body (eyes,

cars, nose, mouth etc) lead outward and downward, while

the Third Eye leads inward and upward to the higher worlds,

the Third Eye is also called the Tenth Door or Tenth Gate
Three Worlds—^The Three Worlds are the physical universe, the

Astral Region that lies just above it, and the Causal or Mental
Region, situated above the Astral Region. The Samts have
always taught that above the Three Worlds there are six othei

infinitely more spiritual and beautiful heavenly regions.

Trilochan—^Literally, Three-Eyed A celebrated Samt of India

who was bom, it is believed, about the year 1267. He was
a contemporary of Namdev.

Tulsi Das—A very famous Indian Samt of the sixteenth century,

the period of the great Emperor Akbar. He was the author of
the Hmdi Ramayana, the Hindi language version of the great

epic. The Wanderings of Rama, composed in ancient times

by the sage Valmiki.
Tulsi Sahib—The great Poct-Samt of Hathras, near Agra, a

Master of the Word and author of the Ghat Ramayana, the

Inner Ramayana, a spiritual mterpretation of the esoteric

tmths contamed m the epic (1788-1848} He was bom
mto the prmcely Peshwas family, and was heir to the throne
of Poona and Sitara, just south of Bombay. At a very early

age he began to show signs of a devotional trend of mmd,
and had no desires or attachments for worldly pleasures and
pursmts A few days before be was to take the throne, he
left his home and fled towards the north m the garb of a
sadhu He settled at Hathras, where he was known as the
Sage from the South.

V
Varona—

O

ne of the greatest of the old Vcdic gods; the god of the

sky
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Vedas—^Literally, knowledge, or that which makes known the

hidden, higher truths Revealed knowledge as embodied
in the four sacred scriptures of the Hindus, which are called

the Rig Veda, Sama Veda, Yajur Veda and Atharva Veda
The Vedas were written by the great Sages of India in very

ancient times They contain 100,000 couplets, of which
86,000 deal with the problems of life in this world, and 14,000

deal with spiritual problems, God, the gods, and the heavens

beyond this earth The Vedas reveal that their authors

possessed a definite knowledge of Nam, the Word of God
In them it is called Nad or Nada, meaning Divine Sound

Ved Vyas or Vedvyas—Literally, Arranger of the Vedas One
of the great Rishis or Sages of ancient India, founder of the

Vedanta system of philosophy

Vishnu—Second of the Hindu Triad consisting of Brahma, the

Creator, Vishnu, the Preserver, and Shiva, the Destroyer

Vishwamitra—One of the most famous Sages of ancient India

Y

Yajna, Yag or Yagya—Sacrifice, a ritual or religious feast and
ceremony, which in ancient times often included the sacrifice

of some animal

Yog or Yoga—^Literally means union, esoterically, spiritual

exercises or practice, meditation m the spiritual sense

Essentially, yoga is any system that leads to or aims at the

union of the soid with God.
Yogi—One who practices Yoga
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